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PREFACE AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
As the Department of Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning
at Utah State University celebrates its first
75 years of existence, it is appropriate
to reflect back on the individuals who
have laid the foundation for what the
department has become, and to trace its
evolution from the first two graduates
in 1940 to over 1,500 today. Given the
amount of time covered, the plethora of
actors involved, and the many stories to be
told, it is inevitable that events have been
missed. It is hoped, however, that enough is
presented to provide a substantial overview
of the program’s growth and development
to recent times.
Like all of history, it is easier to speak of
the past than of the present. Although an
attempt has been made to bring the story
up-to-date where possible, coverage of
recent and current events and individuals
is cursory, and awaits the writing of the
centennial history in 2039.
The first portion of this document (Epic
1), has been reproduced virtually intact
from the history written by Susan Crook,

MLA 1989, for the 50th Anniversary of
LAEP. It is largely the story of Laval Morris,
the founding of the program, and the
early history of the department until his
retirement in 1964. Interviews of Laval and
Rachel Morris and many former students
augmented Susan’s extensive research of
primary sources to create a comprehensive
and enjoyable insight into the period.
Epic 2 was produced by Aaron Smith, MLA
2014, as the major part of his master’s thesis
this year. Beginning with Burton Taylor’s
succession of Morris in 1964, Aaron carries
the story of LAEP into the new millennium.
Using extensive interviews of several
faculty members prominent in the program
beginning in the late 1960s until recent
times, he examined changing patterns in
the profession and their relationship to the
development of the department.
Several sidebars scattered through the
work cover various topical subjects as
“stand-alone” short stories. Some of these
have borrowed extensively from the LAEP
Department’s newsletter InSites, which in
itself provides a valuable annual account

of current history. Readers are encouraged
to view former publications on the
department’s website http://laep.usu.edu/
Grateful appreciation and thanks are
extended to Aaron Smith for his patience
in dealing with the numerous changes and
edits thrown his way in the production
of this document, and for his InDesign
wizardry. Special thanks are also due to
Department Head Sean Michael for his
contributions and careful edits.
As the department looks forward to the
completion of our first century in 2039, we
thank everyone who has participated in
and contributed to our first 75 years!

Michael Timmons, Editor
Associate Professor Emeritus
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EPIC

1

FOUNDING A PROGRAM:
The Laval Morris Story

CHAPTER

ONE

Laval Morris’ Early Life
Childhood
Sometime in the summer of 1908 or 1909,
when the fruit was ripening on the cherry
trees, Laval Morris looked, really looked
at those trees, and, for the first time in his
young life was consciously aware of beauty.
Recalling the incident in a 1973 interview
conducted by Mary Lynn Palmer, he said
this:
It seemed to me I looked at those cherries the day
before and they were nothing but commonplace
cherries-green. But on this occasion, they had
turned color and they had put on a lot of growth.
I recall they were a beautiful reddishpurple.
And something struck me. I don’t know whether
it had to do with instincts, whether it was an
intuitive impulse or what it was, but I was so
charmed that I stood transfixed under that tree
for perhaps thirty minutes, wondering how it all
happened. They were so beautiful I could-well,
not even now can I describe what they were
really like. But I do remember they took on a
new dimension. In fact, all trees and something
about life in general took on a new dimension
for me. And I was curious, tremendously curious.
That moment under the cherry tree was
the beginning of the search for an aesthetic
understanding of nature that directed

the course of Morris’ entire life. His life
began in a time and place alive with a
pioneering spirit that encouraged his
inquisitiveness. Utah had been awarded
statehood only three years prior to the
birth of Laval Sidney to Koran Lemual and
Louise Bissiger Morris on 3 December 1899.
Their family farm was in East Millcreek, a
rural agricultural community southeast of
Salt Lake City-a city just nearing the fiftieth
year of its founding by Brigham Young and
his troupe of displaced Mormons. Utah’s
motto, “Industry,” was taken seriously by the
turn-of-the-century mining magnates and
railroad barons who lined Salt Lake City’s
fashionable Brigham Street (now South
Temple) with their gilded mansions. The
transportation revolution of the automobile
age was in its infancy, and the new mode of
travel was only beginning to be affordable
and reliable. The new era in transportation
was still a curiosity rather than a way of
life for Morris during his childhood and
adolescence. Following completion of his
primary grades at Sherman Elementary
School from 1906 to 1914, he walked or
rode a horse the four miles to Granite High
School in Salt Lake City.
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Student Years at the AC
After receiving his diploma from Granite
High School in 1918, Morris opted to attend
the Agricultural College of Utah in Logan
rather than going to the University of Utah
next door in Salt Lake City. With his interest
in plants and the natural world, the choice
to further his education at the state’s land
grant college was only logical. At the time of
his enrollment the Agricultural College was
beginning its 30th year, but attendance was
down, with the United States still embroiled
in the war in Europe. Morris, along with
many of the other young men at the college,
joined the Student Army Training Corps, the
equivalent of today’s ROTC, in anticipation
of shipping out to serve his country. During
that school year as peace negotiations
brought an end to World War I, a new threat

Student Army Training Corps (SATC) accommodations in
Old Main, around 1919 (USU Special Collections)

SATC dining facilities in Mechanic Arts Building
(note gauze masks around necks of some students
to prevent spread of influenza) (USU Special
Collections)

began to claim its toll throughout the world
as well as in Logan.
The members of the SATC were all billeted
together on campus in the auditorium
of Old Main. This proved to be the worst
possible living arrangement under the
circumstances: those circumstances being
the devastating global influenza epidemic
of 1918-1919. Over 22 million people died
worldwide by 1920. Logan had its share of
victims. According to Morris’ 1973 interview
account:
It was a reaper and it did reap. I slept in the main
auditorium of Old Main with I don’t know how
many others-four or five hundred, all that could
be packed in there. We had regular army cots
packed in Old Main....And when that influenza
really became grim, they were carrying out
boys every morning-one, two, three and four....I
remember a boy died in the bed next to mine.
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As the disease continued to ravage
the college and the community, the
administration saw no choice but to
disband the SATC and send the boys home,
since no other living quarters were available
to them. The 1920 school annual, the
Buzzer, reported that on Friday, 11 October
1918, the college was closed. Few students
remained once the army candidates were
dismissed, and though the flu quarantine
was lifted Monday, 27 January 1919, and
registration for winter quarter was held,
operation of the college was fragmentary
for the remainder of the year.
Laval Morris returned to the Agricultural
College of Utah at the beginning of the
new academic year in 1919, to continue
his study of botany and horticulture. The
botany courses were taught by Professor
George Richard Hill, Director of the School
of Agriculture, and Associate Professor Bert
Lorin Richards, assisted by Mr. L. F. Nuffer,
Instructor. Professor Melvin Clarence Merrill,
Assistant Professor Tracy H. Abell, and Mr.
Emil Hansen, Superintendent of Grounds
and Greenhouses, taught the horticulture
classes.
Landscape gardening was first included
in the horticulture curriculum at the
Agricultural College of Utah during the
1901-1902 school year. The entry in the
catalog was for a class titled, “Landscape
Gardening and Forestry,” required of
seniors majoring in horticulture. Landscape
Gardening and Forestry were given
separate listings in the 1903-1904 Catalog,
and Landscaping Gardening was defined as
being principally concerned with the layout
and ornamentation of home grounds. By

Early surveying class posed in front of Old Main
(USU Special Collections)

the 1907-1908 school year another course,
“Landscape
Designing,”
emphasizing
public grounds and parks, was added to
the curriculum, but by the time the 19101911 Catalog was issued, the courses had
been combined into a single landscape
gardening course. This continued until at
least the end of the 1916-1917 school year
according to Agricultural College Catalog
listings from 1911 through 1917, but when
Morris returned to college in the fall of 1919,
the courses were again separated.
The 1919-1920 Catalog description of the
Landscape Gardening course taught at the
AC read: “Principles underlying home and
city beautification. Preparation of ground,
selection and grouping of ornamental
plants, care of lawns, designing of plans.”

An upper division Landscape Design course
offering “advanced practice in landscape
art, was also listed in the 1919-1920 Catalog,
but it was not taught that year.
Emil Hansen, who assisted with the teaching
of the landscape gardening class, also
served as Extension Horticulturist, traveling
throughout the state of Utah offering design
consultation on home, school and church
grounds. “He knew his plant materials and
did a lot of good,” Morris said in 1973, “but
he had no training in design or planning.”
Hansen, as Morris remembered, often said
in his lectures to community groups when
discussing informal planting, “Ladies and
gentlemen, I am going to tell you where
to plant trees. You just pick up a handful
of rocks, and you give them rocks a throw.
3

On to Michigan State
Morris graduated from the Agricultural
College of Utah in 1923, with a BS in both
botany and horticulture, and from there
went directly to Michigan State Agricultural
College in East Lansing to continue his study
of plant science. While there, he discovered
that the landscape design courses taught
in the Horticulture Department since
1863, were being transferred into a newlydesignated Department of Landscape
Architecture, headed by C. P. Halligan.
Though not officially registered for them,
he sometimes sat in on the landscape
architecture lectures and began to learn
what the profession was all about.
Landscape model of a bungalow home showing landscape treatment, 1920s
(USU Special Collections)

Wherever a rock falls, there you plant a tree.”
The landscape gardening course offered
by the Department of Horticulture sparked
Morris’ imagination and made him wonder
why it was not expanded, since it was
apparent to him at the time that Utah
needed the expertise of persons trained
in land use planning and design. Morris,
recalling the course in 1973, described it
thus:
It contained a few principles of planning and
designing of mostly home grounds. It required
a knowledge of some plant materials, and it did
have some of the basic necessities of landscape
architecture. In other words, it was kind of a
forerunner, an indicator as to what should be
done as far as I was concerned.
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Complete courses of study leading to a
degree in landscape architecture were
rare in the early 1920s. Claims of when and
where landscape gardening instruction
premiered vary from source-to-source,
but Steiner and Brooks, in a 1986 article
in Landscape Journal, claimed the earliest
landscape related instruction was the
half-year required course begun in 1863
at Michigan State Agricultural College,
the nation’s first permanent agricultural
college. The course was instituted the
same year Olmsted and Vaux first used the
term “landscape architect,” and only one
year after passage of the Morrill Act, the
legislation establishing the nationwide
system of land-grant colleges.

Instructor in Horticulture
In 1924, while still a student at Michigan
State, Morris received an offer to replace
Professor Melvin C. Merrill as Instructor in
Horticulture at Bingham Young University
in Provo, Utah. A letter from BYU president
F. S. Harris to the university secretary, E. H.
Holt, dated 11 February 1924, confirmed
the appointment for the remainder of
the school year at a salary of $800 plus
transportation both ways. Morris returned
to East Lansing during the summers of
1924 and 1925 to complete his MS degree
in horticulture.
Somehow, Morris managed to fit courting
into his hectic schedule as a student in
Michigan and a professor in Provo, keeping
in touch with Rachel Bankhead, a Logan
native he had met on a blind date when they

were both students at the AC. They were
married 3 June 1925. While Laval occupied
himself with teaching and attending
school, Rachel Morris busied herself with
community affairs. A special edition of
Provo’s “Evening Herald,” published 24
April1928, was sponsored by the “Better
Homes Committee of Provo,” whose general
chairman was identified on the front page
in both a photograph and an article as, “Mrs.
L. S. Morris.” On page six of the same edition,
a photograph of Laval Morris appeared
with the headline and caption, “Landscape
Expert Assists Workers in Local Campaign.
Professor Laval S. Morris of the faculty
of Young University who as chairman
of the landscape committee of Better
Homes campaign has assisted numerous
homeowners in beautifying their home
surroundings. His work in Provo has greatly
improved the tone of the community.”

Looking for Landscape
Architecture Education
Morris was already beginning to apply what
he had gleaned from his beginning studies

of the practice of landscape architecture.
Though engaged to teach plant science
courses at BYU, he was constantly
preoccupied with design and planning, as
he recalled in 1973.
I was always looking around and thinking of
getting the best training in the United States for
landscape architecture. I started out by going
to Cornell, and I went for one term....I only took
three courses, and it was in the summer of 1928.
I loved them, and those courses must have liked
me because I don’t believe I ever got below a 92
percent for a grade. One of the faculty members
told me to go to Harvard; there I would get the
best.
When advised by his Cornell professor to go
to Harvard, Morris took a leave of absence
from his duties at BYU that next year and
traveled to Los Angeles to work with
Land Construction Company, a landscape
architecture firm, in preparation for his
graduate studies at Harvard. During his free
time on weekends and at night, he fulfilled
the requirements for a class in systematic
botany at the University of Southern
California by preparing an herbarium of
over 300 plants-all carefully pressed, dried,
mounted

Student project by Laval
Morris for a Harvard
design studio

and labeled-gathered from the Huntington
Estate, access to which required special
permission. His contacts there were to
prove useful later when leading his own
students on field trips. Following his office
practice and study in Southern California,
Harvard was Morris’ next stop on his quest
for professional training.

Morris as a Harvard Man
Morris enrolled in the landscape architecture
program at Harvard 22 September 1930, as
shown on his Harvard Study Card. Despite
his considerable academic training and
excellent performance in the past as both
a student and a teacher, he was not quite
prepared for the rigors of the Harvard
curriculum. His description of the workload
should strike a familiar chord with current
landscape architecture students.
I thought I knew how to work after going
through this university here [Utah State] and
through Michigan State, and brought up on
the farm where, in those days, the beginning of
the day was about 4:30 in the morning and the
end was an hour after sunset. At Harvard they
had another angle, another dimension that I
wasn’t used to. Our classes started at 9:00 in
the morning, which wasn’t bad, but they ran to
midnight every night. The classwork stopped
Saturday at noon, but we didn’t. In order to
get through, we were there until midnight on
Saturday also; then we went back on Sunday and
worked again.
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While Laval dedicated himself to his studies,
Rachel Morris, who had accompanied her
husband to Cambridge, absorbed the
culture of the Boston area. Laval was on
scholarship during the 1931-32 and 193233 school years, despite which they could
not afford schooling expenses for Rachel.
With the heavy demand on his time for
classwork, Rachel, in a 1988 interview, said
that Laval told her she was getting a better
liberal education then he because of her
free time and social contacts.
Morris’ program at Harvard included what
he described as “background” classes
in engineering, architecture, sculpture,
painting and, one of his favorites, art history.
He had never focused on art before, but
quickly became enamored
of water color and wood
sculpture, taking to it, as
Rachel said in 1985, “like a
fish to water.”
After about a year-and-ahalf of study at Harvard,
Morris received a letter
from F. S. Harris, President
of
Brigham
Young
University, saying that the
head of the Department
of Botany had left, and
would Morris accept the
position and return to
Provo. In Morris’ words in a
1964 self-evaluation:
The road of least
resistance was to accept
the responsibility of the
department, but I had
6

been studying design as a hobby and the crying
need was design as applied to housing, urban
design, campus planning and in a thousand
other applications all of which were mediocre to
atrociously bad because they had been neglected
or taken for granted. I chose the long hard way
because I thought I should be able to make a
contribution.
Though tempted by the offer, Morris
had caught the vision of what landscape
architecture could do for the west, and what
role he could play in that drama. He did not
even return to Utah for his father’s funeral
during his second year of studies, as Rachel
said in 1988, for fear that he would never
get back to Harvard if he left. Instead, he
persevered in the drafting room, designing,
sketching and sculpting until
his classwork was completed in
1933 at the end of three years.
Although he still needed to do
a thesis to complete his degree,
Morris felt compelled to return
to Utah at this time because
of the need to fulfill family
responsibilities consequent to
the death of his father the year
before.

Pioneering in Provo
When
Morris
completed
his Harvard classes in 1933,
the need for a landscape
News article on Laval
Morris from the Provo
Evening Herald, April
24, 1928, page 6

architecture education program in the
Intermountain West was still as great as
when he was a student at the Agricultural
College of Utah in the early 1920s. Even
though the depression was at its blackest
when he arrived home in Utah, his teaching
job at BYU was waiting for him since he
had been on leave of absence rather than
having resigned. However, his resuming the
position meant putting another man out of
work, which Morris was loath to do in such
bleak times. Besides, the situation allowed
him the opportunity to broach the subject
of landscape architecture education to
President Harris, who, after some tactful
coaching by Morris, suggested that a
department of landscape architecture
be created at BYU with Morris at its head.
The new department was inaugurated
immediately in the autumn of 1933. The
additional teaching responsibilities must
also have brought Morris a promotion, for
the next year’s university catalog gave his
title as “Professor,” rather than “Associate
Professor.”
The 1934-35 BYU Catalog listed Landscape
Architecture immediately after Horticulture,
naming Professor Morris and Assistant
Professors Shaw and Snell as the faculty.
Shaw and Morris were also listed as the
horticulture faculty. In addition to teaching
two upper division horticulture classes,
“Origin and History of Cultivated Plants,”
and Plant Breeding,” Morris was shown
in the catalog as the instructor for all but
two of the landscape architecture classes.
Assistant Professor Snell taught “Elements
of Drawing,” and Assistant Professor Shaw
handled “Plant Propagation.”

Since landscape architecture was a
relatively young, unknown profession in the
western United States, and the department
was new, enrollment was correspondingly
small. Among the first students, however,
was one particularly devoted follower
of the professor, his wife Rachel, who
completed her BS degree in 1938, under his
tutelage. Another early student was Kenji
Shiozawa, a young man from Idaho who
learned of the program while attending
USAC, entered BYU winter term 1937, and
quickly became Morris devotee. George
Smeath, Leon Frehner, Mrs. Grant Ivins,
Ernest Reinschissel, Robert Bird, Calvin
Boswell and others also attended BYU and
graduated in landscape architecture, noted
Shiozawa in a 1987 interview.
During his time at BYU, Morris’ professional
associates included President Franklin S.
Harris, for whom he drafted the campus
residence site plan. He also became
acquainted with John Widtsoe, a former
president of Utah State Agricultural
College who had, during the course of his
administration, contracted with one of the
leading landscape architecture firms in the
country for a campus master plan. Henry
Vincent Hubbard of the Boston firm Pray,
Hubbard, and White visited the Agricultural
College campus in 1912, charging the
exorbitant fee of $100.00 a day. He
prepared a master plan for the campus
that established the basic structure of the
quadrangle and the building layout east of
Old Main that has not been violated since
that time. Widtsoe, according to Morris, was
one of the few people in the region who
recognized the need for physical planning,
and who knew enough to call on a

landscape architect to provide that service.
Morris did his part to educate the public
about landscape architecture. In addition
to his teaching, he kept a high profile in
the community by serving as chairman of
the Provo City Planning Commission from
1933-1937. He must have become fairly well
known rather quickly, because only four
years into building the new department at
BYU, he was invited to serve as landscape
architect for the Utah State Highway
Commission. Morris related the following
about the situation.
They had a man, and he called
himself a landscape architect,
but he’d never had any training. If
he had planted a bush, he was a

landscape architect. This chap knew
his weakness and he was becoming
very self-conscious and embarrassed
about his situation. He decided to
go back to Syracuse, New York, and
study landscape architecture. They
wanted me to fill the job.
It was an offer that Morris could not turn
down, because of the exposure for the
profession and the opportunity to pave the
way for placing his students in jobs after
they graduated. Rather than resigning from
his position at BYU, Morris recommended
that his wife Rachel, who by then had
completed her degree in landscape
architecture, take over his teaching duties.
President Harris accepted the arrangement
and encouraged Morris to take the job with

News article on Rae Morris from Provo Evening Herald, April 24, 1928, page 1
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the Highway Commission. His duties, as
he described them in 1973, included “road
reconnaissance and roadside planning.”
After two years of juggling his
responsibilities between BYU and the State
Highway Commission, Morris was called
on by the administration of Utah State
Agricultural College to assist them with
plans for the establishment of a department
of landscape architecture at that school.

Top right - “Preliminary Plan for a Hillside
Park at the American Fork Training School”
by Laval Morris
Bottom left - Park plan rendered in sepia
by Laval Morris
Bottom right - Highway sign designed
by Laval Morris for the Utah State Road
Commission
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View toward the library across
the Quad, circa 1950 (USU Special
Collections)

CHAPTER

TW0

Beginnings at USAC
An End and a Beginning
When Morris arrived in Logan to consult
with the USAC administration about their
landscape architecture program, he found
that fourteen people had applied for the
newly-created landscape architecture
teaching position at Utah State Agricultural
College. Morris, himself, had not submitted
an application, but was invited to do so by
the college’s vice-president, Milton Merrill.
“They didn’t want the BYU to get ahead of
them,” joked Morris in 1973, when talking
about the planned inclusion of landscape
architecture education in the curriculum
of USAC. He was serious, however, in his
feelings about the appropriateness of
training in the profession being offered
at the land grant school. He was so
serious about it that he resigned from his

duties at BYU and with the Utah Highway
Commission to accept the position at USAC.
He left BYU without even waiting to consult
with President F.S. Harris, who was working
on a project in Russia at the time Morris
received the offer from the AC. Instead,
Morris tendered his resignation to Harris
in an explanatory letter and, effectually,
moved the department of landscape
architecture to the Logan school where he
began his contract 1 September 1939.
When Morris’ students learned in the spring
of 1939 that he would be leaving BYU, four
of them - Bernard Christensen, Marian
Feulner, Eva Hogan, and Kenji Shiozawa, packed up their drafting tools and moved
north to continue studying with him.
Shiozawa noted that landscape architecture
students who chose to remain at BYU were
able to study under the direction of George

Smeath, a 1938 BYU landscape architecture
graduate.
Smeath was first listed as an instructor in
horticulture in the 1938-39 BYU Catalog,
teaching “Plant Propagation” and “Orchard
Practice,” and assisting Professor Shaw
with “Principles of Pomology.” When Morris
left BYU, Smeath took over the landscape
architecture curriculum and the horticulture
courses as well, because Shaw also left. But,
Smeath said in a 1988 interview that his
greatest interest was in planning, and in
1941, he took a leave from teaching to set
up the Provo City Planning Office. The leave
turned out to be permanent. Although he
continued to be listed as a faculty member
at BYU until 1944, Smeath never did return
to teaching. Instead, he became Utah’s first
professional city planner and an advocate
for the organization of municipal planning
bodies throughout the state. The landscape
architecture program was dropped from the
BYU curriculum after Smeath’s resignation,
and interested students were referred to
USAC.

9

Staking Out Turf
The vision Morris had for landscape
architecture was completely at odds with
what the USAC Board of Trustees had in
mind when they allocated $3,000 from the
1939-40 Horticulture Department budget
for the salary of an Associate Professor of
Landscape Gardening, with the following
commentary:
There is a need for a specialist in this field
who could devote part of his attention to
extension work and part to resident teaching
and Landscaping and Horticulture. There are
additional courses in Horticulture which should
be taught, and a properly trained landscape man
could handle them.
Morris inspecting plants

Apparently neither Morris nor the
administration, under the direction of
President E. G. Peterson, took time at
the outset to clarify their perceptions of
landscape architecture. In his first Biennial
Report to the college for the period
ending 30 June 1940, Morris outlined a
mission statement for the new landscape
architecture department with the following
objectives:
It is believed that the department of landscape
architecture can make a real and lasting
contribution to Agriculture and general living
conditions in Utah and surrounding states,
(1) by promoting a sensitivity on the part of
students and the public toward orderly and
beautiful surroundings;
(2) by providing a certain number
of landscape architects graduated
from this college to develop a large
number of landscape projects such as
parks, home grounds, civic centers,
monuments etc;
(3) by testing plant materials for
adaptability to soil and climate in
those parts of the state where varietial
[sic] tests are especially short;
(4) by providing more landscape plans
for local and state projects during the
next few years in preparation for the
centennial [of the arrival of the first
Mormon settlers in Utah in 1847],
and to take advantage of the present
“landscape impetus.”
When he started at USAC, the major
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emphasis of Morris’ landscape architecture
program was on horticultural practices. This
was the result of its being administered
through the School of Agriculture, with
some of the teaching load in horticulture
being shifted to him. The 1939-40 College
Catalog listed among the programs in the
School of Agriculture a course of study in,
“Landscape Gardening and Floriculture,”
with descriptions of seven classes, all taught
by Laval S. Morris, Associate Professor. Three
of the courses, “Elements of Landscape
Gardening,” Plant Propagation,” and “Garden
and Nursery Practice,” were carryovers from
the existing horticulture program. The new
courses, added when Morris arrived, were
“Floriculture,” “Ornamental Plant Materials,”
“Landscape Design and Construction,”
and “Special Problems in Landscape,
Floriculture, or Plant Propagation.” Morris
moved quickly to amend the curriculum
to include a full range of landscape
architecture courses. The catalog for the
1940-41 academic year offered through
the School of Agriculture a program in
Landscape Architecture and Horticulture
(not landscape gardening) with the classes
again all taught by Morris. In the 1942-43
USAC Catalog, “Floriculture” was dropped
from the title of the department, and it was
listed as “Landscape Architecture” only.

Running the Hurdles
Implementing a full landscape architecture
curriculum was only one of Morris’ concerns
as he struggled to get the new department
established at USAC. He faced personal,
professional, and departmental difficulties,

some of which dogged him during his
entire career at Utah State. It was not until
after Morris arrived in Logan and signed
the contract that he learned the size of the
obstacles ahead.
One of the first setbacks was finding
out that his was to be not a one-man
department, as he had expected, but a half
man department: half-time teaching and
half-time extension. “I couldn’t see how I
could graduate students on time, that is, in
four years if I could only teach two quarters
because I was on extension during spring
and summer terms,” said Morris in 1973.
The “welcome” extended by some of the
other faculty and staff added to Morris’
distress. He said, “The dean of the College
of Engineering [probably George D. Clyde]
paid me a very cordial visit and informed
me he didn’t know why I came at all because
engineering could do anything we could in
landscape architecture.”
The next affront was the refusal of the
college to pay into Morris’ TIAA retirement
fund, to which he had been contributing
since 1927, at BYU. He was forced to pick
up the tab himself for the next seven
years until a change in administration also
brought a change in benefit payments.
Not only was payment of Morris’ personal
benefits challenged, but departmental
expenditures for equipment and supplies
were questioned by a secretary from
another department who, as Morris
perceived it, had been entrusted with too
much authority by the administration and
was driving away some of USAC’s best
faculty with his bullying. Morris recalled this

in 1973:
At that time the president of the college had
delegated too much power, too much authority
to another department, to one of the secretaries,
who literally ran the institution....He was a
strong man, a good man in some respects, but
he didn’t know anything about education. He
thought it could be done for nothing....I bought
a camera for the Department. Paid $260 for a
Leica camera, brand new, which was selling on
the retail market for $400. Well, one month after
I had that camera, this person of whom I speak...
came around to me and said, ‘Morris, you didn’t
need that camera! It cost too much money!’ And,
I told him he didn’t know anything about what
he was saying. Nine-tenths of my teaching was
done with pictures; lantern slides. I used them in
every class I taught; I used them on extension.
Well to have that thrown at me....
Another problem was space and light for
studio work. The area first allocated to
landscape architecture was in the Plant
Industry Building, crowding the Botany
Department, and, Morris said, “I couldn’t
blame the Botany Department for being a
little resentful.” Nowhere in the building was
there a room with good light. Inadequate
facilities plagued the department during
Morris’ entire time as head, and on into the
next decade.
An additional disappointment for Morris
was the failure of his ornamental plant trials
with broadleaf evergreens. Experimentation
to find plant materials adapted to Utah’s
climate was one of Morris research interests
at BYU, which he planned to continue at
USAC. Despite an administrative go-ahead,
attempts to grow nursery stock on three

different experimental plots were foiled
by frustration with bindweed infestations,
compounded by an exhausting teaching
and extension overload.
Morris and the administration were at an
impasse at first over the question of private
practice, but he persisted in his argument
for it, as he said:
I wanted to carry on private practice even
though I was loaded with work, because a
teacher in landscape architecture may become
too theoretical unless he carries on a private
practice to at least a limited extent . At Harvard,
no one could teach, no one could join the faculty
unless they had a private practice....Well, I was
denied that for awhile, and I told them what
was being done at other universities, and so they
finally granted permission. Although my private
practice was almost nil because, as I pointed out,
I just didn’t have the time.
Morris’ frustration with conditions was
obvious in his first Biennial Report to the
college, as shown by these excerpts:
Director William Peterson insisted that
a landscape architect be on full-time for
extension work during the spring of 1941. This
is undoubtedly of advantage to the extension
program in landscape architecture, but it is a
disadvantage in strengthening the department
as a whole, since spring is the ideal time to
study plant materials and conduct field trips for
students in design and construction.
At present, the landscape architect is putting
in frequent night shifts in order to finish about
twenty plans [for extension projects] for early
spring delivery. These projects have all be [sic]
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scheduled through the regular channels of the
Extension Service, and must be accomplished in
order to gain public approval.

The First Graduates
Despite the difficulties, Morris dug in and
persevered for the sake of his students.
Because of the transfer of credits from BYU
of the four students who had followed
him from Provo to Logan, the first year of
the landscape architecture program at
USAC also produced its first graduating
class. Kenji Shiozawa, one of the class of
1940, said he liked to tell people, “We talk
about the women coming to the fore and
being in the business. We had a graduating
class at Utah State, fifty percent were
women, fifty percent were men....one of
each!” Eva Hogan, according to the USU
Alumni Records Office, was the other 1940
graduate. Bernard and Marian Feulner
Christensen, in a 1989 letter, confirmed that
they completed their degree requirements
in 1941, married one another and moved
to the Northwest to live and work. Bernard
spent thirty-four years with the Army Corps
of Engineers in Portland, Oregon and Walla
Walla, Washington, retiring in 1975 as Chief
of Recreation and Land Use Planning,
while Marian carried on a part-time private
practice. Grant P. Peterson was also listed
as a 1941 graduate in the USAC Catalog for
1940-41. An ASLA Committee on Education
report, published by Robinette in 1973,
showed two graduates in 1942; Loverne
Michael Dominick and Ephraim Rosenberg,
according to LAEP Department records.
Four degrees were awarded in 1943,
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according to the Committee on Education
report in Robinette, but Wallace Wightman
is the only name to appear on University
records as having completed studies.

Military review on the Quad, 1940s
(USU Special Collections)

CHAPTER
World War II

While Morris and his students struggled
to create acceptance of landscape
architecture in Utah, the world pursued a
course of destruction. Enrollments in the
nation’s landscape architecture programs
plummeted following the outbreak of
World War II, and continued in slow decline
throughout the war years. “Our department
was struck unusually hard because it was
new, and landscape architecture in Utah
was something like a foreigner; it would
take time to become introduced and
established,” recalled Morris in 1973.

Return to Harvard
Morris turned the ebb in student flow to his
advantage by taking a leave from teaching

THREE
in 1942, to become a student again himself,
returning to Harvard to complete the
degree lying dormant since the death of
his father. This time Rachel stayed home,
stepping in as she had at BYU, to teach
the few students registered for landscape
architecture classes at USAC.
Morris was surprised by the revolution
in design thinking at Harvard, when he
returned to the East. Less than ten years
earlier he had received his training in the
classical Beaux Arts tradition. Now the ideas
of Gropius, Breuer, and Martin Wagner, a
city planner from Berlin, permeated the
atmosphere of the design programs at
Harvard, further dimming the alreadyfading dominance of the Beaux Arts system
and its obeisance to classicism. John 0.
Simonds, in the 1983 edition of Landscape
Architecture, recalled:

A fervor almost religious in quality seemed to
sweep the school. As if cleansing the temple of
idols, Dean Hudnot ordered the Hall of Casts
cleared of every vestige of the once sacred
columns and pediment. The egg-and-dart
frieze was carted away. The holy Corinthian
capital was relegated to the cobwebs and mold
of the basement. We half expected some sign
of God’s wrath. But the wrath did not come and
the enlightenment continued....Inspired by the
fervent efforts of our architectural colleagues, we
assiduously sought a new and parallel approach
in the field of landscape design....
The timing of Morris’ return to Harvard was
fortuitous for him and the program at USAC.
He said, “In addition to doing my thesis, I was
able to gain ground in this new conception
of design. So I had something new to bring
back to Utah State.” He also returned with
a letter dated 27 May, 1942, signed by
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Bremer W. Pond, Chairman of Landscape
Architecture at Harvard, confirming his
completion of requirements for the degree,
Master of Landscape Architecture, to be
awarded that June. The letter included the
citation, “Mr. Morris has demonstrated his
ability and competence in this field; he has
shown himself to be keen, industrious, a
good analyst and rapid worker, as well as a
man of excellent character and thoroughly
reliable in every way.”

The Home Front
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Melva Richey, a home economics major,
was one of the students in the introductory
“Elements of Landscape Architecture” class
taught by Rachel Morris, fall term 1942. Her
enthusiastic voice in a 1988 letter echoed
the high regard given Mrs. Morris by
landscape architecture alumni surveyed for
this history.
Just one lecture from Mrs. Morris and I was
delighted with her. She had such enthusiasm,
she explained things so thoroughly and made
such a deep impression on me that I have
remembered much more of her lessons than I
have others....Another thing that impressed me
was that Mrs. Morris was very fair in her dealings
with her students....l always wished, after I took
her class, that I could seriously study Landscape
Architecture. I loved the class. She inspired me.
I have used the information when teaching
Home Economics and planning my own yards.
She really made a positive impact on my life
and I always remember her with gratitude and
admiration. She was a real teacher.

In September, as Morris prepared for the
1942-43 school year back in Logan, he
was contacted by a colonel in the Army
(probably Leon Zach) with whom he was
acquainted regarding enlistment. The man
was a city planner and landscape architect,
and wanted Morris to join the service to
contribute his landscape architectural skills
to the war effort on the West Coast. After
initiating fall term classes, Morris again left
his students under Rachel’s guidance as he
joined the Army.

Morris’ Army Service

Mrs. Morris was by now an experienced,
but officially unrecognized teacher. She
was never under contract nor paid as an
instructor herself, she remembered in
1988, but stepped in whenever needed as
a surrogate for her absent husband, gaining
his commendation and her students’
adoration. One landscape architecture
major,
Dominick
Michael
Loverne,
remembered that she “had an excellent
knowledge of plants” and another, Edmund
D. Fowler, called her “an angel of tranquility.”

While Rachel maintained the home front,
Laval Morris received his assignment to
the Army Corps of Engineers charged with
planning and maintaining the camouflage
on the West Coast of the United States
against the possibility of a Japanese
attack. For two years, from October 1942
to October 1944, Morris oversaw the
maintenance of vital West Coast defense
installations, such as aircraft factories and
airports, from Canada to Mexico. In addition
to his camouflage duties, Morris said he had

a secondary assignment as a consultant
to post commanders on “enlarging,
developing, or otherwise modifying their
posts so they would be more functional.’’
Always on the lookout for opportunities to
place students, Morris commented in 1973:
All the time I was doing these things I had in
the back of my mind possible openings for my
own students. A great many of them worked as
landscape architects in the military at a later
date, so I feel I was doing double duty, the first
for the military and second for the university.
As the war began to wind down, the demand
for coastal camouflage was replaced by the
needs of returning veterans, and Morris was
assigned to the Ninth Service Command to
work on site improvements at convalescent
hospitals. His duties required travel to
hospital sites from Spokane, Washington to
Palm Springs, California, including stops in
Vancouver, Washington; Campo (fifty miles
east of San Diego) and Palo Alto, California;
and a visit to Brigham City, Utah. In a 1946
Landscape Architecture article, Morris
attributed the land planning success of the
World War II army hospitals at which he
worked to their location, a credit to Leon
Zach, who directed the site planning.

Departmental Affiliation
The end of Morris’ active duty in the Army
was nearly the end of the Landscape
Architecture Department at USAC. As if the
difficulties he had encountered in starting
the department had not been enough,
landscape architecture had been combined

with horticulture without consulting
Morris. He wanted the department out of
the School of Agriculture entirely, because,
“in that school we were required to take a
lot of classes that our students could never
use, at the expense of classes they needed,
like geology.” Combining landscape
architecture and horticulture was a giant
step backward. “That did it. I decided I
would not return,” said Morris.

Job Hunting in Hollywood
With a determination to leave teaching, and
with several weeks left in the Army, Morris
went job-hunting in southern California, as
he recounted in 1973.
I went to the moving picture people in Hollywood,
not to get a job as an actor, but to get a job with
one of the art departments. I knew I would fit in
there. I had been associated quite awhile with
three or four men from Hollywood doing similar
work when I was stationed in San Francisco on
camouflage.

THE
QUAD
As a part of the celebration of the Centennial
Year of the American Society of Landscape
Architects in 1999, the society invited each
state to nominate designed landscapes for
Centennial Medallion Award recognition.
The USU campus Quad was one of three
Utah projects awarded for the quality and
legacy of its design. (The other two were
awarded to Weber State College for its
campus master plan, and to the LDS church
for the gardens of Temple Square and the
site design and landscape architecture of

the Church headquarters plaza.)
The Quad joined a prestigious list of
winners, announced at a ceremony at the
U.S. Capitol in July 1999. Other winners
included the New York’s Central Park,
the U.S. Capitol grounds (also designed
by Olmsted), Thomas Jefferson's home
Monticello and the University of Virginia
campus (also designed by Jefferson.)
In his nomination of the Quad for the
Medallion Award, then Campus Planning
Director Jay Nielsen wrote
“The physical image of Utah State University is
established by an 8.5 acre lawn and peripheral
landscape called the Quad. This significant
space has been the hub for historical campus
development and continues to be a place for

Pray, Hubbard
& White 1912
Rendering of
campus and the
Quad

Fox International hired Morris on the spot,
and would have had him start immediately,
but he was still in uniform. During the
two-week delay before his discharge, he
learned that the administration of USAC
had been changed, and that his friend from
BYU, Franklin S. Harris, would be taking up
residence on campus that summer as the
new president. Knowing he had an advocate
was enough to cause Morris to cancel his
appointment to the art department of Fox
and return to Logan.
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active and passive activities. The Quad gives
place, meaning, and scale to people, buildings,
and systems of the entire campus.
“John A. Widtsoe, fifth president of the
University, saw the need to develop a master
plan to structure the growth of the campus.
The Boston landscape architectural firm of Pray,
Hubbard & White prepared the first master plan
in 1912. Their design established the Quad as
the unifying element around which the most
important buildings were located during the
next twenty years. The next president, Elmer
George Peterson, initiated construction of the
Quad in 1920.
“The Quad is almost eighty years old and it
enjoys a rich history of ceremonial events,
visual satisfaction, relaxation and recreational
activities. It has been the site of countless
military drills, training, sports events, shows,
dances, encampments, commencements,
demonstrations, and outdoor education.
“The Quad has retained its prominence through
the years. It is an invaluable resource for the
University and surrounding community. Today
it has an almost sacred quality and no one
seriously thinks about using this significant
piece of historical open space for campus
expansion. The Quad of Utah State University
will be retained as the premier open space of
the campus. All will continue to benefit from
the vision of those administrators, designers,
and constructors who established and who
have maintained this remarkable legacy.”
Over forty Norway maples define the
edges of the space, many of them dating
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back to the initial planting. Despite careful
attention given these trees over the
decades by university groundskeepers, a
combination of factors has precipitated a
decline in the health of the maples. Sporadic
replacement over time has reduced the
continuity of the spatial enframement, as
longer term concerns over the viability of
the species has grown amongst the arborist
community. A replacement strategy,
developed by G. Brown Design working
with USU Landscape Architect Jim Huppi
and the Campus Arboretum Committee,
has introduced new plantings of London
Pray, Hubbard & White 1912 plan of campus and the Quad

plane inter-planted with the aging maples.
As the planes grow in size, the maples will
be pruned back and eventually removed,
restoring the strong architectonic character
envisioned by the 1912 plan to carry the
Quad into its second century.
Note: Much of the information in this sidebar
originally appeared in Utah Landscape
Architecture, July/August 1999

CHAPTER

Back in Business
Initiating Graduate Study
The Tuesday, 3 July, 1945 edition of The Cache
American was able to report that “Professor
L.S. Morris, Utah Extension Landscape
Architecture Specialist, returned to his
duties at Utah State Agricultural College on
Monday.” The newspaper also reported that
Morris’ military work would “be outlined
in a series of county demonstrations to be
conducted throughout the state in coming
months.”
Having to step back into extension work at
the expense of teaching was an aggravation
that Morris thought he should be relieved
of. He approached President Harris about
the extension problem and also voiced his
other grievances:
I knew Harris would be sympathetic to what I
had to say so I told him the whole story, and he
was not only sympathetic but also helpful. He
managed to get us new quarters, although they
were not very good. They were in the basement
of Old Main, but at least we could plan our
space....F.S. Harris got me an assistant, and that
helped. lt was the first real boost I had.
Kenji Shiozawa, Morris’ admirer and former
student, was the man who joined him,
returning to the college as a graduate
student on the GI Bill, winter 1946, after his
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Old Main, circa 1960 (USU Special Collections)

discharge from the Army’s intelligence
service. Morris arranged a teaching
assistantship for Shiozawa and tailored
a program of graduate study for him.
Shiozawa remembered in 1987:
At that time there weren’t any graduate courses
as such set up, but that’s when Morris decided
maybe we better set up some kind of a graduate
program. It was not in landscape architecture,
but it was tied in with a Master’s in the
Agriculture School because we were tied to the
School of Agriculture at the time....[Morris] said,
“When I went to Harvard, these were the things
they required, and I’m going to require of you
the very same things they required of a similar
degree at Harvard.”
Even though he had an undergraduate
degree in landscape architecture, the
graduate degree took Shiozawa three years
to complete, with a major project every
year, one related to residential design, one
to community planning, and another to
wildland planning. “I did this without any
complaint,” said Shiozawa, “because I didn’t
have funds to go to Harvard or any other
school.” His graduate assistantship, though
helpful financially, reduced the amount
of time for personal study, requiring
that he teach some of the introductory
undergraduate classes and alternate with
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Morris at night as studio monitor. In his 1973
interview, Morris praised Shiozawa, saying,
“He was a top student and he turned out
to be a very efficient teacher in landscape
architecture.”

Extension Landscape Architecture
Morris was still on extension, but at least
he had some relief from the overwhelming
burden of teaching all day and being
available in studio at night-a practice he
had experienced at Harvard and continued
with his own students. Spring term was
approaching and Morris had some students
who were almost ready to graduate from
the program, “...and they weren’t the typical
student. They were fellows who ranged from
the early 20s up into the 30s, and they had
been in the field of battle, and when they
came back they were real serious in getting
an education,” said Shiozawa in 1987.
Morris did not know how he could help
them complete their requirements if he had
to be gone doing extension work spring
term. The problem was complicated by the
absence of the sympathetic ear of President
Harris, who, as recorded in the 1946 Buzzer,
had left on an agricultural mission to Iran
winter quarter 1946. The acting president,
Dr. W.L. Wanlass, would hear nothing of
dereliction of extension duty, even for the
sake of students. Morris called his bluff,
resigned on the spot, and walked out of
his office. Relating the incident in 1973,
Morris said, “I hadn’t gone far when I heard
footsteps behind me and someone called
me and said to wait a minute, so I waited.
The president came up to me and said, ‘We
changed our minds, you can teach.”’
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Landscape architecture extension was not
dropped just so Morris could teach, but was
partially shifted to Shiozawa, who took on
some of the traveling inherent in the work.
Extension trips were like road shows with a
vaudeville troupe. A carload of specialists
from various disciplines would travel the
state, stopping at every town of any size
to put on lectures and demonstrations.
Shiozawa recalled a visit to Panguitch one
spring with a group of extension workers,
during which his part on the meeting
agenda was to discuss home landscaping.
He was walking up and down the hallway
of the grade school where the meeting
was about to begin, when he overheard
the following conversation between two
farmers who had come straight in from the
fields without stopping to clean up or get
supper.
One was saying to the other, “Fancy seeing you
here. Why are you here?”
My wife said, ‘You’d better be there.”’
The other guy said, “That’s what my wife said.
What in the hell are they talking about tonight?”
He said, “Oh, I understand it’s something to do
with landscape.”
“What do you mean, ‘landscape’? We don’t need
any landscape in this country here. Don’t they
know that?’
“I’ll bet what they’re thinking about is they want
us to plant pretty little flowers like they do in Salt
Lake City. They ought to know better than that.
We can’t grow stuff like that here.”
Shiozawa did not tell them how to plant
flowers, or even grass or trees. Instead,
he explained some of the basic concepts

he and Morris used in teaching the
“Introduction to Landscape Architecture”
class at USAC. Before the meeting, as was
his custom in every town he visited as an
extension specialist, he had driven around
the town to make a cursory evaluation of
the landscape status and needs. When he
got up to speak to the citizens of Panguitch
he told them:
...Everything you do in the landscape’s got to earn
its keep....I don’t think any of you folks here have
anything on the farm that isn’t worth keeping. If
it isn’t worth keeping, isn’t useful to you, you get
rid of it or change it so it is useful. I don’t think
you want a landscape that isn’t useful. You could
have a nice-looking place, but you don’t need to
have a blade of grass. You don’t have to have
any trees if that’s a problem. What you need is
orderliness and neatness. You can straighten up
your barbed wire fences, straighten up the posts;
pile your refuse in one part of the yard instead of
just throwing it out the front door.
Shiozawa demonstrated the application of
the concepts he discussed in his extension
lectures with small models of farmsteads
and home grounds showing all of the trees
and shrubs, walks and drives, and buildings.
The buildings’ roofs could be removed
to show the floor plans and relationship
between indoor and outdoor spaces.
Inflorescence of plants, sometimes spraypainted, was used to represent trees and
shrubs. The models were designed, for
the most part, by Morris, and built by the
students under Morris’ and Shiozawa’s
direction.
Using the models, Shiozawa was able to
teach people at extension meetings about
screening and enframement, climate
control with vegetation, use of color...the

and Mrs. F.S. Harris, Provo, Utah, done by
Laval. Rachel’s work was represented by a
page of construction details for Dr. and Mrs.
0. Wendell Budge.
The Morrises’ opinions and philosophy,
as well as their work, were freely used in
the Extension bulletin. They made this
prediction about home gardening:
Many people have learned, with the advent of
the victory garden, that fresh vegetables from
their own yard are much better than those
from the grocery store....consequently the home
vegetable garden with many people will become
a permanent institution.

Cover of the 1945 Extension publication
“Planning and Developing the Home Grounds
for Convenience and Living:, by Laval S. and
Rachel B. Morris

whole list of planning and design principles
they should consider for comfortable,
efficient residential and farm landscaping.
One of Morris’ extension duties was
accomplished with the help of his wife
Rachel, apparently before and during
the war. A bulletin titled, Planning and
Developing Home Grounds for Convenience
and Living, authored by Laval S. Morris
and Rachel B. Morris, Extension Landscape
Architects, was published in June 1945. It
contained photographs, drawings and text
promoting residential planning and design.
Among the illustrations in the booklet were
a grading plan for the property of Miss
Margaret Burton, Provo, Utah, and a series
of working drawings for the grounds of Dr.

On a practical note about plant materials,
they propounded the virtues of the region’s
indigenous flora.
In many instances we are struggling with plants
not adapted to Utah conditions. There are
numerous native plants which have adapted
themselves over a period of thousands, if not
millions of years, to dry situations. Many native
plants have the aesthetic qualifications of
introduced species and at the same time will
grow in soils too dry for many exotics.
The following brief passages reflect the
Morrises’ wonder at the beauty around
them.
The soil is full of mystery. It challenges the
imagination, and if looked upon with a bit of
inquiry and understanding, can be poetically
fascinating as a rose bud which grows from it.
Beauty means more than a bouquet of flowers,
or a musical symphony, or a flaming sunset-it
means the dignity of simplicity, the elegance of
orderliness, the consciousness of organization.

Too often the garden has an appeal only to the
sense of sight. If, however, the garden appeals
pleasingly to the sense of sight-if by seeing, we
are lifted a little in the direction of the stars and
we are differentiated from the squirrels, if only
for a moment, then it is worthwhile. The garden
can be made subtly rich with perfume, and it is
possible to soar still higher, even if the aroma of
the stars is an unknown quality.

Departmental Status 1950-51
When Shiozawa completed his MS in
Landscape Architecture in 1950, Morris
asked him to stay on as an instructor in the
department. By then several new courses
had been added to the curriculum, and the
department had undergone another name
change. The 1947-48 USAC Catalog listed it
as “Landscape Architecture and Planning,”
by which it was known for another ten years.
Even though the cessation of hostilities
and the creation of the GI Bill signaled
the resumption of landscape architecture
study at Utah State following World War
II, the first post
-war group of graduates
did not receive their diplomas until 1948,
when four students finished, ending a
four-year academic drought in which no
students graduated from the department.
Sixteen more students completed their
degrees in the next two years, eight each
in 1949 and 1950. Meanwhile, the battle
for departmental independence from
the School of Agriculture continued, as
Shiozawa recalled in 1987:
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EXTENSION
The Morrill Act of 1862, and the second
Morrill Act of 1890, along with the land-grant
legislation included in the 1887 Hatch Act
and the 1914 Smith-Lever Act, collectively
established the three-part land-grant
university mission of teaching, research,
and extension. Although the diffusion of
information from the university home in
Logan into outlying areas had begun at
the Agricultural College of Utah (UAC) as
early as 1904, the year 1907 is considered
the official beginning of extension work at
the campus. Congress earmarked specific
funding in 1913 for extension programs
to be run out of land-grant institutions,
allowing for extension specialists to be
hired and programs established. (Brief
History of Extension at USU).
The growing profession of landscape
architecture was not formally recognized at
the UAC (or Utah State Agricultural College
as it was renamed in 1929) either in the
classroom or in the realm of extension until
1939, interest in the subject by other names
was keen. The layout and proper disposition
of farmsteads and related structures was
a topic of great interest and discussion
beginning in the mid-19th Century. Courses
20

Students Burt Taylor
and Kenji Shiozawa
work on extension
model with Prof. Laval
Morris

at the UAC and USAC explored emerging
theory and practice, and there was a thirst
for this knowledge in rural Utah. In addition,
as noted in the Brief History of Extension at
USU, “An unusual demand in 1920 for work in landscape
gardening resulted in the college giving half the campus
gardener’s time to Extension.”
Thus it was that when the USAC Board of
Trustees discussed the creation of a new
position of Associate Professor of Landscape
Gardening in 1939, they observed “There is
a need for a specialist in this field who could
devote part of his attention to Extension
work and part to resident teaching in
Landscaping and Horticulture.” Prior to
this time, landscape extension advice had
been provided by horticultural specialists,
emphasizing topics such as selection of
plants for particular conditions, and the
layout and proper arrangement of flower

and vegetable gardens, and forestry
specialists, providing advice on windbreaks
and woodlot creation. An example of
work being done during this time comes
from the 1937 Annual Report of Extension
Work for Cache County, under the heading
Landscape Beautification: “Two groups were given
assistance to plan and beauty the surroundings of their
meeting houses. In both cases the work is well under way but
will not be completed until next year.”
With the hiring of Morris in 1939,
responsibilities in this area fell to him
on top of the expectations to develop
a new program and educate students.
Fortunately, he was assisted by his wife
Rachel in exercising these duties. The
following entries in the 1946 annual report
for Cache County elaborate on some of the
specifics of the extension workload. Under
the heading Landscape Improvement, is

an entry describing some of the typical
extension work of the period:
“Twenty-two families in nine communities
received help on improvement of their home
grounds through Extension Service with Professor
and Mrs. Laval S. Morris assisting individual
families. Before Extension workers called on
them, families made plot plans of their home
grounds to scale, locating all physical features.
During the home visit Professor and Mrs. Morris
indicated on the plan some of the things the
home owners wanted to know such as location
of walks, driveways, garage, also a planting plan
~ where to plant and what kinds of trees, shrubs
and flowers to use. Planning and planting home
grounds was the topic discussed by Mrs. Laval S.
Morris before 16 members of the Logan Garden
Club.”
And under the heading Public Grounds, the
following entry:
“General information was given by state
specialists on the landscaping of the MillvilleNibley cemetery, Mendon Cemetery, Young
Ward church grounds, Lewiston school and city
recreation area, Lewiston city park, and Lewiston
sugar factory. Professor Laval S. Morris discussed
the current landscape improvement program at
a P.T.A. meeting held in Hyrum … attended by
110 people.”
One of Morris' extension duties
accomplished during this time, also with the
help of his wife Rachel, was the publication
of a bulletin titled, Planning and Developing
Home Grounds for Convenience and Living,
published in June 1945. The booklet

contained photographs, drawings and text
promoting residential landscape planning
and design, and were in great demand,
as indicated in the following 1946 Annual
Report for Weber County:
Improvement of home and grounds has
been a long-time program preparing for
the Centennial year in Utah. Leaders in the
different communities of the City and County
are encouraging people to improve home
grounds. 2075 circulars were prepared by the
Extension Service office for leaders to distribute
encouraging the planting of home gardens and
beautification. Mrs. Laval S. Morris, landscape
beautification specialist, followed requests
from leaders of Community planning groups
in Wilson, Huntsville and Farr West. Plain City,
Hooper and Eden groups were invited to attend
these meetings. Morris encouraged people to
make simple plans for planting shrubs and trees.
What to plant and where to plant it was also
emphasized. Time would not penult meetings
in other communities. Leaders in Huntsville
would like to organize a tour of Huntsville home
grounds. Farr West would like a public meeting so
that everyone would have a chance to hear Mrs.
Morris.
Graduate student (and subsequent faculty
member) Kenji Shiozawa was hired in 1946
to share some of the extension load, and
although this helped, the heavy demands
of extension were taken for granted as an
assumed role of the faculty position for
many years. Shiozawa took on some of the
traveling inherent in the work, participating
in state-wide train tours featuring specialists
from various disciplines who would travel
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the state, stopping at every town of any
size to put on lectures and demonstrations.
Shiozawa used three-dimensinal models
of farmsteads and home grounds, which
had been built by landscape architecture
students under his and Morris’ tutelage
to demonstrate the application of the
concepts he discussed in his lectures.
By the mid-1950s, extension had gradually
steered away from accommodating
requests for individualized attention
to home landscape beautification, as
evidenced by the disappearance of entries
on the topic in annual reports. Over the
next decade, a gradual shift in emphasis
toward advice on larger scale community
planning began to manifest.
During his administration, Department
Head Burt Taylor had lobbied for the
creation of a funded Extension position
in LAEP, to better respond to community
requestsf or assistance. That effort came to
fruition in academic year 1971-1972, when
Prof. David Kotter received a two-month
summer appointment through Extension.

The following year, Kotter’s extension
position was increased to 50% appointment.
Finally, in 1973, a permanent Extension
Community
Development
Specialist
position was obtained. As reported in the
School Evaluation Report (SER) for 1973-74,
“The office of University Extension is the
major vehicle available to the department
for public service activities. Up until last
year, most of these activities were handled
on an ad hoc basis by various staff members
… however, with the recent quarter time
appointment in this department of an
extension specialist in community planning
and design, the opportunities for … efforts
in this area [have] increased significantly.”
The position was filled by Larry Wegkamp,
who held it until his retirement in 1993.
In a summary of work completed in a typical
year, Wegkamp reported :
Twenty-one projects were completed throughout
the state including site analysis, planning and
design of main street spaces, fair grounds,
equestrian facilities, parks, restoration of historic
building and memorial grounds, city entrances,
1955 extension train tour - Shiozawa
on left exterior
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wilderness sites in concert with the State Park
and Forest Service partnerships, nature trails and
interpretive centers and preliminary site layout
plans for proposed botanical gardens.
He went on to note:
“Several communities used the plans and
estimates as part of their grant for funding
proposals and have acquired funds to proceed
with implementation of various phases of their
projects utilizing private sector firms.” (InSites,
1992).
Since 1993, Prof. David Bell has held
the position of Utah State University
Cooperative Extension Landscape Architect,
offering assistance to communities and
completing projects such as master plans,
downtown redevelopment plans, parks,
recreation and open space planning,
community entry feature designs and other
landscape projects.
As a vehicle to provide an opportunity
to engage students in assisting local
communities and government agencies in
a teaching/learning/research environment
outside the classroom, LAEP teamed
with USU Extension to create the Rural
Intermountain Planning Program (RIPP).
RIPP is housed in Extension and staffed by
LAEP faculty, students, and other university
expertise as needed. Prof. Bell has also
developed the Community Visioning
Charrette as a unique tool to integrate
hands on student learning with the
provision of planning and design guidance
to communities.

In order to divorce ourselves from the School of
Agriculture and [move] into the Arts and Sciences
took quite a bit of work on the part of Professor
Morris, and he strived at it for a long time. At the
school at that time the Agriculture was a strong
unit and they weren’t about to give up any little
thing that they had.
The 1946-47 USAC Catalog indicated
a change in affiliation was beginning.
Landscape Architecture, though still
included with the School of Agriculture,
was listed as being administered jointly by
the School of Agriculture and the School
of Arts and Sciences. Ten years expired,
however, before the recalcitrant School of
Agriculture would relinquish its claim.

Field Trips
The teaching of landscape architecture
students was not confined to the classroom.
Field trips were a required part of the
training, beginning in the 1947-48 school
year, with the addition of “Landscape
Architecture and Planning 135, Travel
Course,” and continuing throughout Morris’
tenure as department head. The 1947 USAC
Catalog described the course as, “a major
field trip to examine a variety of projects in
planning and design. Students are required
to take this course at least twice during
their training.”
The field trip destinations were usually the
West Coast: Western Washington, Oregon,
Northern California; or the Southern
California Los Angeles area. Yellowstone

and Denver were also on the itinerary some
years. To minimize expenses, the group
car-pooled and camped, taking along food
chests with provisions, rather than staying
in motels and eating at restaurants. Morris
and/or Shiozawa, and sometimes Mrs.
Morris, accompanied the students as guides
and chaperones on the early trips. Earl C.
Thompson, a 1950 graduate with a private
practice in Bellevue, Washington, gave a
detailed account of the field trip during his
junior year.
At the end of my junior year, Professor Morris led
a two-week field trip of the Pacific Northwest,
starting the first week in June when gardens
are at their best and at the peak of the blooming
season.
We were organized into car pools and each group
arranged for their own food and lodging. Gilbert
Caldwell took his car, and I was in his group. Also
with us was Vernon Smith, and Kenji Shiozawa
joined our group later in the trip. I remember
we all carried sleeping bags, food chests, and
cooking equipment. The first night we slept in a
bandstand in a city park in western Idaho. The
caretaker helped us all he could...fed us in his
home. One night we slept in a campground on
Mount Rainier. We left our fire burning all night
and the fire lookout reported us as a forest fire.
We were rudely awakened by the fire patrol
about one o’clock in the morning.
We did not travel in convoy but met at designated
places. The first stop was Richland, Washington,
a planned city, built and owned by the US
Government’s Atomic Energy Commission. It
was in the process of being replanned for

peacetime use. Professor Morris [Colonel Morris
to them] was well known by the planners and
they donated a day of their time to us. A large
portion of the site was originally orchards and
many trees were retained. The Richland Parks
Department kept them alive and sprayed, and
anyone could pick the fruit for their personal use.
An outstanding feature that Professor Morris
designed was a living tree windbreak, 15 or 20
miles long and about 60-70 feet thick. I saw it in
1986 and it is still there, in excellent shape 6070 feet tall. The lowest plants at the edge to start
were Siberian pea tree in a continuous row, then
Russian olive; then Ponderosa pine, Thornless
honey locust on the row with roadway for service
between, then Ponderosa pine, Russian olive and
Siberian pea tree. It’s a beautiful sight running
from Richland to Pasco, Washington. Most of
the area between the highway and the living
screen has become a permanent strip of park.
For several miles the Columbia River is on the
other side of the screen. The entire residential
area of Richland is screened with it from the
west, [making] a wonderful shaded area in this
desert climate. A living tribute to Professor Morris
although few people know this. Memory is short.
Richland was in the process of being redesigned
as a modern city instead of a heavily guarded
military base. Many of the prefabricated houses
which were small were being redesigned and put
together to make larger permanent ones and a
modern shopping center built.
Our next stop was Seattle, Washington. We met
at the Seattle Parks Department’s main building
in Denny Park in downtown Seattle. The city’s
landscape architect, Cash Beardsley, and his staff
welcomed us and spent a day showing their work
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in progress and future plans.
All of Seattle’s major parks had been designed by
the Olmsted Brothers early in the century, one of
only three cities in the U.S. that had them design
the entire park system. Large pastel and color
pencil renderings identical to Professor Morris’
presentation are still on display in Seattle. A large
one of the University of Washington Arboretum
is on display there and some parts are still being
followed. We toured the major parks and the
arboretum.
Professor Morris had arranged for us to visit
the office of Otto Holmdahl, the finest LA in
the Northwest (also known internationally).
After several hours spent with Mr. Holmdahl
and viewing his drawings, one of his assistant
landscape architects led us on a two-day tour of
some of the major estates he had designed and
installed. One example of the esteem that Mr.
Holmdahl’s clients held for him, the owners of a
beautiful estate that Mr. Holmdahl had designed,
not only let us tour the place for several hours but
they served us a lovely lunch.
Seattle has several exclusive residential areas
that you can enter only by invitation but we
were welcomed to all of them and spent many
hours viewing Mr. Holmdahl ‘s designs in “The
Highlands”, “Broadmoor”, “Windemere” and
large estates on Lake Washington Boulevard.
Mr. Holmdahl was an excellent plantsman
and personally toured the local nurseries and
picked out all the major plants for his jobs
and supervised very closely the entire project
from start to finish. His naturalistic use of rock
outcroppings in gardens, stream beds, pools
and waterfalls has never been matched since his
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death. He was the Landscape Architect for the
Seattle World’s Fair and did the stone work for
the lions’, tigers’ and bears’ caves in Woodland
Park Zoo.
From Seattle our tour continued to Portland
and Eugene, Oregon where we met with several
local landscape architects. Professor Morris was
always treated with great respect and our group
was treated royally. We toured [Lewis] and Clark
College campus; then our last stop was the office
of Thomas Church in San Francisco. I remember
one comment he made. When asked how he
handled raised planters he said, “I don’t!”

Campus Planning
Besides educating the students with reallife examples, the field trips kept Morris and
Shiozawa aware of developments in the
profession. One facet of practice that was
booming after World War II was campus
planning. College enrollments were
increasing across the country, stretching
the existing facilities to their limits. The
California college system was answering
the demand by building new community
colleges as well as by expanding existing
campuses.
Morris and Shiozawa brought back campus
planning ideas from the universities in
Washington and Oregon, Berkeley, and
campuses in Los Angeles area. Campus
planning was incorporated into the
curriculum, with problems devised by
Morris and Shiozawa for the Utah State
campus to be resolved by the students.

They took theory beyond the classroom
as well and tried to convince the campus
planning committee to incorporate their
ideas. The campus and community would
have been dramatically different if one of
their suggestions had been followed. When
improvements on the road from Logan
Canyon to Fourth North were proposed,
Shiozawa and Morris favored keeping the
road off the hill on the south side of campus
and preserving that land for campus
expansion. According to Shiozawa, they
suggested the following:
Take it around the pond down below and then
through the River Heights area, and then miss
downtown...have it feed off into town and then
go on across the valley then make a parkway
down through the river (because there weren’t
homes down there at the time), but keep it off
the hill!
But they were voices crying in the
wilderness, and were obviously ignored, as
they were on other occasions. When a row
of evergreens along the highway by the
campus was slated for removal, Shiozawa
asked why they were to be taken out. The
reply was, “So we can see the buildings!” He
said, “What do you want to see the buildings
for? We want them as a screen and noise
buffer.”
When given the task of coming up with
automobile circulation and facility access
plans for the campus, Morris and Shiozawa
proposed what was then a novel, if not
radical, solution that rankled the Dean
of the College of Engineering, Jerald E.

Christiansen. Shiozawa remembered:
Morris and I had brought this drawing down on
the campus plan and set it up on the board. He
[Morris] wanted peripheral traffic with a parking
lot and then walk-in’s to the inside. The Dean
of the College of Engineering said, “We need to
have a parking area as close to the School of
Engineering Building as you possibly can.”
Morris said, “No, there would be too much
confusion. We don’t want traffic in an area that
tight. “
The dean said, “How do you expect us to draw
students to the School of Engineering if they have
to park across campus and walk to get over to the
School of Engineering? They wouldn’t come to
this school if they knew that.”
Morris snarled, actually, and said to him,
“That’s the kind of student we don’t want on the
campus.”
Morris and Dean Christiansen were always
at it, according to Shiozawa.

Entry gate at southwest corner of campus designed by Laval Morris. The larger pillars flanking the vehicular access
were removed when the Highway 89 access to Logan Canyon was relocated to this alignment from Canyon Road. Only
one of the pedestrian pillars remains today (USU Special Collections).
Students create scale model
of campus in 1957, on the
occasion of USAC becoming
USU
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LAVAL’S
GARDEN
In 1959, President Daryl Chase, university
president from 1954 to 1968, requested
that Professor Morris offer his advice on the
beautification of a site he had identified as
an eyesore, adjacent to what was then a
major vehicular entrance to campus from
the west. At that time, 600 North was a
continuous east-west road, continuing
eastward up a ravine to the center of campus
by the Student Union and Ag Science
Buildings. The site in question was located
on the northeast corner of 6th North and
7th East, across the street from what was
then the heating plant (now the USU Living

Learning Community). The personal interest
in its development displayed by Chase led
it to be known by some as the President’s
Garden, although others referred to it as the
Passive Recreation Garden.

construction displayed in a 1960 issue of
Student Life newspaper observed that “
according to Professor Laval S. Morris, the
area is inadequate for anything else, and is
to be converted into a beautiful attraction.”

President Chase himself apparently set the
tone for the design. In a memo to Laval
Morris dated August 4th, 1960, Chase
observed:

The site itself was steeply sloping, occupying
a south to southwest facing slope. The
plan developed by Morris with the help
of at least one of his students, had three
terrace levels interconnected by pathways.
Flat sandstone slabs from a quarry east
of Bear Lake were used for steps, paving
areas, and walls, creating a strong design
structure suggestive of a natural grotto.
A water feature tied the terraces together
and served as a focal point of the garden.
A source pool midway up the slope acted
as a reservoir for a cascade and waterfall
dropping over a stacked stone cliff. A lower
pool, fed by the cascade, was surrounded
by a flagstone patio and manicured lawn.
Numerous large stones and a few benches
provided seating, and a small amphitheater
was provided for outdoor classroom use.

“This morning, several officers of the university
accompanied me over to the area across the road
from the university heating plant. To my surprise,
I discovered many native flowers, shrubs and
trees in the area, which cannot be seen from the
road. When it is convenient for you, I would like to
go over to the spot with you and reconsider what
we might do to preserve the native plants and
trees as we move forward in a general landscape
project for the area.” (Chase 1960)
Morris embraced the vision of a native plant
garden on the dis-used site. The caption
beneath a photograph of the garden under

1961 view of the garden
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Much of the planting plan, true to Chase’s
wishes, was based on a native plant theme.
Native plants were largely unavailable
in nurseries at the time, but because
Morris was an avid horticulturalist, he
had developed an extensive collection
of hard-to-find plants at his own home
in Providence. Don Ensign, BS ’63, who
was a student during the construction of
the garden, observed that “Val raided his
own garden for a considerable amount of
hard-to-get plant materials.” (Ensign, 2010)
The actual planting plan was completed

by LAEP student Norman Waagen, BS’62,
under Morris’s supervision.
When the garden was finished in 1962, it
quickly became a popular attraction. Tony
Bauer, BS’62, who watched the garden
being built, recalled;
“I remember people walking over there and kids
and people lying on the lawn because it was a
sunny, protected area. It was always one of the
first places to warm up because of its orientation.
People were studying there, just laying out on the
lawn or sitting on the benches and rocks, because
it was a secluded warm area.”(Bauer 2010)
The beauty of the garden, with views of
Cache Valley in the background, made it
a popular setting for family, wedding and
graduation photographs, and receptions
for various events. For many years, it was
used as a teaching garden by the LAEP and
Horticulture departments to teach native
plant materials, as many species present
in the garden were unavailable to students
elsewhere on campus.
According to Wendell Morse, BS’67 and
Right and bottom - 2013 LAEP Week service project

former USU Director of Campus Planning:
The garden fell out of favor some time after 6th
North was closed as a through road and the
area became less accessible. Suffering from lack
of maintenance and loss of water for irrigation,
the garden has been neglected and become
overgrown by invasive Siberian elm and other
weed shrubs and trees since the 1980s. The many
students who use the pathway and stairs up the
hill on their way to classes from apartments
below are aware of the “romantic ruins” buried in
the brush, but know nothing of its former beauty
and history.
It is anticipated that the 75th Anniversary
of LAEP, in the fall of 2014, might serve as
a springboard in efforts to rehabilitate the
space. Various student cleanup efforts
over the past few years, including the LAEP
Week service project in 2013, have removed
dead and invasive plant material, and USU
Landscape Operations and Maintenance
is currently working on the restoration of
water and irrigation to the area. Restoration
of the stonework and phased reintroduction
of appropriate plant material will hopefully
re-establish the former beauty of Laval’s
Garden and its role as a learning laboratory
for the study of native plants.
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THE LAEP
HOUSE
LAEP’s new administrative home, the
College of Agriculture, for assistance
in securing a residence to house such
guests.

In December, 2008, all departments within
the former College of Humanities, Arts and
Social Sciences were directed to submit a
Vision Plan for their future. That document,
which would ultimately prove to be a
window into the future of LAEP, contained
some twelve pages of anticipated needs
and directions. Among them was the desire
to attract visiting scholars and practitioners
to the Logan campus to participate in
teaching and research in the department.
The goal was solidified in a request to

The "Mitchell House", built in 1952,
and later donated to USU, became the
“LAEP House” through an agreement
with the university in 2012. It had been
used as office space for the Western
Rural Development Center until the
new College of Agriculture and Applied
Sciences building was finished in 2012.
Located on 700 North just past the Aggie lce
Cream parking lot, its close proximity to the
LAEP Department made it an ideal location
for hosting various functions. Current
remodeling is focused upon returning the
structure itself to residential quality. The
floor plans resulted from a multi-year design
process by departmental faculty, and
culminated by a final plan revision by Todd
Johnson. When completed, the House will

be the only such facility held by a landscape
architecture program, and will provide a
capacity for year-round occupancy.
Beginning in the fall of 2013, the property’s
grounds became the site for the first offering
of a new course, Field Studio Experience
(see Design/Build sidebar), developed by
Phil Waite. Students in the multi-course
sequence progress from conceptual
designs through construction documents,
and ultimately engage in an experiential
learning, hands-on process, implementing
the final design for the landscape. Phase
1 included a large backyard garden area
for receptions, along with fencing and
pergola. Phase 2, scheduled to occur this
fall, will involve the home’s entry approach
and plantings. Structural updates have
included exterior painting, reroofing,
and now energy-reducing architectural
components, and high efficiency windows.

Digging a hole for a fence post at the LAEP House, 2013
The LAEP House,
2014
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Laval Morris critiquing a project with a
student

CHAPTER

FIVE

Life in the Department
Landscape Architecture Club
In 1946, the students in the department
organized the Landscape Architecture Club.
The following charter members appeared
in a photograph dated June 1946 taken
by Burton and Eleanor Baile Taylor: Burton
Taylor, President; Eleanor Baile, Secretary;
Professor L.S. Morris, Advisor; and members
J. Raman Drake, M. Jensen, Douglas
Campbell, J.E. Taylor, G.R. Atterbury, B.
Smith, S.S. Stanford, Frank Beck, and Morris

E. Johnson. Subsequent group photos of
the club appeared in the Buzzer, the Utah
State school annual until 1965.
Club members broke the study routine by
participating in activities such as football,
softball, bowling, and hiking in Logan
Canyon. The club published a newsletter
to keep students and alumni informed
about club and departmental events. A
fall quarter barbeque and a spring awards
banquet soon became traditional. At the

banquet, an outstanding student from each
class was honored.
On the lighter side, a prize of dubious
distinction, “The Headless T-Square,” was
awarded at the banquet to the department
member who had committed the most
notorious faux pas during the preceding
year. Several examples of actions warranting
its receipt were reported in the newsletter
and by alumni responding to a 1987 survey.
Reed Wyatt recalled that he received the
Headless T-Square in 1960 for rendering a
tree on one plan red rather than green, as
it was supposed to be, an error which he
attributed to partial color blindness, but for
which his classmates showed no sympathy.
In 1961, the Headless T-Square was shared
by instructor Craig Tocher and student
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NEWSLETTER
& INSITES

Keeping both internal and external
constituencies apprised of ongoing events
and change through communication plays
an important role in any organization. As the
potential audience or readership expands
over time, the importance of disseminating
information likewise increases. Volume 1
of a mimeographed publication entitled
the “USU Landscape Architecture Club
Newsletter” dated March, 1960, appears
to be the first of what has become a long
history of newsletters produced within
the department. The initial newsletter,
edited by student G. Hathaway, included an
editor’s note stating:
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The editor wishes to express appreciation to
Professor Tocher for the interest and time he
has devoted to this publication and to the staff
who have devoted time and energy to this, the
first publication of the newsletter. Any student
of Landscape Architecture who is interested in
submitting articles or joining the staff should
contact Professor Morris, Professor Tocher, Jim
Heiner, or Gary Hathaway.
The newsletter included updates on
newsworthy events in the department,
a feature article on “Agreement Forms
between Landscape Architect and Client”,
details on the upcoming two-week field trip
to the San Francisco Bay Area ($137 each
including registration, transportation, room
and board, and film), reports on the Club’s
various social events, and an alumni update
section. An observation on the gender
composition of the department at the time
can be gleaned from an announcement
of an upcoming Club bowling party, with
the reminder to “bring your wives and girl
friends”. Similar publications followed for
several years, always under the editorial
direction of a student LA Club member.
By the early 1970s, the newsletter
had become a departmental initiative
coordinated by a faculty member. In some
years, it was reduced to a mere 11” x 17”
multifold flyer, with an update from the
department head, a brief report of activities
from each of the studios, and a schedule
for what had by now expanded from the
awards banquet to a full-fledged LAEP
Week. Other issues later in the 70s into the

80s expanded to 10-12 page newsletters,
with updates on faculty activities, faculty
and student research, summaries of visiting
lectures, and student reports, in addition
to the regular schedule and invitation for
participation in LAEP Week (which in the
matter of a few years had already been
reduced to three days).
Spring 1986 marked the first appearance
of In-Sites, which noted in the banner that
it was “published quarterly by the Utah
State University Student Chapter of ASLA”.
The initial edition was an adventurous 9
page 8 ½ x 11 document filled with student
news, Student Chapter updates, and
departmental information. The publication
began with the following note:
Welcome to the first issue of INSITES - an ASLA
student chapter-sponsored newsletter. It's
a first for the department, and the editorial
staff believes that this pioneering effort can
become an established tradition. The paper is
meant to serve as a means of communication
both within the department and between the
USU department, the alumni, the greater USU
community and other landscape departments
across the country.
The idea for the paper started with Cari Goetchus,
current ASLA student chapter president. Other
interested students have joined in and worked
hard for the last few months to get this project
off the ground and onto paper. In initiating
the project, we have been pleasantly surprised
and encouraged by the amount of interest and
input it has generated. We thank all of you who
participated in this first issue, with a special

thanks to Sydney Matteson for her outstanding
efforts in producing this newsletter.
Your continued participation is invited and we
urge all of you to contribute thoughts, opinions,
suggestions, articles, rebuttals, updates and
graphics: any item of general interest
In spite of the initial enthusiasm to create a
quarterly publication, interest waned until
by 1990, the publication was appearing
once per year and had shrunk to a single
11 x 17” sheet, printed on both sides, and
folded in half.
The department again published InSites
the following year, but lacking any mention
of Student Chapter involvement. Having
been subsumed by the LAEP front office,
the publication began to grow in content
and visual quality. InSites has since evolved
into 56-page full color magazine under
the artistic and editorial supervision of
Kathy Allen. The magazine was recognized
by the ASLA Utah Chapter in 2013 with
a Merit Award for Communication for
the publication. Since 2011, the annual
hard copy InSites magazine has been
supplemented by quarterly e-letter
versions mailed to students and alumni.
Past copies of InSites are a valuable source
of additional historical information, and
are available online on the department’s
website at http://www.laep.usu.edu/htm/
works-publications
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strong indoor-outdoor connection and a
sweeping view of the valley. Forms in Morris’
USAC personnel file indicate he and Rachel
moved into their Orchard Hill home in
Providence sometime between 28 February
and 28 November 1955. One alumnus said:
We visited his home in Providence. The entire
site was well thought-out; a perfect example of
his teaching. He would stand in his living room,
and motioning to the patchwork ownership
of the valley, would comment that each parcel
belonged to an owner, but the entire valley was
his to enjoy.

Landscape Architecture Club charter members, June 1946
(Front Row, left to right) Eleanor Baile, sec., Prof. L.S. Morris, Advisor, Burt Taylor, President
(Standing, left to right) R. Drake, M. Jenson, D. Campbell, J.E. Taylor, M. Glenn, J.F. Turley, C.R.
Atterbury, B. Smith, S.S. Stanford, F. Beck, M.E. Johnson

Norman Waagen. A cryptic report in the LA
Club Newsletter, Spring 1961, gave clues to
the reasons for the award; something about
window walking by Waagen, and a reference
made by Tocher to Artemisia tridentata,
apparently followed by a comment to the
effect that sagebrush would be nice, too.
Mike Morby receives headless T-square award
from Russ Richards at 1966 Awards Banquet

Socials at the Morris Home
Socials were sometimes held at the
Morrises’ Logan home at 168 North 100
East, and later at their Providence home on
Orchard Hill. One party at the Logan house
was a celebration of Laval’s promotion to
Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Reserve
shortly after World War II. Edward W. Lawler,
a 1950 alumnus, remembering Morris at
the event, said, “His excitement spilled over
to us, as we were all veterans of World War
II, and a lot of us were in the ROTC. It was
a great promotion party. He gave us an
insight to his humor.”
In 1948, Laval and Rachel Morris purchased
property on the rim of the Providence
Bench overlooking Cache Valley for their
retirement home. They planted ten acres
of orchard and designed a house with a
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Lorin Tonks, one of Morris’ students from
1952 to 1961 (with time out for Army and
church service), reported that the Morrises
hosted an annual breakfast for senior
students at their home, with Laval preparing
and serving the food himself. On one
occasion in the spring of either 1960 or 1961,
Morris sent out invitations to students for a
social at his home with an RSVP attached,
but due to some misunderstanding, none
of the RSVPs were forwarded to Morris.
When the students arrived at the appointed
hour, Morris was out in the orchard in his
work clothes. Surprised, but gracious, he
entertained them for the remainder of the
evening.

Exchange Problems
Landscape architecture students had a
chance to display their talents on a national
scale by participating in the Landscape
Architecture Exchange Problems which
were begun by the ASLA in 1924. The
problems were prepared by professors at

Students are entertained at the
Morris residence, Rachel and
Laval flank painting

minutes to total silence and 300 students with
their full attention focused on him.
He started his lecture as though nothing had
happened. Later during the hour a couple of
huge football players started whispering. He
immediately stopped his lecture, glared at them
and told them if they made another sound he
would physically throw them out of the class and
they could not return.

selected universities, sent to participating
schools for execution by students, and then
submitted to a central judging panel, after
which the winning entries were circulated
among the schools. The first date work was
submitted by students from Utah State was
not found, but responses to the Alumni
Survey and articles in the LA Club Newsletter
show that participation occurred as early
as the mid- 1940s and continued into the
early 1960s at least. “Our plans rated with
the best of them,” Earl Thompson reported
in a 1987 letter.

Classroom Routine
The first day in a lecture class given by Morris
may have caught some students off guard.
LA 3, “Elements of Landscape Architecture
and Planning,” was offered as a general
education course each term. It also boosted
departmental enrollment statistics. With
help from his advanced students to correct
papers, Morris said, “the only limiting factor
on the numbers of students was the size of
the room....I didn’t care if the number went
up to 500; I could lecture to 500 as well as

I could to thirty.” This was the scene at the
beginning of a new term in the late 1940s,
as described by Earl Thompson:
On the first day of this class, before the
instructor arrived, there was much noise and
confusion...books banging, people talking,
chairs squeaking...a general uproar. All at once
there was an enormous crashing noise at the
instructor’s desk, drawing all eyes. I had been
watching for the instructor and saw a relatively
small man walk up to the desk, stand there a few
seconds, then smash down on the desk a large
book. He then stood in front of the desk with his
hands on his hips glaring at us. He was dressed
in Army officers’ dress trousers, sport jacket, bow
tie, and a neatly trimmed mustache.
He addressed us in a commanding voice, “you
are a bunch of animals and until you shut up,
sit down and conduct yourselves as ladies and
gentlemen, I refuse to waste my valuable time
attempting to teach you. I am going to leave here
for five minutes and when I return I expect to be
able to hear a pin drop. Any of you who cannot
conduct yourselves as ladies or gentlemen please
get up and leave before I return. He turned and
left the room by a rear door. He returned in five

His presence was so strong that he was
convincing in spite of his physical size. He stood
tall!
...Later I found out that Prof. Morris put on this
show for each new class. During the five minutes
he went to the “Bluebird” for a cup of coffee. He
really had a sense of humor, and enjoyed doing
this.
Morris’ classroom behavior during lectures
was described by alumni as patrolling,
pacing, or strutting in front of the room.
He had a military bearing and a sense of
mission about landscape architecture that
left no question as to who was in charge, but
on occasion circumstances were beyond
even his control. Tony Bauer recalled that
one day Morris came into the lecture hall
angry over his students’ poor performance
on an assignment.
We sensed it would be a tense hour. He raged
across the room, grabbed a piece of chalk and
was about to make a note on the board when he
stepped on a piece of paper and fell on his ass.
The room was absolutely silent. Laval stomped
out of the room. His head flushed red. End of
class!
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AGATHON &
LAEP WEEK
1959 Agathon
display - photo by
Tony Bauer

From the early days of the university, “A” Day
was a popular spring tradition involving
the entire student body and faculty in
celebrating campus through a day of
service. Activities ranged from simple cleanup to the construction of new sidewalks,
and for many students, was capped by
becoming “True Aggies” by kissing at
midnight on the “A” on the west side of the
Quad. In 1952, “A” Day was replaced by a
three-day campus-wide celebration known
as Agathon. Initially started for the purpose
of introducing USU to high school seniors,
the annual celebration grew to become
one of the biggest events of the year. By
the early 60s, Agathon was billed as the
West's largest educational fair, attended
by thousands of potential students from
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all over Utah and the surrounding area. In
addition to prospective students and their
parents, Agathon became a popular activity
with alumni and friends of the college, and
was eagerly anticipated by the community
as well as the student body.
Traditional activities included a chuck
wagon breakfast, guest speakers, fashion
show, talent and variety show, military
review, theatre performances, Hi-Honors
banquet, the Olympia Track Meet, dances
(the 1954 ball featured the Harry James'
orchestra), the Miss Utah State Pageant
(with contestants modeling bathing suits
and evening dresses), and culminated
with the lighting of the oil lantern “A” on the
mountainside by members of the Sigma Chi

fraternity.
But above all else, displays prepared by
university departments were the main
features of the three-day exposition.
Fiercely competitive, departments vied for
the award for the top exhibition, which
was won on multiple occasions by the
Landscape Architecture Club display.
In 1960, the inaugural issue of the “USU
Landscape Architecture Club Newsletter”
announced the “First Annual Awards
Dinner for Utah State University Landscape
Architects”, (cost $2.25 per plate) to be held
on May 14, in the USU Union Building. It
was noted that “this awards dinner has
been planned in conjunction with Agathon
so you may take advantage of Utah State
University’s outstanding yearly event.”
A victim of its own success, Agathon was
discontinued in 1965 due to the amount
of effort, energy, and cost required to host
it, and because of the disruption it created
to academics. Having grown accustomed
to the festivities as a way of celebrating
the department as well as the university,
Landscape Architecture answered the
discontinuation of Agathon with the

creation of an internal celebration known
as LAEP Week.
Representative of the early LAEP Weeks,
the week-long agenda for May 17-21, 1971,
included a Logan Canyon clean-up service
project, numerous guest lectures by faculty
from other departments and practitioners,
a tour of Blacksmith Fork Canyon, student
studio project presentations for each year
of the program, a slide show report of the
annual field trip, breakfast in Logan Canyon
followed by a hike, and other activities. The
week culminated with the annual awards
banquet at the Country Club. The weeklong event was named Emergence ’71, and
defined by the organizing committee with
a statement of purpose:
As emergence symbolizes growth, so does our
program for this year’s Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning Week at Utah State.
Emergence 71 is a projection and implementation
of the student advocacy concept, initially
begun last spring with such projects as the
Green Canyon clean-up and the design and
construction for the Woodruff School Tot Lot in
Logan. Practical experience is a real learning tool
being the catalyst in a viable learning process as
it lends realism, enforcing the basic principles
learned in school.
This year, our total emphasis is on community
involvement for participating students in order
that they may experience real projects and
situations in a community, forming a bilateral
education process for not only the students but,
for private citizens as well.

Agathon awards won by the Landscape Architecture Department

If our education is to be meaningful, it must be
total experience of not just ”book and board”
work but rather an enthusiastic application
of these skills and constant dedication to the
development of a new understanding between
the profession and people in the community.
This, then, is our goal for the upcoming LAEP
Week – Emergence 71.
Rick Hoopes, Emergence 71 Coordinator
By 1978, LAEP Week had been reduced to
three days, which has been the template
for subsequent celebrations. Activities have
varied widely over the years, although food
has been a constant. The annual tradition
of a breakfast prepared by the faculty was
established early.

Recent breakfast items have included
Keith’s Zip-Loc Boiled Omelettes and Bo’s
Chinese Pancakes (special recipe well-done
on the outside, rare on the inside). Venues
have varied widely, beginning at Malibu
Picnic Area in Logan Canyon, and moving to
a variety of locations including Central Park,
Adams Park, the Fine Arts Courtyard, and in
recent years, the “Green Room” on the south
side of the Fine Arts Center.
Picnic lunches or dinners have varied
widely, both in terms of location as well
as format. Most of the earlier picnics were
held in Logan Canyon, later at Willow Park
and most recently on the lawn adjacent
to the Fine Arts Building. Activities have
again ranged widely to include Volleyball,
Bocce Ball, Ultimate Frisbee, Tug-a-War,
and 3-legged races. In the late 1960s and
through the 1970s, the youthful faculty
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Serious and academic
•
Day-long sketch problem
•
Distinguished lecturer
presentations (Ian McHarg, Dan
Kiley, J.B. Jackson, Richard Haag,
Grady Clay, Bill Johnson, and
others)
•
Morris Travelling Fellowship
presentations
•
Distinguished Alumni
presentations
•
Service projects
•
Agathon displays

LAEP Week 1969 - Making scavenged corkboard dividers for the Mechanic Arts Building

would meet the champions of a roundrobin student softball tournament on the
field-of-honor as a highly anticipated part
of the picnic.
The Awards Banquet, which predated
LAEP Week, began modestly with a
banquet address by a distinguished visitor,
recognition of outstanding students of each
year, and the awarding of the “headless
T-square” for the most outstanding faux
pas of the year. With mission-creep over
time, the event became a dinner-dance
with a live band, a student MC/comedian,
and student gag awards in addition to
the more serious awards of the evening.
Perhaps succumbing to a new era of busy
schedules,
additional
commitments,
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and changing student demographic, the
festivities were eventually scaled back to
dinner and awards. Banquets have been
held in a multitude of venues over the years,
including the USU Student Union (TSC),
Canyon Pines Restaurant (Zanavoo), Deer
Cliff Inn, Sherwood Hills, the Logan Country
Club, Hamilton’s Restaurant, the Logan Elk’s
Lodge and it’s “new” Elk’s Club replacement,
Aspen Grove Reception Center, Iron Gate
Grill, Riter Mansion, and Logan River Golf
Course. Attendance at the event peaked in
1979, with 175 attendees.
Additional LAEP Week activities have
covered the gamut, including:

Athletics
•
Golf tournament
•
Softball Tournament (class
competition, winners versus
faculty)
•
Tennis tournament
•
6x1 mile run relay (classes versus
faculty)
•
Racquet ball
•
Basketball
Fun

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LAEP Trivial pursuit
Scavanger hunt
Film fest
Kite design competition (in
conjunction with Design Theory
class)
Poker night
Pub crawl
Pool
Fly-casting
Triathalon (canoe, tricycle, 3
legged)
Wrap the Quad (Christo)

Left - LAEP Week 1983,
kite flying contest on
the quad with Jerry
Fuhriman and Richard
Toth as judges

(Upper right to lower left) four
images depicting fun activites
during LAEP Week 2014
LAEP Week 2007
service project
Below - LAEP Week egg eating, circa 1974
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From the day he started the LAEP
Department at USU until his retirement,
Morris taught the landscape architecture
history class. Over the years his demands on
students in the course became legend, but
the rewards for diligent study were as great
as the requirements, as recalled by Richard
Giamberdine:
The most dreaded class was History and
Literature of Landscape Architecture. [Morris]
was a master. We studied the antiquities,
classical periods, medieval and renaissance
Europe, the naturalistic English styles in such
depth that even today, almost 30 years later, I
have the strangest feeling that I know in depth
places like Miletas, Athens, Rome, Villa d’Este,
Villa Lante and Generalife, though I’ve not been
to Europe.

Studio Nights
Morris’ demands on the students continued
in the studio during critiques . He detested
hard-leaded pencils, referred to them as
nails, and sometimes jammed them into
drafting table tops for emphasis. He carried
either a grease pencil, a red pencil, or a soft
drafting pencil during critiques. Larry Call
remembered, “As he would review a project
that the student was doing he would often
inscribe large question marks in the middle
of the drawing and say, “I question that.”
Even final drawings were not spared Morris’
indelible question marks. His practice of
waiting until a few days before the project
due date to give a final critique forced
the necessity of long, often all night work
sessions for students. When fatigue set in,
they left the studio in the basement of Old
Main and walked across the street for a break
at the College Bluebird, a favorite campus
hangout. “I remember one night,” said
Earl Thompson, “Prof. Morris came in
the Bluebird at midnight for a cup of
coffee and jokingly remarked [that]
he came over to call the role and was
happy to see we were all present.”
Thompson recalled another incident
during Morris’ evening studio rounds
involving an older student who he
declined to name:
[The student] was noted for nipping
on straight orange gin out of a Kraft
cheese glass which he kept on the corner
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The College Bluebird, a favorite hangout
for landscape architecture students and
faculty
(USU Special Collections)

of his drafting table while drafting late at
night on graduate work. Late one night, while
passing through the drafting room, Prof. Morris
stopped to check his work. After making several
comments and suggestions, to everyone’s shock,
the Professor picked up the glass of orange gin
and took a big swallow. Without blinking an eye
Prof. Morris thanked him for the orange pop and
went on to the next midnight worker.
After all of the friction between Morris and
members of the College of Engineering
faculty over the years, he would surely have
appreciated the following incident that
Richard Giamberdine remembered from
studio one night in spring of 1961:
The professor of the mechical engineering
drawing class came into senior drafting room.
He often worked late and knew how much of our
lives were spent in the dungeons of Old Main.
Emotionally, he inquired if we [seniors] would all
graduate. Then he added, “I hope you all make
it. I’ve never seen a group like you landscape
architects. You guys are here all the time and have
an ‘esprit de corps’ and persevere like no other
group of students. You never find engineers here
at night. If Prof. Morris doesn’t graduate each one
of you, he’ll certainly have me to contend with.”
Such praise, as we entered the home stretch,
couldn’t have come at a better time.

Model of USU campus master plan created by the
Landscape Architecture Department for presentation
to the state legislature on the occasion of USAC
becoming USU, 1957 (USU Special Collections)

CHAPTER
Transitions
Elevations in Status
In the mid-1950s the conflict over the
affiliation of the Department of Landscape
Architecture and Planning with the School
of Agriculture was finally ended. The 195657 USAC Catalog listed the department, for
the first time, with the School of Humanities
and Sciences only. Kenji Shiozawa gave
much of the credit for the final separation
to Carlton Culmsee, Dean of the School of

SIX
Humanities and Sciences, who appreciated
Morris’ contention, and the ASLA Committee
on Education’s decree that landscape
architecture should be affiliated not with
agricultural programs, but with design and
fine arts.
The change in affiliation was accompanied
by an addition to the department’s
name within two years. The 1958-59 USU
Catalog contained the title, “Department
of Environmental Planning and Landscape

Design.” The following school year, 195960, the name was flip-flopped to read,
“Department of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning, the name it
retains to the present. Shiozawa said that
the inclusion of the word, “Environmental,”
in the Department’s name caused a stir
around campus, with people wondering
what it meant and questioning a need for
planning the environment.
The entire University received a boost in
its prestige at about the same time the
LAEP Department was divorced from the
School of Agriculture. Franklin Harris had
turned over the presidency of the college
to Louis L. Madsen in 1950. Henry Aldous
Dixon followed Madsen in 1953, but his
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administration lasted only to 1954, when
Daryl Chase assumed the presidency. During
his administration, Utah State Agricultural
College became Utah State University
on 8 March 1957. The Department had
participated in preparations for the event
by creating a master plan and a scale model
of the campus for presentation to the
legislature earlier in the year. Ted Walker
reported that the change in status pleased
the landscape architecture students, who
expected an improvement in employment
opportunities as graduates from a university
rather than an agricultural college.

Globetrotting
Throughout his career Morris took
advantage of every opportunity to add to
department study materials and to enhance
his own education by traveling. During
his journeys to colleges and conferences,
and in military service, he visited almost
every state in the US. In 1926 and again
in 1928, Morris went to Canada; in 1939
and 1949 he visited Mexico . Among his
later travels was a trip to Europe in 1956
to attend the International Federation of
Landscape Architects Conference in Zurich,
Switzerland, where he hobnobbed with
the likes of Sylvia Crowe and Sir Geoffrey
Jellicoe from England, and US landscape
architects Hubert Owens, Sidney Shurcliff,
and Leon Zach. Morris was flattered by an
assignment from Landscape Architecture to
cover the conference for the professional
journal. Besides attending the conference
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he spent the summer traveling in Europe
for personal enjoyment and to gather
instructional material for the department.

resigned from the university the following
year because of budget cuts ordered by
Governor J. Bracken Lee.

Morris was granted a sabbatical leave during
the 1961-62 school year. Accompanied by
his wife Rachel, he used the time to travel
around the world. In addition to providing a
needed rest for him, the purpose of the trip
was to add to the department’s teaching
resources. The Morrises left in September
1961, with Southeast Asia first on their
itinerary, followed by the Middle East and
as much of Europe as they could cover.
As they traveled they selected landscape
architecture-related books for purchase
by the university library and took over
3,000 pictures of significant landscape
architecture and architecture examples
from throughout the world. A report in the
LA Club Newsletter said they bought a car
in Germany, had it shipped to Florida, and
drove it back to Logan, arriving home in
May.

Shiozawa accepted a job with the US Forest
Service as a recreational planner and soon
became Regional Landscape Architect
for the Intermountain Regional Office
headquartered in Ogden, Utah. “He was a
real asset to the Department even after he
left because he respected the Department
and hired landscape architects that we
were graduating,” said Morris.

Staffing: A Revolving Door
Kenji Shiozawa also took advantage of the
opportunity to enhance his professional
training by traveling away from Utah to
study and work. He had advanced to the
rank of assistant professor by the 1955-56
school year, when he went on leave. During
his sabbatical he studied city planning at
the University of California and worked with
the Berkeley City Planning Commission
before returning to Utah State. But he

With the departure of Shiozawa, Morris was
again faced with a major staffing deficit.
Unable to locate a man in the local area
to replace him, Morris called Harvard and
asked if they could recommend someone.
They suggested an Englishman who had
graduated in architecture in England and
had done graduate work in landscape
architecture at Harvard, but was again
residing in London. Morris contacted him,
and he accepted the teaching position,
sight unseen. Morris was very pleased with
him:
I met him at the airport in Salt Lake and brought
him up, and he turned out to be a top man.
Eric Defty was his name, and we got along
beautifully. He made things rosy, pleasant and
delightful for me, not only because he was a good
teacher, a good speaker, but he had a keen sense
of humor, and in those days we needed humor to
survive because his work schedule turned out to
be heavy too.
Defty was first listed in the Utah State
University Catalog for 1957-58, with

KENJI
SHIOZAWA
This section is reproduced from an article
entitled “A visit with Kenji Shiozawa”
by Betty Schoeffler. It originally appeared
in Utah Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Planning, the newsletter
of the Utah Chapter, American Society of
Landscape Architects, Vol. 98, No. 1, Jan/Feb
1998, as part two of four installments on the
life of Kenji Shiozawa. The article was based
on an interview with Shiozawa conducted
in 1997.
Kenji Shiozawa, FASLA, was one of the first
two people to receive a bachelor’s degree
in landscape architecture at Utah State and
the first individual in the state to earn a
master’s degree in landscape architecture.
He went on to become president of the
newly formed Utah Chapter, American
Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) and
was the first in Utah to be named an ASLA
Fellow. The LAEP Department honored Kenji
Shiozawa’s achievements and contributions
by awarding him its first ever Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1989, on the occasion of
the celebration of the 50th anniversary of
the department.
As a professor in landscape architecture
at Utah State University for 11 years, he

influenced hundreds of LAEP students.
During those years, he also served as
Extension Landscape Architect, helping
dozens of Utah communities plan and
improve schoolyards, cemeteries, parks,
farmsteads, and home yards. In his
position as regional planner and, later, as a
supervisory landscape architect for the U.S.
Forest Service, he provided employment
for scores of landscape architects on 18
national forests and was instrumental in
getting policies changed to decrease the
visual impact of the timber and mining
industries and utilities.
On an Extension trip to Moab in 1946, after a
day spent with city school and park officials
discussing ways to improve school yards,
city parks and cemeteries, Kenji Shiozawa
decided to do a bit of sight-seeing and
drove out on an old BLM road to Dead
Horse Point. “It took forever,” he recalls, but
he arrived in time to watch the sun set over

the spectacular canyon landscape. The next
day, he set out to see Delicate Arch. On the
way, under a juniper tree next to the sign
on a sandy, gravelly road (the sand was 6
inches deep, he recalls) was a trailer house
and a man who told Shiozawa about the
area:
We talked for about an hour. He told me about
two ladies who had driven all the way from
Florida to see the wonders of southern Utah
described in National Geographic magazine. They
slammed on their brakes in front of his trailer and
asked how to get to Delicate Arch. When the
man told them they had to park and walk, they
drove off, but not before criticizing him for not
having a road. This man impressed me with that
one meeting. Years later, I wondered if I’d been
talking to Edward Abbey.
(This was but one) adventure in what could
be a book entitled “Travels with Kenji”.
During his tenure at Utah State University,
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from 1940, when he was one of the first two
graduates of the landscape architecture
program, through three postwar years,
when he taught while working toward
a Master’s degree, through 1957 as a
member of the faculty, when he left USU
to work for the U.S. Forest Service, he
traveled continuously throughout Utah
as an Extension landscape architect and
throughout the West on field trips with
students.
Born in 1916 and raised in southern Idaho,
Kenji Shiozawa was one of seven children.
His mother died when he was nine years
old. Mr. Shiozawa attended USU in the
‘30s as a student in horticulture. In 1936,
he transferred to the only landscape
architecture program in the state - the
one Laval S. Morris had started at Brigham
Young University in 1934, when Franklin
Harris was president.
When USU invited Dr. Harris to be its president,
Frank asked Laval to initiate a landscape
architecture department in Logan. I followed
Professor Morris and in 1940 was one of the
first two graduates of the USU program. (The
other was Eva Hogan.)
After graduating, Mr. Shiozawa teamed
up with George Smeath and Ernest
Reimschiissel (graduates of the BYU
landscape architecture program), rented
some land in Springville, and organized a
landscape design and construction firm.
World War II intervened.
Sketch by Shiozawa
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As a native-born American citizen Mr.

Shiozawa tried to enlist but was categorized
as an enemy alien. (His family was not,
however, interned in the relocation camps.)
In 1944, toward the end of the war, he
was reclassified IA, drafted and assigned
to military intelligence and language
training. “The Army had a great need for
people trained in oriental-languages. I
was supposed to teach it, but I had never
learned Japanese!”
When the war was over, “I wrote to USU to see
if I could be accepted to do graduate study.
They not only accepted me as a graduate
student, but, because of a lack of personnel,
they also asked me to teach.” By then, he
was 30 years old. Prof. Morris, he recalls,
“made me spend three years getting a
Master’s, doing three major projects: one on
national forest recreation; another related
to recreation and parks in communities;
and a third studying Washington Terrace for
future management and development”
He did it all and in 1949 became the first
to receive a master’s degree in landscape
architecture from USU. Prof. Morris asked
him to stay on as an instructor. “In 1946, I
taught the introductory class. After a few
years, I ended up teaching everything.”
In addition, he was assigned to Extension
almost immediately, first as an assistant to
Prof. Morris, later by himself, teaching and
performing landscape architecture services
in communities throughout the state every
weekend of the school year. “Many times,
almost every adult in the community was
present at my lectures,” he recalls. “I’d take

off Friday after lab, lecture Friday evening
and all day Saturday, then drive back to
Logan on Sunday,” Shiozawa recalls. After
“five or six” years, he says, the school
began reimbursing some, but not all, of the
expenses.
During these forays, he encouraged
communities to improve their landscapes
and taught ranchers and farmers about
farmstead planning and management.
‘’We talked to them about how to become
more efficient from the point of view of
landscape architecture, such as how to
arrange buildings to provide water lines
to them, how to situate gas tanks safely,
how to create windbreaks with native trees
or fences. And they followed through. I
remember some sheep ranchers were
having problems with wind in lambing
areas. Some folks thought they ought to
plant trees and shrubs. I said, “The animals
will eat them. Why don’t you do what the
old-timers do: build a fence!’”
There were also meetings with parks and
grounds people. “All the old cemeteries
were weed-ridden and laid out on a grid
pattern. I tried to show them how to create
a more informally shaped layout, like the
south end of the Provo city cemetery, where
Laval Morris had designed a different kind
of layout.” According to George Smeath
in his book, Crusade for Planning, these
extension classes also included “strong
descriptions of city planning as an essential
basis for the protection of quality of life in
neighborhoods and communities.”

To further his knowledge of planning, Mr.
Shiozawa spent his sabbatical (1954-55)
studying city and regional planning at the
University of California-Berkeley, working
with the Berkeley City Planning Commission
and with communities north and south of
Berkeley on the east side of Bay, including
San Francisco and Palo Alto.
He taught one more year at USU. After
nine years on staff and a year’s sabbatical,
he had achieved the title of associate
professor. He was still spending weekends
doing extension work around the state,
although he no longer had to pay expenses.
Yet the school offered a beginning English
instructor 25 percent more than they were
paying him. “I said I can’t afford to stay. So
I quit”
Shiozawa went to work with the US Forest
Service, where many of his former students
were hired. Other students went to work
for the National Park Service, the BLM,
and Army Corps of Engineers, as well as
numerous state and local parks and park
systems.
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his academic rank given as associate
professor. His teaching assignments
included “Graphics,” “Theory of Design,”
”Plant Materials,” and “City and Regional
Planning.” He continued to be listed for
the 1958-59 and 1959-60 school years, but
after several years in Logan the recurrence
of the old dispute between Morris and the
university administration over professional
consultation caused Defty to “resign almost
on the spot,” as Morris put it.

on leave from the department. Morris
lamented:

This is what happened. Besides teaching,
Defty maintained a private architectural
practice. He designed a fraternity house for
a site on Eighth East in Logan. Soon after its
construction, a delegation from a national
sorority came to Logan and saw it. They liked
what they saw, inquired after the designer,
and upon learning it was Defty, asked him
to design all of their sorority houses across
the United States. The prospect of having an
architect on staff with national recognition
pleased Morris, and he encouraged Defty to
accept the commission without resigning
from his faculty position. Morris took the
proposition to the administration and they
said, “No.”

The irony of Defty’s being denied the
opportunity to do outside consulting
was that Morris himself was then working
as a consultant to the Army on land
management plans for the Dugway Proving
Grounds, a project that lasted from 19551961.

“I was beginning to wonder how stupid
our administration was,” he said, “but they
said, ‘No, he has to stay here and teach.”’ But
Defty did not stay. He moved to St. Louis,
Missouri.
Defty’s resignation left Morris alone again
with a thoroughly unreasonable teaching
load. The pace of his work had begun to
accelerate in 1956, when Shiozawa was
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From 1956, my load at Utah State University
increased so much that I could hardly drag myself
around from near exhaustion. I was carrying
as much as 36 classroom hours a week....They
weren’t all lectures, but in our studio work I had
to be there all the time to give the individual
crits....I was giving crits, even at nights, as well
as from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. every day.

Staffing continued, as always, to be a
problem during the final years of his
tenure. He had a series of competent and
enthusiastic instructors, but they were all
young and inexperienced graduates of
Utah State.
Craig Tocher, a 1957 graduate of the
program, was the first of the youth brigade
to join the staff. He returned in fall, 1959,
with two years of experience as an assistant
landscape architect for the California
Department of Parks and Recreation.
Tocher taught for three years and was
acting department head during the 196162 school year while Morris was on a wellearned sabbatical leave. Richard Brillantine,
a 1959 graduate, joined Tocher on the staff
during Morris’ sabbatical.

As he looked toward another year of
teaching following his sabbatical, Morris still
saw no respite from his heavy load. Tocher
was soon on his way to a more lucrative
position, and Brillantine, as Morris said, “...
was good in plant materials, but I couldn’t
have a man fulltime just in plant materials,
so I was pressed again.” Don Ensign, class of
1963, was the next in line. Morris liked him
and hoped he would stay, saying:
He had initiative, talent, push, energy and we
got along beautifully. I encouraged him to get
an advanced degree at another university, so
when he came back we could say we had a
“foreigner,” someone who had done graduate
work elsewhere. He did graduate, but he didn’t
want to come back to Utah State.
Before Ensign went off to do graduate
work and make his mark outside of Cache
Valley, He was joined on the USU faculty
by Lee Baron, a 1958 graduate, and Fred
Von Niederhausern, a University of Utah
architecture graduate, and Morris’ only
other assistant besides Defty who had not
received his degree from USU. They, along
with Morris, comprised the instructional
staff of the Department of Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning
during the 1963-64 school year.

Enrollment and Curriculum Status
1963-64
From its beginnings in 1939, the Landscape
Architecture Department at Utah State
reflected the broad national trends in
matriculation and graduation of students.
During World War II, enrollments dropped,
with no LA majors at all shown for 1943-44.
The impetus of the GI Bill created a post-war
bulge reaching a high of 38 students in the
professional program for the years 1946-47
through 1947-48.
Enrollments of LA majors fell off again
during the early 1950s with the Korean
War, but almost doubled in the mid-1950s,
and continued a gradual increase into the
1960s, hitting an all-time high for Utah
State of seventy-seven during the 1963-64
academic year.
Either Morris was satisfied with the
landscape architecture curriculum in place
at Utah State by 1950, or was too busy
with the increasing number of students
throughout the 1950s, along with the
constant turnover of instructors in the late
1950s and early ‘60s, to make revisions.
The course of study remained virtually the
same from 1950-51 through 1963-64, with
the exception of some minor changes in
course names and the deletion, in 1957-58,
of LA & P 165, “Construction Methods and
Practices.”

Accreditation Review
Morris appreciated the importance of being
sanctioned as an accredited program,
and he recognized that the ASLA was the
only official body that could provide that
validation. Just after LAEP was moved into
the School of Humanities and Sciences, the
department was evaluated for accreditation
by the Northwest Association of Secondary
and Higher Schools. Even though he knew
accreditation by this organization was
meaningless in the profession, Morris was
impressed by his examiner, as he stated in
the following comments:
I looked up one morning and there stood a
Jesuit priest. He was to be my interrogator on
accreditation. I thought, “Holy smokes, what
does a Jesuit priest know about my field of
endeavor when the administration had always
taken it for granted and ignored it.”...The thing
that surprised me was within fifteen minutes
I liked that fellow. He was really marvelous. He
knew all about the department; he knew more
about me than I knew about myself....I felt sorry
for him because he was wasting his time. We
had to have accreditation from the Society of
Landscape Architects.
The only accredited landscape architecture
programs in the West were on the coast, at
the University of California in Berkeley and
at the University of Oregon in Eugene, and
the next closest accredited school was Iowa
State University in Ames.
Morris was aware of the program deficiencies
(inadequate facilities and understaffing)

that might prevent accreditation, but he
felt the chances of passing the review were
good if he could get some administrative
assistance. His spirits were also raised by
the promise of new quarters, planned by
himself, in the proposed Fine Arts Center. In
the “School Evaluation Report” he listed the
following strengths and weaknesses of the
LAEP Department:
Strength: The demonstration of our graduates in
the field is gratifying. We endeavor to graduate
them with an open mind, eager to serve and
grow with the profession. Approximately
97 percent of our graduates stay with the
profession and are happy with their work.
Weakness: Pioneering a profession. However,
much of the difficulty has been overcome. The
general public of Utah and surrounding area
is accepting and demanding more service each
year. The administration of this university is
continuously supporting landscape architecture
to a greater extent. Currently new and ample
quarters are being designed for the Department
of Landscape Architecture.
At the time Morris applied for accreditation,
the LAEP Department was still housed in
Old Main, as it had been since 1945. As the
department had doubled its enrollment
from 1948 to 1961 (from six to twelve
graduates a year), it was relocated from the
central to the north wing of the basement.
However the lack of adequate space
continued to be a problem, impeding
realization of the department’s potential.
When the department first occupied parts
of the basement, Old Main was already an
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aging building. In June 1961, Laval Morris
addressed a letter to Mr. Harold Wadsworth,
Superintendent of Plant Operations, which
read:
Dear Harold:
Reference is made to the intolerable heat of our
offices in the north wing of the basement in Old
Main. I don’t see how we can possibly work with
any degree of efficiency under these conditions.
I am wondering if the pipes and the heating
channel on the east wall of the east office cannot
be insulated in some manner to make it possible
to work.
The air is going to be very bad because of the
ventilation system. Will it not be possible to do
something to provide some cross ventilation?
Anything that can be done to improve this
situation will help the morale of the department.
It was perhaps on a hot and miserable day
in June, like the one described in the letter,
that Morris conceived of new facilities for
the department that would be designed
specifically for landscape architecture
education. In the School Evaluation Report
he prepared for the department’s first
attempt at accreditation in the 1963-64
school year, plans were included that he had
developed for a purpose-built space with
ample square footage in the proposed Fine
Arts Center that was to be built on the east
end of campus. In response to a question
in the report directing the department to
identify any “problems or difficulty in the
attainment of objectives with the present
program, organization and budget,” Morris
answered that the “most serious problem is
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the need of space designed for landscape
architecture,” adding, however, that “this
is being corrected by a new allocation of
space.”
Morris submitted his “School Evaluation
Report” to the Committee on Education 18
November 1963.The visiting team, consisting
of Professor Frederick A. Cuthbert, George
W. Wickstead and Professor Hubert Owens,
arrived January 18th and left 21st January
1964. After inspecting the physical facilities,
interviewing university and departmental
personnel, and studying the curriculum,
they listed twelve recommendations for
strengthening the program, stressing that
those steps were opportunities. Most of the
recommendations related to the upgrading
of staff, strengthening of curriculum areas,
improvements in management, and better
use of university, regional and professional
resources.
The department was denied accreditation,
partly on the basis of inadequate facilities.
Although describing the department’s
facilities as limited and cramped, the visiting
accreditation team did however observe
that “notwithstanding these limitations
the drafting rooms were clean and bright
and attractive.” The report surmised that
the facilities would be greatly improved
with the move to the new Fine Arts
Building. Unfortunately, the department
was ultimately passed-over for inclusion in
the new Fine Arts Center, and would have
to endure more years in the basement
before realizing the dream of new facilities
designed for landscape architecture

education.
The conclusion to the team’s visitation
report read as follows:
At the time of the Visiting Team’s inspection,
accumulative deficiencies in teaching personnel,
curriculum and the lack of sequences of
student accomplishment at acceptable levels
in professional subject matter, caused the
Team to believe that at present a condition of
instability and one very likely below normal
performance exists in the department. It believes
that the Department of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Design is worthy of full
administration support because of its past record
and its potentialities in a region of the country
not otherwise well served by professional courses
in this field. The team regrets that its findings do
not warrant recommending the accreditation of
this department at this time....

Laval Morris, circa 1980

CHAPTER
Retirement
Stepping Down
The failure to gain accreditation by the ASLA
was a personal blow to Morris, who was
supposed to continue as Department Head
through 1964-65. He had been considering
early retirement for several years to write
and to pursue his hobby of wood sculpture;
the disappointment of non-accreditation
was the final impetus. He would later recall:
...I was at a point by then where
I thought the best way to build a
department was to get out because
I was weary and tired and didn’t

SEVEN
have time to write. I was worked
until I was exhausted all the time
and didn’t have the energy to do the
extracurricular things in which I was
so interested. I felt that by starting
from scratch again, that is scratch
in the sense of completely new
personnel, was the best way to do
it. I recommended one of my former
students, Burt Taylor, who was the
second head [of the department].
As Morris prepared for retirement in March
1964, he wrote a biting self-evaluation
in which he applied for “termination of

services at the end of this academic year.”
In the evaluation he criticized his current
teaching skills and noted that lack of a good
plan for the campus was partly his fault.
Quoting John Simonds’ characterization of
him as a “pacing panther” when teaching,
Morris countered, “Perhaps I have become
impatient in an endeavor to save the
students from swilling in the complacency
of mediocrity,” a fault for which Morris
himself was never accused.
When Morris retired at the end of the 196364 school year the faculty and staff of the
Department honored him at their annual
banquet with the gift of a new electric
typewriter to assist him with his writing. In
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addition to pursuing his personal interests,
Morris continued to serve as a consultant
to the LAEP Department, accepting an
appointment as Professor Emeritus effective
1 July, 1964.

Life in Retirement
Morris took advantage of his own travel
experiences as well as his academic training
in preparing the manuscript for a small
book as part of his writing regimen. The
seventy-nine page work, The Gardens of
Eden and Man, published in 1972 by Carlton
Press, New York, was an examination of
archaeological and sociological data on the
diminishing resources on planet earth and
the possibility of global famine if man does
not intervene to reverse the trends he has
set in motion. In the book, Morris exhibited
his scholarship as he developed theories
aimed at a solution to the problem based
on historical and botanical information.
Morris was interested in journalism
throughout
his
career,
and
had
approximately 190 articles published in
periodicals such as “Landscape Architecture
Magazine”, “Life Magazine”, “Better Homes
and Gardens”, and in five newspapers. He
also presented thirty-six radio talk shows
and seven television shows on Salt Lake
City, Utah, station KSL.
In addition to his writing, Morris released his
creative energy by conducting horticultural
experiments at his farm on the Providence
bench, but wood sculpting was his greatest
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artistic passion. His style was free-flowing
and abstract, aimed at liberating the
underlying energy of form inherent in the
piece of rough wood he was working on.
His main rule was that the finished piece
had to satisfy the forms of order; balance,
rhythm, and unity. Speaking about some
of his work in an interview for the “Logan
Herald Journal” in 1975, Morris said this:
I call them xylo-symphonics. You know, xylo
for wood, symphonies in wood. It lets me off
the hook. They are abstracts. Everyone can
decide for himself what he sees in them
....And I try to get the feeling of music into my
work. One thing that makes me think I have
Wood sculpture by Laval

succeeded a little is that I have sold two of
my works to choreographers. It makes me
happy that people concerned with dance and
movement and rhythm found these qualities
in my sculpture.
Morris’ sculptures were admired by
students and colleagues, and also captured
awards at exhibitions. In November 1951
Morris won first prize for a sculpture he
entered in an art show at the state capitol
building in Salt Lake City sponsored by the
Utah Institute of Fine Arts. He exhibited in
Cache Valley at Logan’s Capitol Theatre in
tandem with a show of Floyd Cornaby’s
watercolors in January 1957 during a fine
arts film festival. In 1960 he made his debut
in St. Louis, Missouri, with a piece called,
“Plumed Serpent,” in a modern art display
at the Martin Schweig Gallery directed by
Sarah (Mrs. Eric) Defty, according to a “Salt
Lake Tribune” report on January 7, 1960.
Morris continued to sculpt and to display
his work in Cache Valley throughout the
l960s and 1970s. One of his last exhibitions
was a display of his “Xylo-symphonics”
collection in the Merrill Library foyer on the
USU campus in November 1980.

In Memoriam
On the morning of July 15, 1983, Morris
drove into Logan from his home on
Orchard Hill to have coffee with friends.
While returning to Providence, he was
involved in an automobile accident from
which he emerged in fair condition, but he

deteriorated during the night and died the
following morning, July 16, 1983, at the age
of 83.
Morris’ passing marked the end of the
beginning of landscape architecture
education in the Intermountain West, but
the acknowledgement of his achievements
had begun many years prior to his death.
The ASLA Committee on Education was
dubious about the ability of individuals
such as Morris, at remote colleges like Utah
State, to maintain high standards in small
departments of landscape architecture.
The quality of education in isolated
programs was a concern of the Committee
on Education as early as 1924, when the
following statement appeared in its annual
report:

list. As a personal acquaintance of Morris,
Bradford said that he had “high regard for
his ability as a teacher,” and that “both he and
his instruction are thought well of by those
who are acquainted with him and his work.”
Just prior to his sabbatical Morris received an
accolade from his students and colleagues
at USU in recognition of his contributions
to the landscape architecture profession.
At the annual LAEP awards banquet on May
13, 1961, Morris was honored, as stated in
the LA Club Newsletter Spring 1961, “as the
individual who has contributed the most
to Landscape Architecture in the State of
Utah.” Carlton Culmsee, Dean of the School
of Humanities and Sciences, added his voice
to the chorus of praise for Morris in a letter
dated 11 March 1964, as Morris prepared
for retirement:

Usually but one instructor is responsible for
this series of courses, in plants, planting plans,
elementary and advanced design, construction,
and even city planning. On the face of such a
condition, one is apt to infer low standards of
teaching, as it is not possible for an individual to
teach such a variety of courses.

We have esteemed you for your gifts as painter,
sculptor and writer, and as a leader of real
prowess in your profession. You have contributed
much in campus planning. But the splendid
way in which you have focused these abilities
and others upon teaching students must, in my
estimation, rank as most important.

If that were so, Morris must have done the
impossible during his years at Utah State.
Students and colleagues alike lauded the
results of his teaching performance. When
Earl Reed Wyatt, a 1960 LAEP graduate,
wrote to the ASLA in 1957 inquiring about
landscape architecture programs, Bradford
Williams, Corresponding Secretary, sent
him a list of approved schools and a vote
of confidence in Morris and the program at
Utah State, even though it was not on that

Morris was feared, respected and loved
by the students who endured his classes.
Those who persevered later acknowledged
their gratitude for his leadership and for
the demands he made on them. Clark
Ostergaard, one of Morris’ former students,
made the following comments when
responding to a 1987 Alumni Survey:
He was the master and we were the students.
Deep down he had a great concern about all

his students. He was really soft under that hard
exterior. He would make an example of things
students did well or more often did poorly. He
enjoyed having the students to his home and
was very kind to all in that environment. We
all respected him and his great knowledge of
landscape architecture. He is without question
the father of landscape architecture in the
Intermountain area.
Stuart Loosli characterized Morris as the
quintessential educated man of his day:
In a very general way, Prof. Morris seemed
to me to be the archetypical “educated man”
of the early 20th century. He had acquired
the knowledge and manners of the educated
through conscious effort.
His speech was precise...almost elocution; his
social graces were formal...studied but not
unnatural; and his swagger stick must have
given him the security of military order. There
was a properness to his life.
His manners transcended rural childhood roots,
ethnic, culture and religious background. His
education produced his manner. His wit, sharp
tongue, enthusiasm for culture and refinement,
and his devotion to the scientific and the learned
were all enhanced thru his education. He was
only one of several such prototypes on campus....I
think these were all very intelligent pioneer farm
boys who left for the city and education and
then returned home with a missionary zeal for
education, culture and the intellect.
Laval Morris was a man of tremendous
stature despite his slight size. He was
capable
of
physically
intimidating
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Laval Morris at his Providence home, March, 1981

disruptive football players in the classroom,
but could call a discouraged student
into his office and send him out with the
confidence and determination to succeed,
not only in school, but in life. ‘’Today the
Department remains as a living monument
to his efforts,” said Kenji Shiozawa in a 1983
memorial to his teacher, colleague and
friend. The following excerpts from the
memorial statement summarize some of
Morris’ accomplishments:
...In his private practice, Laval had a wide range
of activities. He provided consultation and
design services for many federal, state and local
levels of government. His design work included
community planning, subdivisions, housing
projects, parks, school, and private properties.
Laval became a member of ASLA [in] ‘43, Fellow
[in] ‘65, and subsequently Emeritus Fellow-he
was Utah’s first in each case. For more than half a
century, Laval Morris worked tirelessly to promote
landscape architecture. He helped to organize
landscape architects in the Intermountain States;
he served them in many official capacities....
He was a renowned wood sculptor; a farmer;
a botanist; and a painter. He was listed in
“Who’s Who in America; International Who’s
Who of Intellectuals”; and in the “Dictionary
of International Biography”. As a writer and a
speaker, he contributed to the media for over
sixty years....
But perhaps his greatest contribution was his role
as an educator and a leader in the profession he
loved and nurtured. An inquisitive scholar and a
leader among educators, he inspired his students
to strive for the highest levels of professional
excellence. He combined his knowledge and
experience, his understanding of people, with his
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quick wit and keen mind, to stimulate those with
whom he made contact. He will be remembered
as the father of landscape architecture education
in the intermountain states.

Morris Traveling Fellowship
The
Morris
Traveling
Fellowship
was established July 2, 1976, for the
Department of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning at Utah State
University through a fund donated by Laval
S. Morris, his wife Rachel Bankhead Morris,
their sons John Koran and Willford Bryon
Morris, and Laval’s brother, Collin Morris.
The purpose of the fellowship is to enrich a
student’s formal education through travel,
much in the spirit of the Grand Tour of the
late 17th and 18th Centuries, which the
Morrises felt to be a most important factor
in rounding out one’s understanding and
skills in environmental design.
The fellowship is awarded annually to an
outstanding graduating senior or graduate
student in the LAEP Department for travel
outside North America. Applicants must
supply, with the application, a specific
statement of travel goals and objectives
outlining their focus. A condition of the
award is the creation of a tangible product
representing their travel experiences, and
a formal presentation of their travels to the
department upon their return.
The first recipient of the fellowship was
Todd Claflin, BLA ‘79. It has been awarded
every year since then, occasionally to
dual applicants, making a capstone travel
experience available to over 40 students
since its inception.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT
New
Management
Burton Taylor
The 1964 Visiting Team Report stated
concerns regarding the leadership of the
department following Morris’ nearing
mandatory retirement as department head,
as they felt that there was no one currently
on the staff to fill his position. Following the
setback of the failed accreditation review in
1964, Laval Morris retired to allow for new
personnel to carry the program forward.
Before leaving the left the program, Morris
aided in the hiring of his replacement.
Morris had stayed in touch with a former
graduate, Burton “Burt” Taylor, who had
gone on to Harvard and a successful career.
A letter sent to Morris on June 1, 1964
from Hubert B. Owens, the Chairman of
the Committee on Education, included
biographical information regarding Taylor,
and deemed him very accomplished for a
landscape architect who was only thirty-

Burton Taylor, Departme
Head from 1964 - 1972
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Burt Taylor, left,
discussing a military
cemetery design with
fellow student.
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eight years old. The letter concluded with
Owens’ endorsement that Morris and the
dean should “consider him as a potential
staff member if he is interested in teaching”.
Burton Taylor was hired to take over as
department head in the 1964-65 academic
school year.

worked on various projects from Hawaii
to Spain, including new town and campus
planning projects. He was in charge of the
Boston office of Victor Gruen Associates,
and worked on their Boston Central
Business District Project and a new town
development in Santa Barbara.

Taylor was originally from Nephi, Utah, and
was an early graduate of the Landscape
Architecture and Planning Department at
USAC in 1948. After receiving his bachelor’s
degree, he went on to Harvard for his
master’s degree, graduating in 1951. Taylor’s
professional portfolio was extensive,
working on both coasts and overseas. He
worked for the Office of the Chief Engineer’s
Planning Branch of the Army Corps of
Engineers as assistant chief of the Design
Section, where he prepared site plans for
everything from military installations to
cemeteries. At Pereira & Luckman he was a
chief site planner and project manager and

Taylor served as department head from
1964 to 1972. In those eight years the
program doubled in size, moved into the
Mechanic Arts building, and developed
as a program. Taylor was instrumental in
bringing those changes to the department
as he broadened the perspective of the
department through his professional
experience, political savvy, and leadership
style. He never lacked for directness and
took the deficiencies of the department
head-on, moving the department quickly
toward accreditation.
While Burton Taylor tackled problems

directly, he also knew how to form
alliances, and understood the politics of
the university. Craig Johnson described
Taylor as “part of what was called the Nephi
connection”. This “connection” was due to
the fact that the president, the provost, and
Taylor were all from Nephi. No doubt this
connection was influential as Taylor worked
to increase the budget of the department
and hire new faculty. This influence was
observed by Vern Budge, who noted:
He was very forceful with the administration, so
the administration understood where we were
and what we needed. He played a very large
role there, I think, in helping the department
grow, because he fit into that environment of
leadership, of being quite influential with the
President of the University.
Taylor was described as having a strong
presence in a room, and a master at leading
an audience. Gere Smith recalled that
Taylor carried with him a 3x5 card that had
several points on it which he tried to work
into whatever speech he was giving. Gere
noted, “It didn’t matter if [the audience] had
heard it before, it was going to be new, and
he spoke from that little three by five card,
and it was, in most every case, an eloquent
presentation”.
While Taylor may have been direct and
commanding, he also gave a lot of freedom
to his new faculty to explore ideas. Craig
Johnson recalled the informal nature of
staff meetings:
We didn’t have formal faculty meetings, we
would just kind of get together once in a while

and go over to the Bluebird (an on campus café),
and Burt smoked a pipe and so did I, so we could
go to the Bluebird and drink coffee, smoke our
pipes, and “BS.” Vern would come along once
awhile, and we would talk about things, and
what Burt thought that we should be doing.

Program Development
When Taylor came on as the department
head he immediately went to work
addressing the shortcomings of the
department. In the fall of 1964, during his
first year at the department, Taylor began to
define the issues for the program in a letter
to Dean Culmsee and Vice President Merrill.
The first line of the letter stated, “I assume
that I can go full bore in accreditation.”
Burton then followed up with the question,
“What is the budget situation?”.
Taylor goes on to state that one of the
first orders of business was the hiring of
new staff for the department, an issue
that became a sticky political point. The
accreditation review from the year prior had
expressed concerns about the inexperience
and home-bred credentials of the faculty,
and encouraged the department to make
efforts to recruit new faculty with broader
professional and academic experience. In
1964, Laval Morris’ son, John Morris, received
a Master of Arts degree in landscape
architecture from LAEP. He was then put
forward as a candidate for a faculty position
in the department. Taylor was now required
to weigh the needs of the department

to receive accreditation against personal
allegiance (i.e., hire staff with broader
professional and academic experience,
who would better position the program to
receive accreditation, or hire John Morris at
the behest of Laval and continue the pattern
of placing under-qualified instructors in
the program). Taylor discussed the issue
extensively with the administration, and
even brought the matter up with the ASLA
Education Committee, and the consensus
was that accreditation came first, and that
this was most likely to be achieved through
thoughtful hires that responded to the
criticisms of the accreditation report.

$20,000 in 1963 (the time of the failed
accreditation), to $43,000 in 1965.
In addition to addressing the need to
increase and professionalize the staff,
Taylor also responded to the other program
deficiencies outlined in the accreditation
report. In a letter to accreditation team
member Professor Frederick Cuthbert,
Taylor spelled out how the department
had addressed all of the program’s
deficiencies and recommendations from
the failed accreditation review. These
improvements included expansion of
library materials (including examples of
professional works from Taylor and Morris);
an update to the Theory of Design studio
to include abstract design (including a
variety of professional opinions on the
subject and the presentation of theories
in spatial relationships); the approval of
two new course series, Interpretive History

John Morris was offered a part-time
teaching position, which he turned down.
Laval was disappointed with the decision
as well, and his relationship with the
department became strained. Taylor then
hired Daniel Young as a new full-time
instructor in 1965, and
also was able to recruit J. Awards Banquet, 1966 - Burt Taylor (left), guest speaker Bill Johnson (right),
and future faculty member Jerry Fuhriman receiving an award (second from
Derle Thorpe, an instructor right)
in Engineering, and Asst.
Professor Jon Anderson
from the Department of
Art, to both come on as
20% time instructors in the
department. This increase
in faculty came with a
budgetary cost, but was a
testament to Taylor’s ability
to communicate the needs
of the department to the
administration. The budget
for faculty positions was
increased from roughly
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of Design (which expanded the existing
history course) and Applied Theory of
Design (which strengthened architectural
aspects of the curriculum); the addition
of a professional practice course during
the senior year, closer collaboration with
the College of Forest, Range and Wildlife
Management on special problems and
classes; mandating more breadth in the
selection of electives; and an exploration
of environmental planning and its potential
impact on the curriculum. Also, due to the
criticism from the accreditation report of
recent hires earning both bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from the LAEP Department,
Taylor encouraged graduating seniors who
were interested in graduate school to look
elsewhere for their studies, with several of
them attending the University of Illinois.
These reforms met two major statistical
goals: reduction of the student to teacher
ratio to more closely align with the
ASLA mandated maximum ratio of 15:1,
and increasing credit hours for design,
construction, and plants. The program was
able to significantly reduce the student to
faculty ratio from 32:1 in 1963-64 to 16:1
in 1965-66. The total credit hours were
also increased. While these areas were not
completely in line with the ASLA guidelines,
they showed marked improvement.
From 27-30 March, 1966, the program was
reevaluated for accreditation. The visiting
team was made up of Professor Wayne H.
Wilson and George W. Wickstead (Professor
Cuthbert was unable to attend the
“revisitation”). The conclusion of the visiting
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team in the visiting team report read:
At this time it appears that the department
of Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning has, with strong administrative
support, built well upon the foundation provided
over the years through the able and dedicated
efforts of Professor Emeritus Laval S. Morris.
In view of evident improvements in budget,
curriculum and student product since the
program was first reviewed in January 1964,
the visiting team recommends that accreditation
of the undergraduate program in Landscape
Architecture at Utah State University be granted
for a two year period.
Accreditation was a celebrated event for
the department and elevated the program
into an elite class. The LAEP Department
was the nineteenth accredited program
in the nation (LAEP and the Landscape
Architecture Department at the University
of Wisconsin were both initially accredited
in April, 1966), and was unique in its position
in the Intermountain West.
Following provisional accreditation in 1966,
the department was prompted by ASLA
to evaluate the types of degrees offered
by the program. Prior to accreditation
undergraduate degree recipients were
conferred a Bachelor of Art, Bachelor of
Fine Art, or Bachelor of Science degree. For
graduate studies, the department conferred
a handful of Master of Science degrees and
one Master of Art degree. The department
submitted for review by the dean and
the USU Graduate Council the degrees of
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (BLA),

and Master of Landscape Architecture
(MLA), and a Master of Science in
Environmental Planning. All were approved
by the Council, with the first BLA degree
conferred in 1967 and the first MLA in 1972.
The graduate programs developed
significantly during this time as the
program adopted the MLA. As Taylor
developed the new curriculum he sought
insight into innovative programs in the
nation, such as the program that Ian
McHarg was developing at the University
of Pennsylvania and other programs
throughout the nation. In a July 1966
letter to George Wickstead, Taylor eagerly
inquired about McHarg’s program. While
the final structure of the new MLA degree
was designed heavily around a design and
construction emphasis, there seemed to
be early interest in exploring larger scale
problems in the graduate program.

New Hires and the Development
of a Core: the Illinois Connection
As discussed, one of Taylor’s early goals for
the department was to bring in new faculty
who could increase the professional quality
of the program. Several hires during the
Taylor administration became core faculty
in the LAEP Department. Each brought
with them a variety of experiences that
added uniqueness, and their stories and
backgrounds are key to understanding how
and why the program developed.

Vern Budge

brought that experience of large scale planning
and design to the department. I wouldn’t say it
was a big transfer of knowledge at that time,
but certainly there was a change. Laval was here
when the profession was just beginning to be
recognized in this part of the country.

One of the earliest recruits was Vern Budge,
who taught his first classes at Utah State
in the spring of 1968. Budge had received
his bachelor’s degree from the LAEP
Department in 1965, and was invited back
to Logan to teach after graduating with an
MLA degree from the University of Illinois.
Budge recalled that:
Burton Taylor called me and said, “Would you be
interested in coming out to Utah for just a short
time?” I said, “I would love to. I have all my class
work done, and I am in the process of finishing
my thesis.” So in March of 1968 I traveled out
here and taught several courses during the spring
quarter.

Vern Budge

He was hired as a full-time faculty member
for the following academic year and
remained on the faculty until his retirement
in 2003.

immediately drawn to the applied nature
of the profession. This was a relief to him,
as he had felt a lack of applicability while
studying equations in engineering.

Born in 1939, Budge grew up in Malad,
ID where his father’s occupation as a
beekeeper caused him to become involved
in the agricultural industry from a young
age. After graduating from high school,
he attended Snow College in Ephraim,
Utah, for a few of years, and then served an
LDS mission in the west. After his mission,
Budge came to Utah State University and
began to study engineering. It was while
he was studying engineering that he ran
into former Snow College friend Clark
Ostergaard, who was heading to sign up
for landscape architecture and invited his
friend to join him. This was Budge’s first
exposure to the discipline, and he was

Budge’s experience in the program centered
on site-scale projects, which emphasized
residential design, site planning, housing,
and recreation and open space design. As
an undergraduate, he also became close
friends with fellow students Don Ensign and
Joe Porter, who served to inspire him in his
professional development. Vern was also
a student during the transition between
Morris and Taylor as department heads, and
he reflected that:
I think Burt Taylor had a broader vision of what
the profession could be. He had been a student
of Professor Morris and had worked for several
large architectural and planning firms. So he

Budge’s first job out of school was a summer
position with the US Forest Service on the
Wasatch National Forest. After graduating,
Budge interviewed with Professor William
Carnes, department head at the University
of Illinois, offered him a full tuition
scholarship and a job at the university if
he would pursue graduate studies there.
Budge accepted the offers and began
his studies that fall. While earning his
MLA he worked for the campus planning
department, where he was exposed to
larger scale design thinking than what
he had experienced as an undergraduate
student at Utah State.

Craig Johnson
At graduate school, Budge became friends
with several individuals who would emerge
as important figures in LAEP history. Craig
Johnson was ahead of Budge in graduate
school at Illinois, but the two became good
friends, talking about the outdoors and
sharing hunting experiences. Johnson had
grown up hunting and fishing in Minnesota.
He described the outdoors as “being a part
of everyday life,” noting:
“We would get on our bikes and ride with our BB
guns to hunt or go fishing on the Little Crow River.
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(MSU). Interested in what he received,
Johnson applied for admission and was
accepted.

Craig Johnson

According to Johnson, the program at MSU
emphasized site-scale design projects, and
had several excellent young instructors
who had graduated from Harvard. Upon
graduating, Johnson applied for graduate
schools and was on the waiting list for
Harvard. When accepted to Illinois, he
called Hideo Sasaki, the department head
at Harvard, and asked him what his chances
were to get into Harvard. Sasaki responded,
“Craig, I studied at Illinois, I think that is
where you ought to go”. And so Johnson,
too, entered to the University of Illinois.
Similar to Budge, Johnson described the
program at Illinois as being different in its
emphasis from his experience at Michigan
State due to the emphasis upon largescale environmental concerns of the time.

During that period, Johnson became
involved in sand and gravel studies and
began to expand his understanding of how
landscape architecture, design, and natural
systems could work together.
Once at Illinois Johnson met a number of
landscape architecture graduates from the
LAEP program, becoming friends as they
swapped stories. After naively applying
for the department head position at the
University of Minnesota while fresh out of
graduate school, and subsequently being
told that they were looking for someone
“less green behind the ears,” Johnson was
encouraged by Budge to send his portfolio
to USU. Johnson later recalled how he, “Sent
it off to Utah State and got a call from the
department head [Burton Taylor] and he
said, ‘Craig, you got the job.’ No interview,
no nothing”.

Craig Johnson (middle) working with Peter Lassig (right) and another student in studio

In high school [my friends] had their hip waders
hanging in their school lockers...when school
was over, off we went. So, a lot of my activities
were outdoor oriented hunting and fishing....”
Despite his deep connection with the
environment from an early age, it wasn’t
until much later that Johnson discovered
landscape architecture. While he was first
attending Macalester College, his mother
attended a lecture by the director of
an arboretum whose son was studying
landscape architecture. She told Johnson
what she had learned about the profession
and he sent away for information from
the program at Michigan State University
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Gerald Smith
Gerald ‘Gere’ Smith was both a graduate
student and lecturer in the Landscape
Architecture Department at the University
of Illinois during that time. Smith grew
up in Boone, Iowa, a small town west of
Ames. Though he lived in town, Smith
spent much of his time in the country and
around farms. Smith described these early
experiences as having a profound impact
on his environmental and social values. At
Iowa State University, he began to study
civil engineering, but later discovered that
engineering was not the right fit for him.
He took an aptitude test that identified
landscape architecture as a potential fit.
This was the first time that he had heard
of the profession. Smith then met with the
department head of landscape architecture,
and changed majors. The program at Iowa
State was based on a Beaux-Arts approach to
learning design. Smith recollected that the
Beaux-Arts approach “was not structured
as we know of [design education] today,
in terms of process, programming, and
analysis...I do not remember hearing the
terms ‘design process or program’ ever in my
undergraduate education.” He continued:

visiting lecturer. He described the process
that White taught as, “An entirely new
process of thought, an analytical approach
to looking for design, a process of finding
function, understanding form, and how
those functions and forms related”.
Smith graduated from Iowa State in 1961,
and left Iowa to take positions in Southern
California with firms such as Cornell,
Bridgers & Troller in Los Angeles, and John
Carl Warnecke & Associates in San Francisco.
At Warnecke & Associates, he worked
on the Master Plan for the University of
California at Santa Cruz. Smith would soon
leave California to marry and then travel
throughout Europe, where he found work
in Zurich, Switzerland.
Upon returning to the States, Smith settled
back into Southern California and took a job
working for the landscape architect Garrett

Eckbo. On Saturday mornings, Eckbo would
invite anyone from the office to his house to
discuss design philosophy. Smith describes
the time as ‘mesmerizing’ and continued
that Eckbo:
Went into subject matter that I had
never been introduced to before.
He talked about the importance of
society in landscape architecture
… the values of the individual, of
family, of the community, of the
neighborhood.
It was Eckbo who convinced Smith that he
needed to go to graduate school, which
he acted on by submitting an application
for admission to the University of Illinois.
Although he was in private practice for
five years, graduate school opened up a
new world to him. Smith’s professional
experience was fundamentally structured

Gere Smith giving a crit to Kent Traveller (BLA 1970)

In hindsight, I realize there was much lacking
in my education as an undergraduate student.
It was just simply fooling around with a pencil,
pen, or brush, and trying to find form. Then
justifying [selling] it to a client, a made-up client
and design program that the faculty member
would have given you.
During his senior year, Smith had a
significant experience when Stanley White
from the University of Illinois was as a
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instructor in the department), and Burton
Taylor. Morse was hired as the campus
landscape architect and began teaching
part-time in the department in 1969.

Craig Johnson (left),
Vern Budge (middle)
and Dave Kotter (Right)

in his Beaux-Arts education, focusing on
“an intuitive search for design”. At graduate
school he was exposed to design process
at the university where Stanley White had
taught. The connection between his early
exposure to design process by White as
a visiting lecturer and his appointment
to a faculty position while still a graduate
student at Illinois was not lost on him:
If we pay attention to the cycles in life,
opportunities do revolve around us. So it
was with my introduction to the landscape
architecture design process by Stanley White
during my senior year at Iowa State. It was a
destiny of sorts for me to be accepted on the
faculty where Stanley White had taught before
his retirement a few years earlier. An educator
who invented, and developed the site analysis
process, I was now at his home university. His
old desk became my desk, his flat files full of his
drawings and watercolor washes became the
same flat file I was to use..
And Others …
At Illinois, Smith met many graduate
students who received their bachelor’s
degrees from the LAEP Department. He
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recalled the names of Vern Budge, Wendell
Morse, Dave Kotter, Ted Walker, Joe Porter,
Jerry Fuhriman, Dave Jensen, and several
others. It was through these relationships
that he was enticed to apply for a position
at USU. Smith rode out to Logan in the
Spring of 1968 with Wendell Morse, an
LAEP graduate who was applying for the
campus landscape architect position. He
was offered and accepted the position and
moved west with his wife and six week old
baby.
When Smith arrived at LAEP in the fall of
1968 he joined Craig Johnson (hired in 1966),
Vern Budge (hired in 1967), Dave Kotter
(hired in 1967), Fred Von Niederhausern
(who was an architect and also a part-time

Jerry Fuhriman was the next to join the
faculty. Fuhriman graduated from LAEP
in 1966, and, like so many LAEP graduates
before him, went on to graduate school at
the University of Illinois. At Illinois, Fuhriman
became good friends with Gere Smith, and
after graduating in 1968, took a teaching
position at the University of Minnesota
where he taught for three years. A native
of northern Utah, Fuhriman was anxious to
return, and accepted a teaching position in
LAEP in 1971.
The connection between Utah State and the
University of Illinois was not coincidental.
Illinois Department Head Bill Carnes had
developed great respect for graduates
of the program, and had made the trip to
Logan from Champaign to recruit potential
master’s students. With each successive
“Aggie” graduate to venture to the Midwest,
the relationship cemented itself and
became self-perpetuating for some time.
Gere Smith and
Jerry Fuhriman

The successful symbiosis that resulted
in USU filling its faculty ranks with “Illini”
was noted in a June 7, 1971 update letter
summarizing progress of the program from
Tayor to Wayne Wilson, Chair of the ASLA
Committee on Education:
Please find attached some tear sheets from our
catalog listing the staff. Two additional names
should be added: Mr. Wendell Morse, lecturer,
USU BS 1967, MLA (pending) University of
Illiinois, 1969, and Jerry Fuhriman, USU BLA
1966, MLA University of Illinois, 1968. As you
have indicated before we seem to have an
influx of USU and University of Illinois people.
But because of their individual capabilities and
talents, I do not think the inbreeding factors are
too relevant.

Stuck in the Basement; Hope for
New Facilities
Once the stewardship of the growing
department was handed to Burton Taylor,
he continued Laval’s pursuit of improved
facilities. However, until accommodations
could be made, the department would
have to continue in its familiar lodging in
the basement of Old Main. Former faculty
member Craig Johnson related his early
impressions of those facilities noting that
the faculty “were housed in the northwest
corner [of the basement of Old Main]. I
had limestone foundations as part of the
wall in my office. You would come in and
turn on the lights in the morning, and the
silver fish headed back into the cracks in
the wall.” Gere Smith, who was also on the

faculty during that time in the basement,
observed that he found it interesting when
he came out for an interview that Taylor had
a windowless office.
In a correspondence with the university
administration in his first year as department
head, Taylor had pressed for improvements
for the departmental facilities. He wrote in
1964:
Concerning the department quarters and
assuming it for certain that we will go in the
new Humanities and Arts building in three
years, I believe we could tolerate our present
quarters, but in order to make them more livable
and not so demoralizing to the students and
faculty, I’d like to submit a plan for remodeling,
lighting, painting, and other “environmental
improvements”. [underline and quotations in
original]
As noted, the remodels were intended as
a hold over for the department until new
facilities could be built, but they were
not to materialize. By the late 1960s, the
department had over one hundred students
enrolled. Craig Johnson addressed how this
growth began to affect the department’s
facilities, stating that:
This was about the beginning of Earth Day
and more people were being attracted to
programs like Natural Resources and Landscape
Architecture. So we started getting more
students. We received a second studio down the
hall, also in the basement of Old Main. It had
been the old cow-milking parlor in the basement
of the building. We didn’t have to shovel out
manure to get the students in the room, but that

is what it was.
The 1966 provisional accreditation report
described the condition in the basement
of Old Main. The report stated, “The
only negative reactions [from students]
concerned physical space conditions - the
basement location and its possible effect
upon their work.” The report went on to
give a candid analysis of the quarters:
The department remains principally housed in
the basement of the Old Main Building, a space
which, while remodeling has been of good
quality, reflects all of the restrictions of such a
location in such a structure. The space is scattered
and suffers impingement by the activities of
other departments and from limited ventilation
and excessive heat. Also, in portions, the lighting
is bad. The lack of a model shop places a heavy
burden on the drafting room for this important
activity. Faculty offices lack privacy owing to the
nature of partitions surrounding them...In the
meantime, much has been done to improve the
quarters since the 1964 visit.
While life in the basement was never ideal,
the setting did not appear to dampen spirits.
In both the 1963 and 1966 accreditation
reports the teams noted the high level of
student enthusiasm and camaraderie.

Transition: Mechanic Arts Building
In 1970 the department moved out of the
basement of Old Main, which was the oldest
instructional building on campus, into
the second oldest instructional building
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was considered a quiet corner of campus,
with extensive access to outdoor spaces
such as the Quad and Old Main Hill,
providing opportunities for outdoor classes
and lectures. This access to open space also
allowed the students and faculty to enjoy
leisure time outdoors. Vern Budge recalled:
Mechanic Arts Building

on campus, the Mechanic Arts Building.
Located to the south of Old Main, it was well
past its prime, and had even been gutted
by a fire in 1915. It had formerly housed
machine shops, and had accordingly
been designed with generous amounts
of natural lighting. While this move did, as
the 1968 Annual Interim Report stated, get
the department “out of the basement,” the
building was never intended as a long-term
solution for housing the department. The
structure was condemned and had suffered
significant damage from earthquakes.
Former faculty member Vern Budge noted
the conditions of the facility, stating:
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not a time for lecture, as, the pounding of
the rain would become so disruptive that
lectures would have to be halted.
While there were many negative attributes
that were reported regarding the Mechanic
Arts Building, including continued lack of
space, one thing that no one complained
about was the view. The location had a
commanding panorama of both Cache
Valley and the Quad. Johnson noted:

We had a lot of cracks in the building from
previous earthquakes. The cracks had been
repaired with rebar and threaded rods. The one
room we used for lectures was an old mechanical
shop with a flat roof with very little slope. When
it rained or during snowmelt, the roof would leak
so we would place several buckets in the room to
collect the water. The sound of the water falling
into the buckets was quite musical.

It was on a hundred
percent corner, we had a
view across the Valley. The
Temple was sitting there
right in the foreground
with the Wellsville
Mountains behind, and
James Peak as background
looking south. It was
an amazing place, with
glass on two sides facing
northwest and almost due
south.

When the roof was leaking it was not a time
to hang plans and drawings up for critique,
and when the rain played on the roof it was

The location also had
its advantages from an
academic standpoint. This

There were a lot of activities on the Quad, and we
had a lot of football games after class out there.
In fact, we as a faculty liked to join in. It was a lot
of fun. We had a good time with the students and
enjoyed being with them.
While the grounds and view were exemplary,
the 1974 School Evaluation Report noted
that the building had disadvantages for
landscape architecture education. Perhaps
most bothersome was the circulation
pattern through the building. The Junior
Studio on the second floor was located in
a corridor that connected two stairways,
which caused numerous interruptions
to classes. A similar issue existed in the
Freshman/Sophomore Studio on the first

View from the top of Old Main Hill with the Mechanic
Arts Building in the background

floor. The north wall of the studio had a
major staircase running along it, and when
classes would let out on the second floor,
class in the studio would have to be halted
until the disturbance would subside.
There was also inadequate space to house
all of the administration and faculty. Senior
personnel did not have offices in the
Mechanic Arts Building, but on the second
floor of the nearby Technical Services
Building. All of the deficiencies created a
disjointed existence for the department.
Crowding soon became as issue as well.
When LAEP initially moved into the
Mechanic Arts Building there were eightyseven students enrolled; by 1973 there
were 185. Whatever advantage in space
the move had initially offered was soon
lost to the enrollment spike. The crowding
was particularly impactful in the freshman
and sophomore studio area, where there
were never enough drafting tables to go
around. While the better
drafting tables were used by
the upper classmen, Budge
and Johnson both recalled
converting sawhorses and
doors into drafting tables
for the freshman and
sophomores.
The condemned status of the
building, and the realization
that its future was short-lived,
encouraged students to take
advantage of its temporary
nature, personalizing the
space by making their own
alterations. Vern
Budge
recalled that:

Mechanic Arts Studio, 1971

Table stacking in the Mechanic Arts
studio
Mechanic Arts Courtyard, Spring 1972
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DESIGN-BUILD
Students working on the
Mechanic Arts Courtyard, circa
1973

Learning-by-doing has been a theme of
LAEP for much of its existence, although the
actual practice of design-build education
has gone through various ebbs and
flows. In the late 1960s, the department
began implementing projects as a handson learning component of LAEP Week.
Projects varied over the years from highly
ambitious construction projects, including
the creation of a recreational facility at
First Dam, a courtyard plaza outside the
Mechanic Arts Building, a demonstration
garden for the Ernst Home Fair Exposition
in Salt Lake City, and a brick paved plaza
at the entry to the USU Library, to projects
focused on planting design and installation,
including a habitat restoration project
in Laketown, and the landscaping of the
Logan Justice Center and a Habitat for
Humanity Home. Professor Vern Budge
incorporated these projects for many
years as part of his landscape construction
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courses, which would segue into the LAEP
Week installation component.
The recognition by the department
in recent years that the opportunity
for hands-on application of landscape
construction techniques had waned, led
to a series of strategic investments meant
to re-infuse experiential learning into
the degrees. As with much of the change
throughout the department’s history, key
personnel hires were at the core of the
shift. Phil Waite, a former colleague of Sean
Michael’s at Washington State University,
had established a successful program
based upon hands-on construction and
real world projects. His subsequent hire at
LAEP brought that experience to Logan.
The backdrop for his hire, in addition to
the overall need to replace the expertise of
Vern Budge and others, was the vision of an
outdoor learning lab. The genesis of such

a facility was offered in the 2008 visioning
document submitted to the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.
Termed the Landscape Field Studio, the
multi-acre facility was proposed to Dean
Cockett during the move to the College of
Agriculture. Cockett was highly supportive
of the idea, and agreed with the supposition
that the facility and its associated pedagogy
could distinguish USU nationally.
Fundamentally, the Landscape Field Studio
was conceived as a place for LAEP students
to experience hands-on learning, and where
LAEP faculty could conduct research on
high-performance landscapes. The facility
was intended to meld the complimentary
needs of design-build instruction with
testing of landscape components, while
providing members of the university
community and surrounding public an array
of gardens and interpretive learning . The
facility will also bring leading technologies,
materials and techniques to the BLA and
MLA curricula, while also hosting events.
Students and faculty will partner with
industry leaders who underwrite the Field
Studio through named sponsorships,
supplying product, and providing expertise
through on-site instruction. The facility will
expose future practitioners to industryleading advancements, and will permit
rapid installation, analysis and replacement/
adaptation of each component. It will
also permit community members and
professionals the opportunity to see first-

hand use of an array of products. Finally, the
Field Studio is intended to enable feedback
for manufacturers as products are studied
over time in the highly critical setting.
The Field Studio, as envisioned at this
time, will include several components: a
classroom facility, an outdoor classroom/
work area, a materials library, demonstration
gardens, and research landscapes for
experimentation with bio-swales, storm
water collection/harvesting, storage, and
treatment, etc. The first publicly accessible
component of the Field Studio to be
implemented will be the outdoor classroom.
Ultimately, the outdoor classroom will
provide the staging environment for
further developments in the Field Studio.
At this time, preparations are being made
to establish an initial structure for securing
construction
materials,
maintenance
equipment, and tools. There have also been
preliminary discussions with the sculpture
faculty in the Department of Art + Design
regarding relocating their facilities into a
joint structure on the site.
Shorty after joining the College of
Agriculture, a cooperative agreement
between the USU Innovation Campus and
LAEP provided an agreement for a 5-acre
parcel of former agricultural research land
that the department proposed. The Field
Studio site is located on the north side of
1400 North at approximately 1000 East.
A unique attribute of the project is that it
will be entirely designed, implemented,
and maintained by students in the LAEP
program, along with partners in industry

and the Plants, Soils, and Climate
Department. Professor Phillip Waite serves
as the Field Studio Director and lead
instructor, as well as point of contact for
donors and vendors. A design competition
for the outdoor classroom was staged by
Waite’s construction class in spring 2012,
with results juried and critiqued by LAEP
faculty. A final plan was selected from
which the entire class developed initial
construction documents for the outdoor
classroom. The site has since undergone
initial preparation, and the newly created
USU cross-county course, which Waite
master planned, traverses the surrounding
property. The latter partnership was a result
of efforts by Coach Gregg Gensel, and the
Athletics Department. Once funding is
secured, initial construction will begin on
the first phase of the outdoor classroom.
Students enrolled in a new two-credit
course, LAEP 4150 Field Studio Experience,
will implement designs that they developed
the previous semester.
Until the Field Studio is underway, designbuild and related experiential
learning has been focused on
the site development for the
LAEP House. The property will
undergo Phase 2 construction
Key
in the fall of 2014, its design
having been generated the
previous spring. Despite initial
resistance from within USU
Facilities, it is anticipated that
the projects will evolve into
nationally recognized melding
of pedagogy and place.

LAEP students building playground at Whittier School, 2009

The design for the LAEP Field Studio

Illustrative Master Plan

1. Field Studio Facility
2. Outdoor Classroom
3. Desert Garden
4. Semi-Arid Garden
5. Foothill Garden
6. Conifer Garden
7. Vertical Garden
8. Paving types
9. Rain Garden
10. Shade Garden
11. Amphitheater
12. Existing Pond
13. Water& Wetland Garden
14. Asian Garden
15. Hidden Garden
16. Sensory Garden
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17. Perennial Garden
18. Turf Garden
19. Permaculture
20. Orchard
21. Access to Cross Country
22. Tower with Rooftop Garden
23. Field Studio Plaza
24. Entry Plaza
25. Canal
26. Cross Country Path
27. LAEP Parking
28. Cross Country Parking
29. Access to Work Area
30. Work Area
31. Research Area
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of Burton Taylor. With this trial came the
opportunity for leadership development
amongst the young faculty. In Taylor’s
absence, his new hires were forced to
step-up and take on responsibilities for
continuing the progress that had been
made in the program. Gere Smith recalled
the decision process for determining which
classes the faculty members were going to
teach:
‘Supergraphics’ from the men’s restroom

The students enjoyed our time in that building
because the University didn’t care if they painted
the walls or not -- and they did. I can remember
having one group that enjoyed having javelin
practice on one of the walls. They were throwing
a javelin into the side of the building. It was an
environment that was unfortunate in a lot of
ways, but they knew that the building was going
to come down … so they were having a good
time using it while they could.
This was the era of the “supergraphic,” to
which the men’s restroom bore testimony
after one late-night student paint party.
Super-scale Helvetica numerals 1 and 2,
distinguishing the urinals from the stalls
and their respective uses, added a whimsical
touch to the otherwise dreary character of
the facility.

Leadership in Transition
The overall vigor of the program’s
development was slowed somewhat in
the early 1970s due to the failing health
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Burton was ailing, so the faculty had taken
over some of the curriculum leadership, and we
decided to go for a cup of coffee....We were trying
to decide who was going to teach what subjects
the next school year....Before that [meeting] we
had just been jumping from course to course
whenever a faculty needed to teach the course
that quarter. We decided a better approach could
be...to formalize the teaching assignments better.
Instead of everybody teaching a generalized
approach to landscape architecture, we should
get more specialized. Everyone was interested
in that. We went around the table and asked
everybody what subject areas they would like to
be more specialized in. It would mean individual
faculty could each teach in a dominant course
subject area in the curriculum.
Craig was the oldest faculty member by a year,
followed by Vern. I was next, followed by Wendell
and Dave Kotter. Craig said, “I’m really interested
in planting design.” Everyone thought that would
be a great idea given his interest in outdoor
activities and everything else.
Vern was next. He said, “Gere, though you have
taught construction and construction documents,
I am really interested in that subject…though I
like site design, and I like graphics.” So he said, “I

would like to take over road alignment and all of
the grading subject area in the curriculum too.”
I said that was fine with me. It was my turn
and I expressed an interest in the whole design
process. I wanted to stay with that longer so I
could refine site analysis better. I wanted to bring
in new terminology, deepen the subject further
then Stanley White had done... I also said, “I am
interested in urban design. I have worked and
practiced in many major cities, and would like
to get back to the subject of urban design, and
bringing social issues together with the ecology
of the city.” Everyone was excited to hear that.
Wendell said, “I like plant identification. I can
only teach part-time. That’s what I primarily do
now in the campus office.” David Kotter said he
was interested in history. We felt good about the
process and assignments.
Overall, while the Taylor years saw huge
improvements in the program, the earlier
emphasis on core concepts of landscape
design at the site scale remained central
to the program. Johnson reflected on this
emphasis:
Early on it had a Neo-Romantic design philosophy
and small-scale project orientation. It was more
similar to what I had at Michigan State. There
weren’t a whole lot of environmental things in
the curriculum. We looked at ways to make the
curriculum stronger, in terms of what the course
offerings were, and how the courses would
sequence from one to the next. That was where
the work was early on, and what we worked on
to improve the program.

TRAVEL/STUDY
PROGRAM
From the earliest years of the establishment
of the program, the importance of exposing
students to built works of landscape
architecture was clearly understood. Logan,
Utah, while widely regarded as one of the
most bucolic college towns in America,
blessed as it is with close proximity to a
stunning variety of natural landscapes,
is distant from population centers where
major landscape architectural firms are
located, and where the preponderance of
significant designed landscapes can be
found.
Laval Morris and his wife Rachel took
students on numerous trips in the early
years of the program, and in the 1947-1948
academic year, a specific travel course was
added to the curriculum with a mandate
that it be taken twice during a student’s
tenure in the department. Most of the
travel experiences toured various parts
of the west coast, which was accessible
within a long day’s drive, and where Morris
had cultivated professional relationships
with numerous practitioners. Southern
California, the San Francisco Bay area, and
western Washington and Oregon were all
popular destinations.

1961 field trip to California in front of Lawrence Halprin’s home, Don Ensign second from left

The travel study experience established
by Morris had become a well-entrenched
institution by the time of his retirement
in 1964. Although later dropped as a
mandatory requirement of the curriculum,
trips (typically occurring during Spring
Break) were offered virtually every year from
that point forward. Under the leadership of
Elizabeth Brabec in 2004, participation in at
least one travel experience outside of the
Intermountain Region during a student’s
career was once again made a requirement.

area. Although the longer extended tour
has never taken hold, the international
opportunity has become firmly implanted.
Since 2004, it has become expected that the
faculty will offer international and domestic
trips in alternating years, to allow students a
range of choice during their studies.

2007 trip to Belize

The first international travel
study experience occurred
in the summer of 1984,
when Michael Timmons led
a group of fifteen students
on a six-week European
“Grand Tour”. Two years later,
a “term abroad” prototype
was tested when Timmons
spent
Spring
Quarter
1986 based in the London
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Top left - 1984 Europe field trip
Top right - California, 1982
Left -The Great Wall of China, 2013
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CHAPTER
Scaling Up
Richard Toth
In 1967, Richard “Dick” Toth was a young
professor at the University of Pennsylvania
when a summer teaching position at USU
came to his attention. Toth had recently
married, and he and his wife had done
some travelling in the American West. Toth
recalled how he and his wife viewed the
idea of a summer in Utah:
When this opportunity came up at Utah State,
we said, ‘That sounds like a pretty good deal.’
We could get a good paid vacation, and do a bit
of teaching. We had no idea where Logan, Utah
was, or what the landscape looked like. I wrote
back to a great guy by the name of Burt Taylor,
who was department head here at the time. Burt
said, ‘sounds great, why don’t you come out. It
will be a real simple type of thing, we would like
you to do a studio with a couple of students, and
also teach an intro course for the summer.’ I said,
‘That sounds pretty good.’

NINE

Richard Toth, Department
Head from 1973 - 1982 and
1987 - 1999

Princeton, Toth was able to spend summers
along the Middle Stone River where he
first began to realize a connection with
the landscape. Toth’s initial exposure to the
profession of landscape architecture came
when he was a young man. His father knew
a landscape architect in the Princeton area
who worked on smaller site scale projects.
After a conversation with him, Toth was
invited to work during the summer. He
recalled that it was enjoyable because
simply “it was a summer working outside”.

Toth’s anticipated summer experience
eventually grew into a forty-plus year career
at USU.

Art and design had always been a part
of Toth’s life, and when he was attending
Trenton Junior College in New Jersey, he
asked an art teacher about what schools
had good landscape architecture programs.
The teacher responded that the best that
he knew was at Michigan State. Also during
his time at Trenton Junior College, Toth took
his first ecology courses, and conducted
quantitative analysis projects along the
Delaware River flood plain. The bridging
of the ideas of design and science would
prove to be a continuing area of emphasis
for Toth as he developed professionally.

Richard Toth was born in 1937, and grew
up in New Jersey. Raised in the area around

Upon finishing his junior college degree
in Natural Science in 1958, Toth went on
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to Michigan State to study landscape
architecture. At East Lansing, Toth met
Peter Frasier and Larry Coffin, who were
both young faculty in the Landscape
Architecture Department. Toth recalled
that as he approached graduation the two
pulled him aside and asked, “What are you
going to do after you graduate?”
Toth responded that he intended to find
a job. He was then informed by Peter and
Larry that they had a different plan in mind
for him. They responded, “You are going
to Harvard.” He replied, “I will never get
into Harvard.” “Well, you let us worry about
that, but plan accordingly,” was their simple
reply. Toth recalled that he then applied,
and “whatever happened, happened” as he
was soon accepted to the Graduate School
of Design (GSD) at Harvard.
The chair of the Landscape Architecture
Department at Harvard was Hideo Sasaki.
Toth recalled several other key faculty,
including Chuck Harris, Peter Hornbeck,
and Ken DeMay. It was at Harvard that Toth
began to expand his image of what design
could be, especially as it related to scale. Toth
recalled working on a studio of the Quabbin
Reservoir area in Western Massachusetts
with a colleague named Brad Johnson. They
worked to develop a quantitative analysis
of the western landscape of Massachusetts.
The analysis worked with scaling the
landscape in different ways, and while
Toth considered the effort to be successful,
one of the professors at the GSD, Norman
Newton, praised the project, but also
cautioned to “be careful of numbers.” That
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admonition would became a lesson that
Toth incorporated in how applied design
should operate.
Brad Johnson and Toth became good
friends, and upon graduating from the
GSD in 1963, Brad suggested that he look
for work in Toronto. Toth took him up on
the offer and moved to Toronto where he
was hired to work for Don Pettit at a firm
called Project Planning Associated Limited.
Toth then settled into a small apartment
overlooking Rose Park Canyon. He began
working on several interesting projects
including the Banff Jasper Highway and
Expo 67 in Montreal.
Toth had received a Weidenman Prize from
Harvard, which was a travel fund to extend
his education. Brad Johnson had also
received the Prize and was returning from
his travels. Brad took over for Toth in Toronto
and Toth, along with another graduate from
Harvard, John Furlong, planned a sevenmonth educational trip to Europe. While
Toth was in Venice he went to the American
Express office to pick up his mail, and there
was a pale envelope with the University
of Pennsylvania return address on it. Toth
recalled the moment:
I sat down on the steps in the Piazza San Marco.
I opened it up, and it was a letter from a fellow
by the name Ian McHarg at the University of
Pennsylvania. It was a rather nice little note
saying that he had been talking to Hideo at
Harvard, and had been asking about a few
individuals who he might recommend who
would be interested in joining the faculty at the

University of Pennsylvania. I thought about that,
and said that’s nice. I don’t really have anything
to go back to right now, and Philadelphia is not
that far from home, right around Trenton and
Princeton. I wrote back to Ian and I said, “Thank
you very much for the invitation.” And told him
when I would be coming back.
He sent a little note back, and he said, “That is
fine, and we will expect to see you around the
first week of September”.
Toth began teaching at Penn in 1965.
The faculty was an eclectic group of
professionals that emphasized Ian McHarg’s
interdisciplinary approach to planning and
design, and Toth became immersed in the
ecological planning methodology that Ian
McHarg was developing. It was during this
time that Toth first travelled to teach during
the summer at USU.
Back in Philadelphia, the city was beginning
to heat up with the social turmoil of the
late sixties, and Toth did not consider it
to be a terribly friendly place. After three
years at Penn, he and his wife decided to
look at other options. He met with faculty
at Harvard, took a faculty position there
in 1968, and moved his family to small
farmhouse near Framingham, on the
outskirts of Boston.
Throughout the time since Toth’s 1967
summer experience in Logan, he had
stayed in touch with Burton Taylor. Now,
having been at Harvard for several years,
Taylor contacted him and asked if he would
be interested in taking a position at LAEP.
Toth thought that that sounded great, and

after an initial position was closed due to
budget restraints, he accepted a position in
1972 at LAEP.

Dick Toth Reforms
Due to Taylor’s failing health, he stepped
down as department head in 1972, and was
replaced for a year by Vern Budge in an acting
capacity while a permanent replacement
was sought to lead the department. Richard
Toth, who joined the faculty in 1972, was
the only full professor on the faculty, and
had a wealth of knowledge and experience
from his professional practice experience
and his time as a faculty member at Harvard
and Penn. He was approached by the dean
and asked to take over as department head
starting in the fall of 1973 .
The department under Toth’s leadership
began to incorporate several emerging
trends in landscape architecture, including
larger scale environmental planning and
computer applications, both innovations
that Toth had been involved with at Penn
and Harvard. He also set about improving
the sequencing and structure of the
curriculum. Toth noted that throughout the
curriculum evaluation and improvement
process, “We [were] always trying to
find our way in-between [site scale and
landscape scale], to maintain a balance.”
Toth concluded, “If you start to go too far
to one end or another, the more dangerous
the programs become. You can start to lose
what the discipline can contribute overall”.

The resulting curriculum discussion
centered on the balance between working
knowledge and talking knowledge.
At the core of the discussion was the
interdisciplinary understanding, which
is a crucial component of the landscape
architecture profession, and the need to
facilitate informed communication with
allied disciplines. Toth observed:
We are not interested in landscape architecture
making people into ecologists at the
undergraduate level, or even at the graduate
level for that matter. We are interested, though,
in their having talking knowledge of ecology, its
general theories, language and concepts that are
there, not the practice necessarily of field ecology.
The same thing would be true for sociology,
political science or anything else. We wanted
our graduates to have some idea about public
policy and laws through political science, some
attributes of the social and cultural consequences
of society, what they are, what they do, and how
they work, and some attributes of economics....
No matter where they would go they would not
be constrained by technology or something else.
That was important to us, and we went through
that rather carefully and articulated a curriculum
that represented those major points of concern
for us.

meetings, and integrating more of that kind
of process oriented thinking into what the
program was about.”

Expansion of the Faculty Core
Along with work on the curriculum,
Toth made effective arguments with the
administration to bolster faculty numbers
in an effort to improve the faculty to student
ratio, and to build additional areas of
expertise in the department. A significant
addition to the department came with
the creation of a permanent Extension
Community
Development
Specialist
position within the LAEP Department
in 1973. The position was filled by Larry
Wegkamp, who held an MLA degree from
the University of Massachusetts, and who
had taught for two years in the landscape
Larry Wegkamp

At times, the curriculum review process
became intense and could involve day-long
curriculum planning meetings where the
staff would work on the sequencing and
structure of classes. Johnson described the
overall impact that these reforms had on
the programs, and stated that, “What you
see today was a function of a lot of those
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architecture program at the University
of Maryland. Wegkamp’s contributions
in establishing the extension position
in LAEP were significant (see sidebar –
Extension). With a background in math and
computer programming, Larry served as
the department’s computer specialist and
was instrumental in integrating emerging
technologies in the LAEP graduate studios.
In the 1970s, due to the environmental
planning work of prominent landscape
architects, such as Ian McHarg and others,
there was a vigorous interest in planning
within the profession. In the 1973 School
Evaluation Report, Toth identified the need
for an additional staff member to “give
support to that part of the program which
desperately needs the content of city and
regional planning, which is so essential
to round out the professional content of
the department.” The 1974 Accreditation
Review Report acknowledged this need.
Toth, during that same period, was
conducting an assessment of planning
education across USU’s departments.
In 1974, this realization of the need for
planning expertise on the faculty led to
the hiring of Kevin Stowers, who stayed
until 1978, when he left to teach in Texas.
Stowers was the first full-time LAEP faculty
member to be hired without a degree
in landscape architecture, and with an
academic background in planning. Carlisle
Becker was hired in the same year as
Stowers. Becker came to Logan with an
established background in private practice,
which he was able to share with students
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through courses in professional practice,
construction, and graduate design studios.
However, Becker left in 1979 to return to his
native San Francisco Bay area.

Michael Timmons
Michael Timmons moved to Logan in 1977
to take a job with Land Design, which was
a small landscape architecture firm headed
by David Bell, who served part-time on
the LAEP faculty in the mid-70s. Timmon’s
journey to Cache Valley was indirect at best.
Although he was born in Moscow, Idaho,
his family soon moved to East Lansing,
Michigan, where his father was on the
faculty at Michigan State. While growing
up in Michigan, Timmons began to connect
Michael Timmons

with both natural and designed elements of
his surroundings through visits to national
and state parks, as well as camping around
Michigan, and living along the suburban
edge with access to outdoor recreation.
After high school, Timmons attended
Michigan State University where he spent
his first year as an undeclared student.
Frustrated with his classes and not quite
knowing what to do with himself, he went
to the counseling center and took an
aptitude test. The results came back and
the counselor informed him that he was in
the 95th percentile of aptitude for being
a performing musician or a landscape
architect. He responded to the counselor,
“Well, I’ve played trumpet for a number
of years, but I am terrified when I get up
on stage and play, I am sure that’s not my
career, but what is this landscape
architecture thing you are telling me
about?” The counselor instructed
him to head over to the department
at Michigan State to find out
more information. Timmons felt
an immediate connection with
the profession and described
it as “a perfect marriage.” While
the program at Michigan State
emphasized solid design principles,
there was also an atmosphere of
environmental concern amongst
the student body as they were
feeding off the writings of Rachael
Carson, Ian McHarg, and others.

After graduating, Timmons wanted to get
out and experience more of the world. He
took a job in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and
moved to the East Coast. After working there
for a year, he was informed by Michigan State
that he had been awarded a scholarship to
attend graduate school. Graduate school
had not been part of his plans until that
note arrived, but he had become familiar
with the campus of nearby Harvard and had
befriended several alumni of the program,
and so subsequently applied and was
accepted. When he attended Harvard’s GSD
in the early 1970s, he entered a program
that was responding to changes in the
profession of landscape architecture. One
of those important changes was the impact
of ecological planning that was being
espoused by Ian McHarg at Penn. Richard
Toth had recently come to Harvard from the
faculty at Penn and was collaborating with
faculty at Harvard on large-scale planning
and computer applications.
After graduating from Harvard, Timmons
continued working at Sasaki, Dawson and
DeMay, and then followed his fiancé to
Europe, working for Brian Clousten and
Partners in London. His work for Clousten
would take him all the way to Iran to work
on the design for a new capital city for
the Shah of Iran. Also in London, he had
the opportunity to teach a studio class at
the Thames Polytechnic Department of
Landscape Architecture (now the University
of Greenwich).
Eventually Timmons and his wife decided
to return home to the States, but before

they left Europe they decided to say
goodbye with a grand tour. They
were accompanied on the tour by
Richard Shaw, a USU graduate, who
had become a close friend during
graduate studies at Harvard. Upon
returning to the States, Timmons
chose to move West, and through
Shaw accepted a job at a small firm
in Logan.
John Nicholson

Upon his arrival in Logan in 1977,
Timmons reconnected with his
former professor from Harvard, Richard
Toth, who had come to LAEP and was now
the department head. Toth invited him to
try teaching beginning in a part-time role.
That summer a full-time position opened
up, and Timmons was invited to join the
teaching faculty.

John Nicholson
The 1978-79 School Evaluation Report
recognized again the lack of a planner as a
weakness, but noted that the department
planned to fill the position that year. John
Nicholson was hired in 1979 to fill the
planning position. John’s undergraduate
and graduate studies were both at
the University of Kansas in economics,
architecture, and urban planning. Initially
working in Kansas, John came to Utah in
1977 to work for the Wasatch Front Regional
Council as a planner. There he worked on a
variety of projects that included a major
report on agricultural preservation in Utah,
and resource recovery potential along the

Wasatch Front.
The year John Nicholson was hired was
also the year Gere Smith left the faculty
to become the department head of the
landscape architecture department at Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo in California. While a
few professors had come and gone in that
time, the faculty that would make up the
core of the program was essentially in place.
The time spent in the LAEP Department
by Craig Johnson, Vern Budge, Jerry
Furhriman, Richard Toth, Larry Wegkamp
in Extension, Michael Timmons, and John
Nicholson combine for over 200 years of
experience in the department. They almost
all represented a certain type of “applied”
educator as well. There were no PhDs
amongst the group, and nearly all had both
their undergraduate and graduate degrees
in landscape architecture, and substantial
experience in professional practice. This
group was not seasoned academics, but
applied landscape architects. They were
also a young group that would mature
together over the coming decades.
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John Ellsworth

Leadership Interlude

John Ellsworth joined the faculty in 1985.
Ellsworth was born in Hot Springs, Arkansas,
and attended the University of Arkansas for
his undergraduate studies. He graduated
with a bachelor’s degree in Natural Science
with an emphasis in botany and geology.
Ellsworth learned about landscape
architecture from a fellow student and
became interested in the profession. An
“avid rock climber, backpacker, and angler,
“ he decided to attend USU for graduate
school, not only due to the reputation of
the LAEP department, but also because of
the proximity to the mountains.

Toth’s first tenure as department head
ended in 1982, when he stepped down
from the position in order to expand his role
in research, and to work on larger landscape
level projects in classes. Reflecting on
nearly a decade in the position, he
commented that the atmosphere that
existed in the department “was a very close
collegial feeling,” and it was a time that the
department was able to accomplish a great
deal, from overhauling the curriculum to
moving into a new building.

Ellsworth’s interest in landscape architecture
was aligned with large scale planning and
natural resource management ideas that
were being advanced by Ian McHarg and
others. It was not until after his graduation
from LAEP and employment at the University
of Idaho as a faculty member,
that he began to connect with
the more traditional art aspect
of landscape architecture. After
being on the faculty at the
University of Idaho for three, oneyear appointments, he applied
and was hired at USU, where he
remained until his retirement in
2009.
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John Ellsworth

(From left to right) Michael Timmons, Rick Barrett,
Jock Little, Craig Johnson, John Nicholson and Vern
Budge pose triumphant after an LAEP Week relay race
against students in 1985

Following Toth, Jerry Fuhriman was
promoted to the position of department
head for the 1982/1983, and 1983/1984
academic years. Craig Johnson followed
Jerry as department head for three years,
from 1984-1987.
In 1987, Richard Toth was asked by Dean
Robert Hoover to again assume the

department leadership role for the 1987-88
school year. Toth accepted the charge, and
again took the leadership reigns until 1999.
Toth’s second administration was marked
by a period of stability in the ranks of the
LAEP faculty. Although numerous faculty
were hired on either full-time or temporary
status, the 1993 replacement of retiring
Extension Landscape Architect Larry
Wegkamp by David Bell, and the addition
of Caroline Lavoie in 1995, would be the
only long-term additions moving toward
the new millennium.

David Bell
With the retirement of Larry Wegkamp
in 1992, LAEP embarked on a search
to replace the only full-time Extension
faculty member who had ever served the
department. Wegkamp had helped to
shape and define the role of the position
during his 19 year tenure, and it was clear
that the new opening required the unique
skill set of a practical and competent
landscape architect and planner
capable of working with the public
on a number of different scales.
David Bell was a native of
southeastern Idaho, who had
graduated
from
the
LAEP
Department with a BLA in 1967.
He had continued on to graduate
school at the University of Michigan,
where he received his MLA degree
in 1969. Since that time, Bell

Faculty caricature by Scott Van Dyke, BLA 1979 - (from left to right) Craig Johnson, Vern Budge, Carlisle Becker,
Jerry Fuhriman, Gere Smith, Dick Toth, Jay Nielsen, Michael Timmons (back), Dave Bell (front), Paul Salisbury, Larry
Wegkamp, Wendell Morse

had been a principal in two design firms,
accumulating over 25 years of experience
doing community planning and design
work, and had also taught as a visiting
professor at North Carolina State University,
the University of Michigan, and Utah State.
As a designer, land planner and coordinator/
manager of multi-disciplinary teams, he had
Vern Budge and David Bell

worked on projects throughout the United
States and in Canada, Mexico, Europe and
Asia, including the planning and design of
new communities, resorts, urban centers,
streetscapes, parks and open space, and
regional plans. Bell’s application for the
open position was eagerly welcomed by the
department, and he has held the position of
Cooperative Extension Landscape Architect
to the present day.
During his twenty-plus years in
LAEP, Bell has provided planning
and design services to rural
communities throughout Utah.
Dozens of communities have been
helped with projects such as master
plans, downtown redevelopment
plans, parks, recreation and open
space
planning,
community
entry feature designs and other
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landscape projects. He has taught several
courses within the curricula, and was
instrumental in developing the annual
Charrette as a major outreach effort and
an innovative service-learning vehicle (see
sidebar).

Caroline Lavoie
A faculty line originally created in 1975
with the hiring of Carlisle Becker was filled
several times over the ensuing two decades
for relatively short periods of time. Becker
was followed in 1979 by John Billing, and in
turn by Barty Warren in 1981, Sue Sanborn
from 1983 to 1989, and Laura Mussachio
from 1993 to 1995. Newlywed Warren,
who resigned to join her German husband
Clemens Kretzschmar in his native country,
would remarkably rejoin the LAEP faculty
thirty years later. Each of these individuals
brought an ever-changing diversity to the
faculty, enriching the department with
enthusiasm and fresh ideas. In spring
1995, the position once again opened, and
was successfully filled by Caroline Lavoie,
the recent recipient of both a Master of
Landscape Architecture and a Master of
Planning from the University of Southern
California. A French Canadian from Québec,
Lavoie had previously earned a bachelor’s
degree in landscape architecture from the
Université de Montréal.
In addition to bringing an international
perspective to the department, Lavoie
also brought unique areas of interest and
expertise in urban cultural landscapes,
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design theory and representation, and
urban design and landscape theory. During
her nearly two decades in LAEP, Lavoie
has established a significant presence in
both the introductory Theory of Design
course, as well as the senior level Urban
Theory, Systems, and Design studio. Her
own creative endeavor in landscape
representation through drawing has added
a unique dimension to the department.
With a large number of departures and
retirements over the past fifteen years,
Lavoie has now become the second
longest-serving faculty member, following
David Bell by two years.

Facilities: Realizing A Vision
When Richard Toth took over as
department head in 1973, he continued
Caroline Lavoie

his predecessor’s efforts of improving the
department’s facilities. To alleviate some
of the facility needs of the department,
Toth coordinated space swaps within
the Mechanic Arts Building in 1977, and
consolidated more of the department on
the second floor. More importantly, Toth
moved the department forward towards
realizing the vision of a new space designed
specifically for landscape architecture
education. There had been plans to design
a new building on the ground where the
Mechanic Arts Building stood, but that
involved years of waiting. To advance the
process, Toth solicited the cooperation
of the Art Department, co-tenants of
Mechanic Arts. Both departments had
been denied space in the Fine Arts Building
when it had been constructed in the mid1960s. The coordination of efforts allowed
the LAEP facilities request to move ahead
in the queue with the State Building Board.
Toth worked to make this building a unique
asset to the campus, noting:
We did something then that was not done at
the time. A fellow by the name of Paul Salisbury
was campus architect and director of campus
planning. Paul and I talked about getting a
larger pool of architects for the building. We
wanted to open it up nationally. We were able
to get about four or five good national firms
to submit proposals, [including] Venturi and
Rauch; Caudill, Rowlett, and Scott; Ed Barnes;
and Sasaki and Associates. They came out and
interviewed. The Building Board finally selected
Ed Barnes, and that is the building that [the LAEP
Department is] now living in.

The department moved into its new facilities
in the academic year 1979-1980. This was a
milestone year for the department, as it was
also the year of the 500th graduate from
the program. The department finally had a
place to call home, and a little bit of room
to kick up their feet with over 12,000 square
feet of studio space. In the first accreditation
report following the move into the new
facilities, the department no longer had
to make excuses about the shortcomings
of their space, or make promises of better
facilities in the future. Instead, the 198384 School Evaluation Report (SER) simply
stated, “At the present time, we do not
perceive any shortcomings in our new
facilities that have a significant negative
effect on the instructional process.”
LAEP offices

The department has now
been housed in the Edward
Larrabee Barnes-designed
Fine Arts Visual wing of the
Chase Fine Arts Complex for
thirty-five years. Over that
time investments have been
made to keep the space
up to date. In 2009, the
Graduate Studio underwent
a
significant
face-lift,
Fine Arts Visual Wing
including replacement of
all furnishings, along with
a central conference space.
Additional remodels created
a glass-divided seminar space for the studio in
2013-14. In 2012, the alumni Advisory Board,
along with an estate gift by Distinguished
Alumnus Gerald Kessler, provided funding for a
complete remodel of the Jury Room, resulting
in a state-of-the-art space that incorporates A quick sketch of the new LAEP facilities drawn by Dick
multimedia projection, along with technological Toth to describe the layout to Laval Morris
upgrades to accommodate interactive distance
education. From 2011 through 2014, a series of
remodels and hardware purchases transformed
the existing print lab, as well as adding a second
print lab.

Extension & Environmental Field
Service
Since the beginning of the department, the
role of providing extension services has been
an important aspect of the LAEP program.
Initially Laval Morris carried much of this
responsibility; later Kenji Shiozawa also helped
with extension work. At times it was difficult
to balance the responsibilities of teaching and
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THE
CHARRETTE
The Charrette has become a standard tool
in the repertoire of planning and design
professionals, as a means of generating
numerous informed visions through
an intense burst of creative activity
compressed into a short amount of time.
The LAEP Department began incorporating
an annual visioning Charrette into the
curriculum in 2003. The process has served
as an effective means of bridging gaps
between academia, practitioners in the
private and public sectors, elected officials,
and local citizens. In the process, it has also
proven to be an excellent learning tool
for students, and has effectively involved
LAEP students, from entry level freshmen
to advanced third year graduates, in an
integrative team structure.

Charrette stakeholders meeting
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A visioning Charrette can be defined as an
effort to develop alternative planning and
design suggestions for a discrete entity
during a limited period of time. The term
charrette means cart in French, and its
application in this context derives from
the practice of collecting design projects
created by students at the French Ecole
Nationale des Beaux Arts at the end of
semester, when a small cart was pushed

around to student work stations to gather
completed work. The term has generalized
to refer to the intense burst of creative
activity compressed into the final hours of
project finalization.
Students in the sophomore Site Analysis
class collect resource materials and conduct
site assessments during the semester
preceding the Charrette. Senior students,
serving as team captains for the project,
develop individual team programs early
in Spring Semester, meet with community
officials and other stakeholders to define
specific research topics, develop team
programs, and create resource packets.
The Charrette itself occurs over a week-long
period approximately a month into Spring
Semester. Charrette teams are created using
a vertical studio model, with approximately
15 senior class captains each coordinating
the efforts of a six to eight person team
of underclassmen and graduate students.
Over a hundred students have participated
each year. Each team works with the
guidance of a faculty advisor, and drop-in
visits by area practitioners help with the
“grounding” of design ideas.

Richmond, Utah, with a population of just
over 2,000. Since that time, projects have
varied in scale upward to entire counties
or regions, with populations upwards of
100,000. Projects completed to date, all in
Utah, have been:
•

2003/2004 – Richmond

•

2004/2005 – Tooele

•

2005/2006 – Heber City

•

2006/2007 – Highway 89 Corridor, Sanpete County

•

2007/2008 – Logan City

•

2008/2009 – Cache Valley

•

2009/2010 – Providence

•

2010/2011 – Cedar City

•

2011/2012 – Bear Lake

•

2012/2013 – Brigham City

•

2013/2014 – Ogden Valley

Craig Johnson in studio working with
student charrette team

Michael Timmons with students on a site visit in Mt. Pleasant

The products generated by team effort are
edited, re-worked, and reformatted by senior
captains into posters, a report document,
and a presentation, subsequently made
to leaders and interested citizens of the
respective community.
The initial Charrette in 2003 was undertaken
for the 3 square mile rural community of
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extension efforts, but learning experiences
and classroom projects often came to the
studio through the work of extension,
serving to integrate the two. The melding of
extension projects with academic learning
is an area that LAEP has emphasized for
years. Examples of early projects that were
brought into the classroom included a
Las Vegas regional park competition, USU
campus planning efforts, and projects at
the Utah State Capital that were conducted
during Taylor’s administration.
While Richard Toth was on the faculty
at Harvard, he was involved in the New
England Regional Field Service, which
received funding from the Rockefeller
Foundation. The program was designed to
strengthen the connection between real
world environmental planning problems
and student learning. When Toth came
to USU in 1972, he brought with him the
ideas that he had explored with the field
service. Toth’s experience with integrating
“extension” services and classroom
learning was bolstered by the hiring of
Larry Wegkamp as a full-time Landscape
Architecture Extension Specialist for the
LAEP Department in 1973. At USU, Toth
began negotiating with the administration
to establish a Western Regional Field
Service Program. In 1977, Toth sought
funding from the Rockefeller Foundation,
but about four months into the project, the
Rockefeller Foundation dropped their entire
environmental section of the foundation. As
Toth describes it, “We had lost that potential
funding, but we didn’t lose our enthusiasm.”
The Environmental Field Service Program
(EFS) moved forward, but instead of being
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supported by a single large external
funding source, the program became selffunded by requesting reimbursement of
direct costs associated with each client’s
project, and a small contribution toward
the program’s development fund to be
used in the generation of new projects. The
EFS had the two-fold purpose of providing
environmental and landscape architectural
planning and design assistance to
communities and organizations while
affording real-world learning experiences
for the students. The work of EFS has been
reflected in School Evaluation Reports since
1976, and have included a broad spectrum
of work ranging from plans for the towns of
Sugar City, Wellsville, Vernal and Mendon,
to a regional study entitled Biodiversity and
Landscape Planning: Alternative Futures for
the Region of Camp Pendleton, California.
The practice of outreach and hands-on
learning remains strong in LAEP. Through
extension and cooperation with local
communities and stakeholders, real-world
planning and design projects continue to
be an integral part of the education in the
LAEP Department. In addition to major
projects completed under the aegis of the
EFS, attempts have been made whenever
appropriate and relevant to respond to
requests for assistance from federal, state,
and local agencies, civic leaders, and service
organizations. Several small projects fitting
this category have been accommodated
every year within the various design studios.
The departmental Charrette has been a
staple of the program since the early 2000s,
and currently takes place every spring
semester. During the Charrette, all students
and faculty in the department participate in

a week-long planning and design exercise
for a community in the region.
In 2011, the department initiated the
Community Design Teams (CDT) program,
a service-learning initiative devised by
Sean Michael in 2004 at Washington State
University. Projects are undertaken by teams
of 3 to 8 students under the supervision of
a faculty advisor. This program differs from
previous outreach efforts in the fact that
they are completed by a volunteer team,
not as part of a course requirement. Modest
design fees charged to clients are donated
to fund the ASLA Student Chapter budget.
Phil Waite, who had overseen many CDT’s in
Washington, was instrumental in bringing
in some of the earliest such projects at
USU—the master plan for a charter school
in Perry, Utah—following the program’s
initial oversight by Keith Christensen.
The cumulative impact of these programs
has been, and will continue to be,
influential in providing planning and
design assistance to communities and
entities in the USU region. These realworld projects are recognized for their
considerable contributions. Indeed, the
“hands-on” approach to education that was
developed early on in LAEP was innovative
and helped establish a branding that has
become associated with the program. In
1990, the Utah ASLA presented an Award of
Excellence in recognition of the EFS. Many
of the individual projects from the EFS or
related departmental activities have also
been Utah APA and ASLA award winning
projects. In 2014, a new era of experiential
service learning is now emerging with
expanded curriculum-based projects.
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A Changing Student Body
Growing Numbers
The first graduating class of LAEP was
in 1940, and consisted of two students,
Eva Hogan and Kenji Shiozawa, who had
transferred from BYU when Professor
Morris relocated to USAC. Through WWII,
the environmental movement, and into the
millennial generation, the students of the
LAEP program have grown and changed
with the times. The changes were spurred
on by both internal and external factors.
The program was founded just as the world
was beginning to mobilize toward war, and

initial growth was hampered during the
war years. In 1943 there were no students
in the program, and only 789 total students
enrolled at the university, down from nearly
3,000 in 1939. Following the cessation
of hostilities in 1945, returning veterans
funded by the GI Bill boosted enrollment
in universities across the country. LAEP
grew from two enrollees in 1945 to nearly
forty by 1948. This was nearly three times
the highest number of enrollees the
department had prior to the war.

From 1948 to 1962, enrollment in the
program waxed and waned from as few
as fifteen to as high as fifty-five. In 1963,
as the department moved towards its first
accreditation attempt, the enrollment
surged to seventy-two. Enrollment growth
would continue for the next decade,
peaking at 185 enrollees in 1972. This
represents a growth of almost 300% from
1960 to 1972. During this same period,
total enrollment at the university grew by
only 60%. This growth change is consistent
with the national growth of landscape
architecture education during that same
period. According to Albert Fein’s 1972
study of the profession, during the decade
of the 1960s undergraduate enrollment in
landscape architecture grew 100%, and
graduate enrollment grew by 200%. The
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growth of the department coincided with
external factors, such as the environmental
movement, as well as internal factors, such
as the additional space provided by the
move to the Mechanic Arts building.

Matriculation
Burgeoning numbers in the undergraduate
program during the 1960s into the mid70s severely strained physical and faculty
resources, and placed the department in
jeopardy with respect to accreditation
guidelines recommending a 15:1 studentto-faculty ratio. The 1978-79 SER states
that in an effort to address this issue, a
matriculation requirement was instituted
in 1971 that imposed a minimum grade
point average (GPA) for acceptance into
the junior class, of 3.0 on departmental
coursework and 2.5 cumulative for the
overall university GPA. LAEP courses taken
in the first two years comprising the GPA
represented a cross-section of all areas
of the curriculum, serving to level the
playing field between “gifted designers”
and those more comfortable in applied
areas, and requiring a demonstration of
basic proficiency in all areas. Craig Johnson
described the importance of freshman and
sophomore years of education:
The early 1970s was also the same time that
we began to get lots of students, seventy or
eighty in the sophomore year, and we (began
a matriculation process), so [the students]
had better have [their] act together. In the
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sophomore year, part of the idea was that if
we were going to matriculate students, not
everybody is a designer, not everyone is a
construction person, not everyone is a plants
person, and landscape architecture is all of those
things and more. So, if we can design a system
of course sequencing that introduces the student
to how all of those things are a part of what we
do, and this is how they relate to each other, we
could get a pretty good sense of how well each
individual student confronts, addresses, and
participates in this eclectic interdisciplinary, for
lack of a better word, process.
The matriculation process has continued
to undergo changes since initially
implemented, and was revised in the
2003-2004 academic year to require the
submission of a portfolio and letter of
intent for faculty review, in addition to the
evaluation of grades and class ranking.
As previously mentioned, with enrollment
skyrocketing in the early 1970s, the
department made the decision to limit
the size of the program through the
implementation of a matriculation process.
Acceptance into the upper division (junior
standing) of the undergraduate program
became linked to attaining established
minimum grades in required LAEP courses.
Due to grade inflation, the GPA restriction
alone proved to be ineffective at limiting
enrollment in the upper-division classes,
and the faculty voted during the 197879 school year to further limit upperdivision matriculation to the top twentyfive students, based on rank ordering of
departmental GPA. While 1972 represents

a high water mark in enrollment (there
were over 180 undergraduate students in
the program), the enrollment has cycled
through highs and lows over the years
since, reaching nearly 180 undergraduates
in 2001 and dropping below 100
undergraduates in 1985, 2009, and 2010.
While variable recording methods used
to calculate student enrollment over the
years accounts for some of these shifts, the
numbers also reflect national fluctuations in
landscape architecture student enrollment
during the same period, which in turn
was tied to perceptions of the broader
national economy and the job outlook
for the design and planning professions.
Since the matriculation process was revised
in 1979, the program has averaged 135
undergraduate students a year.

Student Demographics
It is interesting to observe changes over
time in the demographic make-up of the
LAEP student body. As would be expected,
the immediate post-WWII years saw in influx
of somewhat older male students, former
soldiers funded by the GI Bill to return
to college. The group of students who
comprised the next big bubble of growth in
the late 60s / early 70s constituted a diverse
mix. While a majority was male (female
enrollment in LAEP has historically averaged
around 25%), the group was, at times, well
over 50% out-of-state students. Attracted
by low out-of-state tuition (oftentimes
lower than their own home in-state tuition),
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and a chance to experience all that the
mountains of northern Utah had to offer,
the percentage of out-of-state enrollment
peaked in the late 70s and early 80s at
nearly 60%. Changes in USU policy and
tuition structure began to reverse the outof-state versus in-state enrollment numbers
by the mid-80s. Through the 1990s the outof-state enrollment dropped to 35%, and
by 2010, out-of-state students represented
less than 20% of the LAEP student body.

in classes. Timmons, when he started on
the faculty, was very surprised by the high
number of out-of-state students as well.
This high out-of-state enrollment may have
contributed to additional attention that
the University was beginning to receive.
Timmons noted that, “Logan had gained a
reputation in the mid or early 70s as being
kind of a rowdy place, a party school....There
were certain things that attracted this kind
of different group from the East Coast”.

This was a demographic shift that was not
lost on the faculty. Toth, during his initial
year on the faculty and then as department
head, observed the high out-of-state
enrollment trend in the department, and
noted how it added to the diversity of
discussions and knowledge about issues
and design problems that were presented

International students began enrolling in
the program in the 1950s, and as of this
date, nationals from over 25 countries
have graduated from the program. The
university became well known in the years
following WWII for its faculty expertise in
particular fields such as rural assistance and
natural and water resources management.

Resulting U.S. AID- and World Bank-funded
projects in several countries led students
from those nations to attend Utah State.
Many of them found their way into LAEP,
with enrollment patterns often reflecting
global events or the changing economic
climate. In the early 80’s, a surge of Persian
students moved through the program on
the heels of the overthrow of the Shah of
Iran. The graduating class of 1988 included
four Malaysian nationals. The university
has forged a strong relationship with the
Dominican Republic bringing hundreds of
Dominican students to campus since 2000,
a number of whom have graduated with
either the BLA or MLA in just the past five
years. In recent years, the department has
seen a significant increase in enrollment
of students from the People’s Republic
of China. And rarely has there been a
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graduating class without at least one
Canadian national, and typically more … a
pattern due in large-part to a long-standing
relationship with the Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology (NAIT), whose twoyear landscape architectural technology
graduates have frequently headed south
to complete the accredited BLA degree at
USU.
An online survey conducted in 2013-2014
showed that more recent demographic
shifts since the mid-1980s have had a
significant influence on the overall makeup
and culture of the student body of LAEP.
Some of the most notable correlations
were the increase in the average age of
students, growing numbers of married
students, an increase in the percentage of
students of the Latter-day Saints (LDS) faith,
the decrease in the natural setting of the
University as an influential determinant to
attend USU, an increase in the percentage
of graduates staying in the Intermountain
West after graduation, and a significant
downward shift in general environmental
awareness as being influential in a student’s
decision to major in LAEP.

MARIE ECCLES CAINE
FOUNDATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
VISITING SPEAKER SERIES
During the seven-year period from 20022009, the LAEP Department received
funding from the Marie Eccles Caine
Foundation to bring internationally
acclaimed landscape architects to Logan.
The ongoing grants were received under
a broad arts initiative, and visitors were
chosen for their high-level design profile
as appealing to not only LAEP students and
faculty, but to the broader arts disciplines
within the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences.
Speakers typically spent a full day with
students, with their agenda including a
formal lecture , informal discussion with
students and faculty, lunch with ASLA
officers, and studio critiques. For most of
the years that the grant continued, funding
was available to bring two speakers during
the year. Typically, the spring lecture was
coordinated with LAEP Week.
Funding amounts requested varied
from speaker to speaker, with proposals
submitted to the Foundation typically
two years in advance of the proposed
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visit. Honoraria in the range of $1,500
to $2,000 were typical, with travel and
accommodation covered in addition.
Speakers who participated in the series
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Spurlock/Robert Irwin –
Spring, 2002
Alan Ward – Fall, 2002
Martha Schwartz – Spring, 2003
Kenny Helphand – Fall, 2003
Robert Murase – Fall, 2003
Laurie Olin – Spring, 2004
Peter Walker – Fall, 2004
George Hargreaves – Spring, 2005
Bill Johnson – Spring, 2006
Katherine Gustafson – Spring, 2006
Richard Haag – Fall, 2007
Mario Schjetnan – Spring, 2008
Andrea Cochran – Spring, 2009
Ken Smith – Spring, 2009

Marian Feulner Christensen,
BS in Landscape Architecture,
1941, with transit
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Technological Renaissance
Landscape architecture has always relied on
tools to allow demonstration, articulation,
and presentation of ideas. Through time,
these tools have evolved and this evolution
has had impacts on the way landscape
architects explore ideas and solve
problems. At a rudimentary level, some of
the tools remained relatively unchanged
over the course of the profession’s history,
i.e. the pencil and sketch pad. However,

ELEVEN
developments associated with personal
computing and geospatial mapping
since the mid-80s, have fundamentally
transformed the profession and the
education of landscape architecture.

The faculty at LAEP adjusted and changed
with these technological advances, and
in some ways broke new ground. Michael
Timmons recalled that as a student of

landscape architecture at Michigan State,
students who could afford them acquired
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph pens, which
had small ink cartridges with different
sized nibs. These pens were cutting-edge
technology at the time as they gradually
replaced caliper ruling pens.

Some of the pre-computer technology
persisted in the department well into
the 1990s. Timmons recalled that the
department held on to its Blu-Ray print
machine (which used photosensitive paper
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and ammonia to make copies) “until about
ten years ago.” The machine, which was
housed in a poorly ventilated room, was
known to “cause headaches” of both the
maintenance and ammonia fume varieties
for the staff and students.

The Computer Age
As exciting as new pen technology was, a
transformation of unimaginable proportions
was emerging. Harvard’s Graduate School
of Design and the Laboratory for Computer
Graphics began collaborating on computer
generated landscape inventory and analysis
mapping techniques in the late Sixties. As
described in Melanie Simo’s A History of
Landscape Architecture at Harvard, the

collaboration and innovation in computer
applications for landscape architecture was
led by Professors Carl Steinitz, Richard Toth,
and others on the Harvard faculty. Much
of this work focused on regional resource
analysis, which required significant time
to develop inputs for the computers of
the time. Timmons, who was a student at
Harvard during that time, recalled how
primitive the computer was, describing the
tedious process of hand coding maps and
transferring data to a stack of punch cards
that would then be walked across campus
to the university’s main frame computer.
He recalled those treks, and praying “that
you didn’t slip on a patch of ice and have
all the cards go flying all over the place and
get out of order.” He noted that it would
take sometimes “twenty-four hours for the

Ken Brooks, Brenda Lam and
Walt Bremer display a map
produced using computer
punch cards

computer, which was the size of an entire
building, to generate a map, and they were
pretty crude looking computer maps,”
although he did observe that “it was a great
opportunity to be there at that critical
juncture in the development of computer
technology”.
When Toth came to USU in 1972, he brought
with him the pedagogical application
of computer technology in landscape
architecture. At the time, the USU campus
had just acquired a Burroughs Central
Processing Unit, “more than doubling
the memory capacity at the University
Computer Center” (1973 SER). Later in
the 70s the campus acquired several
Vax 11/780s and an IBM 370 computer
system. These mainframe computers
were the workhorses for early computer
applications and plotting for LAEP. Future
faculty member John Ellsworth, an LAEP
graduate student in the early 80s, described
the tedium involved in using these early
systems:
You have a special machine that punches holes in
[the cards] that represented one piece of digital
data, one bit of information. You would have
stacks of these cards just to make one simple
map...Somebody had to sit at a key punch
machine, [which was] like a typewriter. It had a
feeder...that put the cards through, but someone
would have to sit there and do that. It was just
absurd.
Despite these shortcomings, computer
technology became an increasingly integral
component of graduate studio work.
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A comment in the 1973 SER noted “the
department has been using the facilities
at the Computer Center for the past three
years both for studio projects as well as
research studies”. One of the earliest studio
projects to utilize computer capabilities
was a 1973 study of the Dry Lake area of
Wellsville Canyon, which analyzed the
impact of a four-season recreational resort
development on a nine thousand-acre valley,
using computer-compatible techniques.
Throughout the 1970s, graduate studio
work in large-scale environmental planning
became increasingly sophisticated as
emerging technologies were incorporated.
Visual analysis utilizing the VIEWS computer
program to determine areas of low visual
impact for development in sensitive
landscapes undertaken by graduate
students working with Professors Fuhriman
and Wegkamp in the later 70s exemplified
the use of computer technology in
emerging areas of the discipline.

New Technological Developments
Computer technology accelerated with
the introduction of the personal computer
in late 70s and early 80s. Keeping pace
with these changes was not always an
easy task for the department. The 1979
accreditation review made reference to
the “near obsolescence” of the key-punch
machine, an early inkling that the program
was beginning to fall behind in technology.
The first desktop computer, an Apple II, was
acquired by the department in 1981, and

housed in little more than a hallway closet
near the faculty offices. Michael Timmons
recalled that colleague Jerry Fuhriman
could be found late at night practicing on
the new technology, setting faculty high
score records on the game “Space Eggs.”
Later, a portion of the graduate studio
space in the Fine Arts Visual building was
converted into a computer lab and housed
a few Apple II computers, but the majority
of computing continued to be done at the
Computer Center on the outdated VAX and
IBM systems.
By the late 80s, the department’s technology
gap was becoming more apparent, as
desktop computers and advances in
computer-aided drafting and visualization
were becoming more critical to the
profession. The 1987 Master of Landscape
Architecture Visiting Team Report, chaired
by Jot D. Carpenter, commented on the state
of computer technology in the department.
The report declared:
...the computer systems currently available to
the students are barely adequate for developing
minimum computer literacy and pursuing
introductory computing activities....Current
efforts to acquire more sophisticated computer
systems seem to be narrowly focused and poorly
integrated into the overall teaching, research,
and service mission of the department. We
suggest that, as the department addresses the
need to replace its somewhat archaic computers,
a comprehensive plan for integrating computers
into all courses and, where appropriate, research
be developed. Clearly, significant support from
the university is going to require such a carefully

prepared documented plan.
Jot Carpenter felt so strongly of the
need for LAEP to incorporate computer
technology that he broached the subject
during his conversations with university
administration. John Ellsworth recalled the
conversation:
Jot Carpenter, as the story goes, walked into
the President’s office during his exit interview,
and...literally slammed his fist on the President’s
desk and said, “If you don’t put a computer on
every faculty member’s desk, you won’t have a
landscape architecture department. These guys
are going to get rolled over by every other school,
and nobody will come here”.
While the actual wording of the conversation
may be dramatized, the effect of Carpenter’s
emphasis on bringing new computers into
the department was not lost. By the time
undergraduate accreditation review rolled
around the next year, the department
listed as a current strength in the School
Evaluation Report the expansion of its
computer hardware. From the 1988 BLA
Self Evaluation Report:
At the time of the 1983-84 accreditation visit, the
department relied entirely on computer hardware
belonging to other departments. During the past
three years our department has been aggressive
in purchasing computer hardware and software.
Each faculty now has a computer within their
office, networked to file server and laser printer
in the front office. A special room has been
established as the LAEP computer center. In
addition, the department has also scheduled
access to 24 Computer Aided Design networked
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stations in the Industrial Science Building and
had landscape architectural design software
installed on the system (LandCadd and others).
Similar access is available to the Macintosh II/
Image Processing laboratory in the University
Reserve Building. Both the CAD lab and the
Macintosh lab are within two minutes walking
time from the Fine Arts Visual Building.
And on the heels of the initial provisional
accreditation of the MLA program in
1987, the follow-up visit in 1990 had the
following observation to make, regarding
their recommendation three years earlier
that the faculty should develop a detailed
plan for the integration of computers into
the teaching program:
The department has made considerable progress
in the integration of computers into their
program at virtually every level. Through the
university’s computer fund, the department has
upgraded existing facilities and established a
new computer graphics and video simulation
facility. Current software such as LandCad
and MacGIS has been fully integrated into the
teaching curriculum.
The introduction of drafting and
visualization software, and the increasing
power of computers over the ensuing
decades, continued to have a profound
influence on landscape architecture
education at LAEP. The power of digitizing
and altering images, as well as computeraided drafting and design, allowed for
teachers and students to develop new
techniques for viewing and analyzing a
project.
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SLOVENIAN
EXCHANGE
Contact between landscape architecture
faculty and students from Utah State and
the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, began
with a 1986 visit to USU by professor Dusan
Ogrin, followed by a return Fulbrightsponsored visit to Ljubljana by Professor
Toth in 1988. During spring quarter
1991, LAEP hosted a visit by 23 Slovenian
students and in 1993, LAEP professors Vern
Budge and John Nicholson accompanied
nine USU students to Ljubljana for
spring semester. Funding for the initial
exchange was provided through a $25,000
Samantha Smith Memorial Exchange
Grant, administered by the United States
Information Agency (USIA).
Marcus Pulsipher in Slovenia

Since the advent of the program, the
arrangement has continued by facilitating
individual student exchanges between
the two departments on an annual basis.
Dozens of students from each school have
taken advantage of the opportunity for a
semester abroad, providing LAEP students
the opportunity to learn in a different
cultural and educational context, while
enriching the Logan studios with new
faces, ideas, and design approaches from
Slovenia.
Sketch of a small church in Slovenia by Vern Budge

(Back row, left to right) Dave Bell,
Vern Budge, Craig Johnson, John
Nicholson, Michael Timmons, Carlos
Licon
(Front row, left to right) Karen Hanna,
Caroline Lavoie, John Ellsworth
2003
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A Season of Change
Increasing Role of Research
The role and expectation of a faculty
member in LAEP has evolved significantly
since the founding of the department
in 1939. When Laval Morris was hired,
a professor’s expectation was teaching
and outreach. The perceived significance
of scholarly research within landscape
architecture academe has increased
markedly since that time. Throughout the
first four to five decades of the department’s
existence, qualifications for academic
appointment and success were typically
met by the combination of a BLA and MLA
degree, combined with some professional

experience for grounding. In the early
years of the department, professional
practice was viewed as applied research.
Michael Timmons observed that the model
for landscape architecture educators was
to get the BLA/MLA, and that “scholarly
research and publication took sort of a back
seat in our profession.” This meant that as
professors applied for promotion, they
included their professional portfolio as a
research component.
Directions for completion of the 1973
School Evaluation Report (SER) included
an instruction to “Discuss the objectives
of the research and public service courses

and programs of the school as they
may be expected to produce definite
educational advantages.” The fact that
research had not been evaluated as part of
earlier accreditation reviews indicates the
emerging relevance of the topic as germane
to landscape architecture education. The
LAEP response to the question observed:
It is certainly recognized by the department
that research is one of the primary tools by
which individual staff members can enter
into areas of personal focus and new frontiers
with consequent benefits to him personally,
professionally, and to the educational process at
large. At present there is only one staff member
in the department who is involved in an active,
sponsored research project.
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RECOGNIZING STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP
Sigma Lambda Alpha
Sigma Lambda Alpha is the national
honor society sponsored by the Council
of Educators in Landscape Architecture
(CELA). It is the only national honor society

in North America exclusively for landscape
architecture and is recognized nationally by
the Association of College Honor Societies.
The Society was founded during the CELA
national meeting in 1977. The Zeta chapter,
at Utah State University was chartered in
1979.
The idea of a national landscape
architecture honor society was conceived
in 1976 by Richard E. Toth, then President
of CELA and Department Head of LAEP at
Utah State. Dick acted as first faculty advisor
of the chapter, and was succeeded by John
Ellsworth and subsequently Bo Yang.
Undergraduate students in their junior
or senior year and graduate students are
eligible for membership based on their
cumulative grade point average. Initiation
is held at the LAEP Week banquet each year.
The Society has hosted various events over
the years, including exhibition of student
work at the university-wide Scholar's Day
and guest lectures.

Sigma Lambda Alpha charter
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Honors
The Honors Program at USU initiated a
Departmental Honors program in 1998, to
allow undergraduate students to pursue
accelerated, individualized, and innovative
studies within their majors. Departments
wishing to participate in the program
develop their own criteria within a structure
fixed by the Honors Program, which meets
departmental standards, needs, and
resources. In order to participate, LAEP
students must be matriculated, upperdivision students, with a 3.5 minimum
GPA. Participants must complete 15 honors
credits, which includes the graduate level
readings seminars and the production of
a senior honors thesis or project, which is
independently developed by the student
working with a faculty mentor. The project
must then be presented in a public forum.
The first LAEP graduate to receive
Department Honors was Natalie Robbins,
BLA '99, whose project involved a detailed
community renovation plan for Big Water,
Utah. Subsequent theses have ranged
broadly from such varied topics as a “Canal
Trail Feasibility Study for the City of North

Logan”, "An Inventory and Analysis of the
Design Work of Andrew Spurlock", "Design
Evaluation of the Gateway Center in Salt
Lake City" and “A Study of Social Carrying
Capacity in Motorized Recreation Settings”
to the “Martyr’s Square Urban Design
Competition” in Beirut, Lebanon.
According to former LAEP honors
coordinator Michael Timmons, "the program
observed rapid and enthusiastic growth
from the first LAEP Honors recipient in 1999
and the second in 2001, to an enrollment
of seven seniors and seven juniors by
2003. At the USU Spring Commencement
in 2005, twenty-eight students graduated
with honors, of which a whopping ten
were LAEP graduates. Upon graduation, the
diploma reads 'with Honors in Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning.'

Research on Capitol Hill

Phase Two, completed by junior students
in the community design studio under the
direction of Dick Toth and Vern Budge. The
annual LAEP Charrette, under the leadership
of David Bell, was recognized in both 2003
(Richmond) and 2005 (Tooele), for the
depth and breadth of the planning and
design proposals developed and refined
by senior team leaders Ladd, Schiess, Kim
Williams, and Neil Miner. Two projects
were presented in 2012: “Land Use Related
Groundwater Change: A Case Study for
Sanpete County, Utah” presented by Allan
Perry, under the mentorship of Shujuan
Li and “Bioclimatic Design Guidelines: A
Valuable Tool for Landscape Architects”, by
Laura Patricia Reyes, faculty mentor Carlos
Licon.

2006 Honors graduate and College of HASS valedictorian Lindy Bankhead with Craig Johnson and
Elizabeth Brabec

Utah's Research on Capitol Hill is an annual
celebration of undergraduate research
held in the Rotunda of the State Capitol.
Organized by USU, it features the two public
research universities' students and their
research projects. Students of all disciplines
from around the state share the results of
their investigations with legislators.
Since the inception of the program in 2001,
the LAEP Department has been honored
to count several student presentations
among the three dozen or so accepted
each year. The inaugural showcase featured
the Cub River Watershed Futures Study,
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LAEP
ADVANCEMENT BOARD
The formation of an outside advisory group
to be known as the LAEP Council was first
proposed by Richard Toth in 1973. As
observed in the 1973 School Evaluation
Report, the group would serve “to give
greater exposure of the department’s
activity to various related individuals and
agencies within the intermountain area.” It
was suggested that the member “individuals
or agencies could act as a sounding board

for future areas of content and development
which the department wishes to work
toward.” The entry concluded with the note
that “The department is currently in the
process of soliciting members to serve on
the Council starting for the academic year
1974-75.”
Membership on the council, typically
numbering eight individuals, included
Advancement Board
meeting

an equal distribution of LAEP alumni
practitioners and non-alumni agency or
organization representatives, all from the
Salt Lake / Ogden area. The roster of the
council in 1999, as an example, included
Dean of the University of Utah School of
Architecture, William Miller; Michael Crane
from the Governor’s Office of Planning
and Budget; Roger Roper from the Utah
Division of State History; and Bob Ross,
Regional Landscape Architect with the US
Forest Service, in addition to LAEP alumni
Stuart Loosli, Susan Crook, Jan Streifel,
and Sumner Swaner. Half-day meetings
were meant to occur on an annual basis,
usually in Salt Lake City. Engagement of the
Council varied over the years, as recognized
in the 1987 SER with a comment observing
that despite its value in previous years, “the
council had not been active in the past
few years”, and recommending that “the
activation of the council should be a high
priority in the near future.”
The Council was reconstituted under the
leadership of Department Head Karen
Hanna in 2000 as the LAEP Advisory
Board. The stated purpose of the Advisory
Board was to give advice, to listen to the
concerns of the program faculty, and to
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help the program address issues and needs.
The size of the board was significantly
increased from eight to forty, with two-day
meetings originally scheduled twice per
year. Membership was expanded nationally
and internationally, and was comprised
of influential alumni, professionals and
academics who had been nominated
by peers. Face-to-face meetings were
restructured to meet once annually in the
fall, but to work throughout the year in
individual committees towards specific
goals and priorities for advancing LAEP.
In 2010, the name of the board was changed
from Advisory Board to Advancement
Board, reflecting the broader charge of the
group to assist the department in moving
forward to meet the numerous challenges
they help to identify. Board members
provide substantial support to the
department through personal donations,
resources they garner from private and
corporate support, and by providing
professional expertise in the studio during
critiques or special projects.
Several
significant impacts occurred as a result
of the Board’s fundraising. For example,
the LAEP Jury Room in the Fine Arts Visual
Building underwent a substantial remodel
in 2011, due largely to the generosity of
the Board. The space was opened to the
corridor with the installation of a glass
wall, and the ceiling was raised to create
a less claustrophobic atmosphere. New
furnishings were purchased, and a state
of the art video conferencing system was
installed. The room was rededicated as the
Alumni Jury Room upon completion of the

The reconstituted Advisory Board, 2000

remodel in recognition of the efforts of the
Advancement Board, along with gifts from
the estate of Gerald Kessler (BS, ’50).
To give perspective to the Board’s success,
it is rare for departments at USU to have
alumni boards. Moreover, the Advancement
Board is one of the few such entities at USU
to consistently infuse substantial private
funds into an academic unit. It is also
likely that the Board is among the most
long-standing at the university. In light of
its successful past, the department’s 75th
Anniversary has also marked a point of
closure for what has been termed Board 2.0

(2008-2014). The Board’s future directions
remain to be defined, but are anticipated to
be focused more strategically at the national
competitiveness of LAEP programs.
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When John Ellsworth was a graduate student
at the department in the late 70s and early
80s, he recalled how a prominent landscape
architect was asked about research and the
landscape architect responded, “Every time
he does a project he does research. He had
to research the soils, vegetation, laws and
regulations, people and their behavior,
etc. for every site he designed or planned
(2014).” Ellsworth observed that, “at that
time, that may have been a valid definition
of landscape architecture research (2014).”
This definition of research was, in fact,
supported in the 1987 SER, which made the
following statement regarding research:
The department and the college accept the idea
that research in the profession of landscape
architecture need not necessarily fit the pure
academic research mold observed in other
disciplines such as the natural and physical
sciences. Applied research and creative
expression in the form of project involvement
and field service activities are recognized as an
appropriate form of research in the department.
The continually growing significance
of and emphasis on research over the
ensuing four decades is evident in
changing role statements and reports
documenting research accomplishments
in subsequent SERs. As an emphasis on
research and the publication of scholarly
works grew nationally in the realm of
landscape architecture education, the
LAEP Department worked to keep pace.
Toth made research an important aspect
of his second administration so that faculty
could develop an area of specialization
and emphasis (2013). Today, the role of a
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university faculty member is likened to a
three-legged stool, requiring a balance
achieved through successful engagement
in the three realms of teaching, research,
and service.
Craig Johnson cautioned that while the
increase in emphasis has been good for the
profession in pushing innovation, it could
have a detrimental impact. He stated:
If that research gets to be overwhelming,
then what suffers? The other two legs of the
stool [teaching and service]. I think that is
unfortunate....The focus during those early years
was really on teaching. I don’t disagree with the
importance of research and staying up to date.
It is really invaluable, but if more and more of
the emphasis goes over here [to research], then
I think that tends to [cause the other legs of the
stool] to suffer.
While landscape architecture education
continues to wrestle with defining a
research paradigm and methodologies
as an applied profession, the academic
shift of emphasizing research has had
a profound impact on the evaluation
of faculty candidates by the university
administration. For better or worse, the
traditional professional portfolio has
become secondary to scholarly publication,
and as older faculty with skill sets in applied
professional practice have retired, their
replacements have demonstrated a stronger
research focus. As a reflection of this trend,
eight of the current faculty members in the
department now hold doctoral degrees,
an unprecedented accomplishment given
that prior to 2008 only two individuals—

Karen Hanna and Elizabeth Brabec—
were similarly credentialed. The number
of refereed journal articles written and
scholarly presentations given by LAEP
faculty members has commensurately
risen in the new millennium. Funded grants
provide another measure of success in the
domain of research. In this area, externally
funded grants have grown to an annual
average close to $200,000 in the years since
2007.

Uncertain Times
The relative stability of the final two
decades of the 20th Century was about
to be thrown into a state of upheaval. In
1998, Jerry Fuhriman retired after nearly
thirty years with the department, amid a
growing spirit of divisiveness within the
department. Personality clashes, combined
with differing visions for the future
direction of the department, led Richard
Toth to step down as department head in
1999. Within two years, Toth had moved
from the LAEP Department in the College
of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
(HASS) to the College of Natural Resources
(CNR), where he settled into the recently
created Department of Environment and
Society. Toth’s connection with CNR had
been growing over the years as LAEP
and CNR had been working, with Toth in
the lead, on developing a joint Master’s
degree. Toth worked with his colleague
Terry Sharik, department head in Forest
Resources, on revising the MS in Town and

Regional Planning, which had been offered
by the LAEP Department for years, into
a joint degree. The official planning and
discussion about the joint degree offering
began in 1997, and in June 2001, the Master
of Science in Bioregional Planning was
passed by USU’s Board of Trustees. By that
time, though, Toth was moving to CNR, and
the Bioregional Degree, while technically
remaining a joint degree, effectively left the
department with him.
The spirit of divisiveness brought on by
circumstances related to Toth’s departure
to CNR plunged the department into a
period of uncertainty of direction. The role
of department head became a revolving
door, as leadership passed between Craig
Johnson as the interim department head
(1999-2000), Karen Hanna (2000-2003),
who left after three years for a position as
dean at Cal Poly Pomona, Craig Johnson
again as interim department head (20032004), Elizabeth Brabec (2004-2007), who
left after three years to become department
head at the University of Massachusetts,
Michael Timmons as interim department
head (2007-2008), and ultimately to Sean
Michael (2008-present).
In addition to the myriad changes in
departmental leadership, this same period
witnessed a significant turnover in the
faculty make-up. Senior faculty who either
retired or moved on during this transitional
period included, Jerry Fuhriman (1998),
Richard Toth (2001), Vern Budge (2003),
Craig Johnson (2008), John Nicholson
(2009), John Ellsworth (2009), and Michael
Timmons (2014). Together, this group

represented a combined 226 years of
teaching in the LAEP Department, or an
average of 32 years each. Unfortunately,
turnover was not restricted to seasoned
faculty. Several junior faculty hired as
replacements or as new lines also departed
during this short window, including Tamara
Shapiro (2007), Peter Kumble (2007), and
Margie Borecki (2009).

NATIVE
AMERICAN
LAND
DESIGN
PROGRAM

Conceived and established in 1992 by
Prof. Jerry Fuhriman, the Native American
Land Design Program (NALDP) was an
effort launched to create opportunities
for Native American students within
the LAEP Department. Students were
actively recruited by Fuhriman on visits to
reservations throughout the Intermountain
West. The NALDP was part of a broader
initiative aimed at increasing Native
American participation in the planning and
design professions, known as the Native
American Environmental Design Alliance.
The Alliance forged a close working
relationship between the LAEP Department,
the American Indian Council of Architects
and Engineers (AICAE) and the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society
(AISES). David Garce, USU BLA ’80, was
president of AICAE at the time, and was a
major force behind the creation and success
of the group.
The Alliance quickly gained national
recognition for it successes, as Jerry
gave presentations at several national
conferences on his work.
The NALDP provided opportunities for
Native American students to work on

LAEP participation by Native American
students in the Little Bighorn Indian
Memorial
Competition
received
national coverage in the Chronicle of
Higher Education (October, 1996)
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projects relating to the planning and design
of projects relevant to their culture. Alonzo
Coby, BLA’00, Shoshone-Bannock, reflected
on his experience in the program:
The Native Amercian Land Design Program
provided the opportunity to compete in several
design competitions. We as Native American
students, approached each project in a manner
respectful of the land, water and air through
our designs. We were given the opportunity to
enter a national design competition for a Native
American memorial at Little Bighorn Battlefield
in Crow Agency, Montana. Appreciating the
differences between each of the several tribes to
be commemorated, we knew it was important
to meet with elders and tribal leaders to get
input on sensitivities and design elements that
we could incorporate into our solution to be
respectful to each tribe.
During the period the Alliance was active
until Fuhriman’s retirement in 1999, LAEP
was greatly enriched by the cultural diversity
provided by participating students. As
recalled by Coby:
My experience in the Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning Department was
and will always be an important chapter in my
life. I believe by being able to attend Utah State
University and getting my degree from such a
strong program has structured my life in a way
that has helped me and my tribe grow in a
positive manner. The program that Jerry started
was very important to me; learning from such a
visionary instructor was an experience I will never
forget. Jerry was more then just an instructor; he
became a good friend and taught me things that
I use each and every day of my life.
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Darrel Tso brushing a
fan of eagle feather
against a memorial
at the Little Bighorn
(Chronicle of Higher
Education, October,
1996)

Darrel Tso
(Chronicle of Higher
Education, October,
1996)

(Clockwise from the bottom
left) David Evans, Phil Waite,
Todd Johnson, Barty WarrenKretzchmar, Bo Yang, Shujuan
Li, David Anderson, Mary Ann
Anderson, Kathy Allen, Ole
Sleipness, Dave Bell, Sean
Michael, Caroline Lavoie, Pamela
George, Benjamin George,
Carlos Licon

CHAPTER

THIRTEEN

Into the Next Millennium
New Leadership – Sean Michael
The department head search of 20072008 occurred within an unprecedented
period of tumult for LAEP. The ensuing
nationwide call for applicants and the early
spring interviews would end up holding
both irony and, perhaps, a tinge of destiny.
Following a similar search, the College of
HASS had found a new dean at Washington
State University. A few months later,
Sean Michael, an 11-year member of that
same Land Grant university’s landscape
architecture program, received an invitation
to join LAEP as its newest department head.

Michael, fond of saying “if you cut me I
bleed landscape architecture”, found his
life path following a high school career
day. A student ASLA officer in the BSLA
program at West Virginia University (where
Michael’s father was a professor of wildlife
management) convinced the aspiring
art student of a new career path. Michael
would subsequently practice in Appalachia
and New England before following his
family’s graduate school tradition at Texas
A&M University. The move south would
unknowingly place him in the midst of
the most renowned collection of humanenvironment scholars in the world. The

influence of advisors such as Drs. Roger
Ulrich, Jon Rodiek and, especially, Bruce
Hull would convince Michael his future lay
in doctoral studies and then an academic
career.
Following studies at Virginia Tech and a
year teaching at Texas Tech, Michael joined
the faculty at Washington State University
in 1997. A decade later, the dean of Cal
Poly Pomona, Karen Hanna, invited him to
apply for a department chair opening at
her school. Hanna’s enthusiasm, coupled
with a growing interest in his administrative
assignment in Pullman, convinced Michael
to investigate similar open positions. It was
then that Utah State’s opening caught his
eye. With a passion for living in the West,
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SUSTAINABILITY
CONFERENCE
(MS ‘81), and Brooke Williams, discussed a
range of topics from community and land
planning to resource conservation.

The idea began in 1999, with Sharen Hauri
(MLA ‘00) and a group of fellow graduate
students who felt that knowledge of
sustainable design and resource use could
be enriched by a conference. The group set
to work organizing a symposium and a onecredit seminar course for students taught by
students as a forum to discuss theories and
case studies of sustainability with respect
to the fields of landscape architecture and
environmental planning.
The conference which culminated their
effort was patterned after similar student98

sponsored events at other universities,
designed to make information more
accessible and more usable by engaging
participants in discussions with people
actively involved in finding ways to live
with less impact on the land. The initial
conference in April 2000, entitled From the
Ground Up, was a huge success, drawing in
more than 200 students from USU and other
universities and more than 70 community
leaders, professionals, and concerned
citizens. Sixteen speakers, including such
notable leaders as Achva Stein, Tom Ash,
Sumner Swaner (BLA’84), Greg McPherson

The following year, MLA student Jared Barnes
and a group of committed volunteers took
up the challenge of making the conference
a university tradition by again organizing
and implementing a regional conference
in April 2001. Landscape Frontiers: Design
for the New Millenium, examined new ways
to incorporate sustainable practices at all
levels of landscape scale. The conference
featured 12 speakers, including Joe Porter
(BFA ‘63) of Design Workshop, Inc., Denver;
Darrel Morrison from the University of
Georgia; Gerald Smith from Cal Poly, San
Louis Obispo; Joan Woodward from Cal
Poly, Ponoma; Tony Bauer (USU BS’ 62),
former landscape architecture department
head at Michigan State University; Joe
Donaldson (MLA. 82); and Carol Mayer Reed
(MLA ‘77), a founding partner of Mayer/
Reed in Portland.
Once established as a tradition of the
department and in particular the graduate
studio, the conference continued its run for
another 9 years. One of the most unique
aspects of the Sustainable Landscapes

Conference was the fact that it was
completely student led and organized
including the selection of topics and
speakers and generation of funding. One
or two MLA students typically assumed
the majority of work, however all the 3rd
year graduate students participated by
assisting with accounting and organization
of mailings, layout of cards and program,
scheduling and pick up of meals, and other
conference needs.
The conference events not only offered
professional development opportunities
for faculty, professionals, and students alike,
but also showcased a number of engaging
speakers and addressed some of the most
pressing concerns regarding sustainability
in the fields of planning and design in the
Intermountain West. For the first several
years of its existence, it was the only
event at Utah State University specifically
geared toward addressing sustainability
and the most exciting student-sponsored
symposium in the region.
Sponsorship for the conferences was
provided by numerous sources over
the years of its existence through the
contribution of time, effort, and funding
to subsidize registration fees and make the
conference a success. Sponsors included
the LAEP Department and the College
of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences;
the College of Natural Resources and
its affiliated departments, including the
Natural Resource and Environmental Policy
Program; the Utah Botanical Center; the Bear
River Institute; the Bear River Association of
Governments; the Utah Humanities Council;

the Utah Chapter of ASLA, and the Marriner
S. Eccles Foundation.
Growing competition for attention
from similar programs such as Bioneers,
combined with waning interest among
students to invest the effort necessary to
organize the event, led to its abandonment
following the 11th annual event in 2010.
Themes of the conferences were:
2000 - From the Ground Up
2001 - Landscape Frontiers: Design for the
New Millennium
2002 - Landscape Transects
2003 – Uncommon Ground; Collaboration
and the Nature
2004 – Desert Water: Shaping our Future
2005 – Landscape Cycles: Connecting
People and Place through Agriculture
2006 - Wildlife and Urban Restoration:
Process of Rejuvenating Place
2007 - Equality of Life: Realizing Social
Justice and Human Dignity through Design
2008 - Surviving the Future: An Anthology
of Sustainable Societies
2009 - Sustainability: Inside and Out
2010 - Building Healthy Communities
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however, the change would prove to be
enormously important to LAEP in the postRecession years.

Faculty Evolution

Sean Michael

the Northern Wasatch held much more
appeal for him and his family than Southern
California. As fate would have it, the hire
turned out to be Michael’s third attempt
to join LAEP; he had previously applied to
the MLA and, years later, a faculty position
as well.
In August 2008, Michael joined LAEP.
Unknowingly he had entering a university
undergoing an historic makeover. He
joined over a dozen new department heads
hired that year, as well as several deans.
The leadership changes were an outfall of
efforts by USU’s hard-charging provost, and
would set the stage for nearly every major
event in LAEP. That change began with a
new administrative model for departmentlevel administrators, one that focused
nearly 100% of their duties on academic
leadership rather than teaching or research.
Its contrast with the model in place during
the Laval Morris era was stark. Ultimately,
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Since the hiring of Sean Michael as
department head in 2008, the faculty
has taken on a new complexion. Efforts
to increase the ranks of the faculty have
reaped dividends, with the number of fulltime-equivalent (FTE) faculty swelling to
an all-time high of fourteen … up from just
eight over most of the previous decade.
Of the fourteen, only Caroline Lavoie
and David Bell predate the hiring of Dr.
Michael himself. The other key additions
include Keith Christensen (2008), Carlos
Licon (2008), Bo Yang (2009), Shujuan Li
(2009), Phil Waite (2011), David Anderson
(2012), David Evans (2012), Barty WarrenKretzschmar (2013), Benjamin George
(2014), Ole Sleipness (2014), and Todd
Johnson (2014).
With the 2014 retirement of Richard Toth
from USU, the faculty line that had moved
with him to the College of Natural Resources
returned to the LAEP Department. Barty
Warren-Kretzschmar (who had briefly
served on the LAEP faculty in the early
1980s), was hired as an Assistant Professor in
2013 to lead the MS in Bioregional Planning
program and teach the joint bioregional
planning studios with the Department of
Environment and Society. This action, along
with recent hires of faculty holding planning
degrees, has reaffirmed the commitment of

the LAEP Department to the “EP” portion of
its acronym, which Morris had successfully
fought to add to the name in 1958.
The hiring of Todd Johnson, FASLA, as an
Associate Professor and the department’s
first Practitioner-in-Residence, underscores
a particularly unique milestone for the
department. The opportunity to bring
on board a practitioner who has been a
global leader in landscape architecture,
planning, and urban design for thirty-five
years, to share his wealth of knowledge
and experience with our next generation
of designers and planners provides an
invaluable asset to the department.
Johnson, a Distinguished Alumnus of Utah
State University (BLA ‘76), has most recently
served as principal and partner with Design
Workshop, and his hire means the faculty
members who are licensed landscape
architects remains at six.
The result of a strategic hiring sequence,
Johnson’s position followed a near
continuous series of hires since 2009, that
sought to balance the broad demands of
modern design education. Annual faculty
position searches underscore doctoral
training and leadership in professional
practice, with various hires underscoring
one more than the other. Exemplary of
the latter were hires of David Evans, whose
three decades in practice enriched key
facets of the professional degrees, and Dave
Anderson, director of the Utah Botanical
Center (now USU Botanical Center), both of
whom because LAEP’s first-ever Professors
of Professional Practice. The combined

hires were, among peer programs,
unprecedented during the Great Recession
for both their frequency and total numbers,
and positioned the department among an
elite group.

New Initiatives
The introduction of drafting and
visualization software, and the increasing
power of computers over the ensuing
decades continued to have a profound
influence on the landscape architecture
education at LAEP. The power of digitizing
and altering images, as well as computer
aided drafting and design, allowed for
teachers and students to develop new
techniques for viewing and analyzing a
project.

Distance Ed / OnLine
At the turn of the new century, while the
department was in transition, technology
was also pushing forward, creating new
opportunities for landscape architecture
education. One area that was particularly
significant was the advent of the Internet
and the development of online education.
At LAEP, the first forays into online
landscape architecture classes were made
by John Ellsworth. Ellsworth, impressed
and concerned with the advancements that
private online universities were making,
decided to pilot a landscape architecture
online course in 2000. He collaborated with

SWANER GREEN
SPACE INSTITUTE
(Note: some of the following information
was taken from articles written by Patrick
Williams, USU Public Relations, and by USU
Information Services)
On January 16, 2003, Dr. Paula SwanerSmoot, and her son Sumner Margetts
Swaner, signed a gift agreement with Utah
State lJniversity establishing the Swaner
Green Space Institute (GSI) within the
Department of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Planning. The institute
was envisioned as a means to expand the
methods, knowledge and application
of green space principles in community
design. The gift also included funding
for an endowed faculty position in the
department, the Sumner Margetts Swaner
Professorship, with the intention that the
faculty member teach in LAEP, establishing
a field of research related to the green space
concept, and developed through projects
in the lntermountain West.

institute were intended to be distributed
through publications and at an annual
meeting. The gift also included funding
for graduate fellowships for student
participants in the research. In establishing
the institute, the donors commented
“it will allow us to continue our work in
supporting western communities and
to instill in our students an ethic of wise
landscape use through a sophisticated
classification of green spaces, and advanced
implementation techniques.”
The Sumner Margetts Swaner Professorship
was held by Tamara Shapiro, Rick
LeBrasseur, and Carlos Licon. The institute
and professorship were disbanded in 2009
after donor funding was exhausted. Licon’s
importance to the department, however,
resulted in his position in LAEP being
solidified by an investment from LAEP’s new
dean, Noelle Cockett, thereby establishing
a new tenure-track faculty line.

Sumner Swaner, a 1984 graduate of LAEP,
had earlier established the Center for
Green Space Design in Salt Lake City, a
non-profit corporation centered around
his professional emphasis on green space
design. The GSI was intended to provide
research support for the center, and for the
profession at large. Research results of the
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DESIGN WORKSHOP ARCHIVE
Design Workshop Exhibit

Note: the following text is reproduced with slight
alterations on a press release written by Patrick Williams
which appeared in Utah State Today, Thursday, Feb. 18,
2010

In early 2010, Design Workshop, Inc., a
leading international landscape architecture
firm, partnered with USU to create the
Design Workshop Landscape Architecture
Archive and Digital Collection. The archive
is a collaborative effort between Design
Workshop, LAEP, Merrill-Cazier Library’s
Special Collections and Archives, and the
library’s Digital Initiatives Department.
“In 2008, Design Workshop was named
the top landscape architecture firm in
the country by the American Society of
Landscape Architects,” said Sean Michael,
head of USU’s LAEP department. “In the
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process of providing access to the firm’s
genesis, evolution and workings, the archive
offers students the most comprehensive
look available into how leading designers
and design firms succeed at their trade.
Design Workshop has an impressive
history with a story that can enrich future
generations.”
The archive features a collection of projects
that highlight the firm’s Legacy Design
philosophy, which focuses on an equal
balance of four key elements: environment,
community, economics and art.
Merrill-Cazier Library subsequently added
a new landscape architecture digital
collection to its Digital Library, partnering
with LAEP to develop learning objects for

students, both at USU and around the world,
according to Brad Cole, Merrill-Cazier Library
associate dean for Special Collections and
Archives. Cole, along with colleague Cheryl
Walters, digital initiatives department head
at Merrill-Cazier Library, Michael Timmons
and Sean Michael traveled to the firm’s
office in 2009 to initially discuss the project
with Design Workshop leaders. Regarding
the merits of the effort, Walters remarked,
“There really is no archive or digital library
in the country that is tackling landscape
architectural records in the way we propose.
We feel this is truly new territory, and we are
very excited about the project.”
Additionally, the records will inform
more than just landscape architects and
environmental planners. “These documents
help tell of the development of the modern
western United States,” Cole said. “They
deal with recreational sites and planned
communities and how this development
interacts with the natural environment.
One of Special Collections’ main collecting
emphasis areas is in Western environmental
collections.
The
Design
Workshop
Collection will definitely be a boon to those
researchers studying the history of the 20th
century West.”
Design Workshop’s founding partners, Joe
Porter and Don Ensign, graduated from

USU in 1963, earning bachelor’s degrees
in landscape architecture. Other USU
graduates followed and joined the firm,
including Richard Shaw, Todd Johnson,
David Bell and Terrall Budge, among others.
“The intertwined histories of the university
and the firm highlight the importance and
value of preserving the Design Workshop
Archives at Utah State University,” Michael
said.
The creation of the archive also celebrates
the firm’s 40th anniversary. “Choosing Utah
State to house the history of our firm was an
easy decision,” said Kurt Culbertson, Design
Workshop’s chairman of the board of
directors. “Our work is inspired by the West,
and USU’s landscape architectural studies
are at the center of teaching the design
spirit of the West. We have strong ties to
the university and are impressed with its
archiving processes and technologies.”

Design Workshop Principal Richard Shaw with founders Don Ensign, Joe Porter

Design Workshop designs and files stored in the basement of their Denver office

The Design Workshop Archives and
Digital Collection at USU initially began
by focusing on the firm’s early work in a
pilot effort to bring each piece to life via
carefully selected materials, colorful visuals
and engaging audio. “Design Workshop’s
portfolio of landscape architecture projects
in the North America, especially in the
American West, is unsurpassed anywhere
in the world, and with the archive’s
creation, students, scholars and designers
at any location on the planet will have the
opportunity to learn from that rich legacy
of work,” Michael said. Since that time, the
firm has continued to add substantially to
the projects given to USU.
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colleagues in Continuing Education (now
Distance Education), and Ann Williams, a
graduate student in the department, to
develop the first online course, Introduction
to Landscape Architecture (LAEP 1030).
Part of the course involved videos that
were filmed in different locations around
the valley. The course was successful, and
dozens of students completed it (Ellsworth,
2013).
The next advance in online education
envisioned by Ellsworth was an entirely
online second professional Master’s degree.
With the support of Department Head
Karen Hanna, the program was developed
with the help of Carlos Licon and Ann
Williams. While the idea had initial support,
the program was not implemented as
departmental leadership shifted, moving
away from prioritizing online education.
While the development of online landscape
architecture education has progressed
slowly due to the historic and continued
emphasis on studio-based education,
recent movements in this direction have
been emphasized by Department Head
Sean Michael. Due substantially to the
efforts of new faculty member Ben George
with the assistance of others, USU now
offers six LAEP courses online, with more
under development. One of the anticipated
benefits of these efforts would be the
ability for non-local students to complete
lower division coursework necessary for
matriculation from their home locale,
requiring only a two-year relocation
to Logan for degree completion. Not
coincidentally, in 2005-06, Ellsworth and
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Michael, who then taught at Washington
State University, had collaborated from
afar on the future of distance education.
The pair had organized and led multiple
sessions on the topic as part of the Council
of Educators in Landscape Architecture’s
annual conference.

Homecoming
With the announcement by the university in
2009 of the creation of the new Caine College
of the Arts, the College of Humanities, Arts
and Social Sciences, which had been the
long-time home of LAEP was split in half.
Given the broad boundaries of landscape
architecture and environmental planning,
University President Stan Albrecht issued
a challenge in his “State of the University
Address”, charging the LAEP Department
to engage in an exploration of options
to determine its best positioning for the
future. Specifically identified as potential
homes were the Colleges of Humanities and
Social Sciences, the new Caine College of
the Arts, the College of Natural Resources,
and the College of Agriculture. Following an
extensive five-month study which included
detailed analyses of the ramifications of
various scenarios, discussion with the
Advisory Board and alumni, meetings with
the administrations of each college, and
an evaluation of the academic affiliation of
peer institutions of landscape architecture,
the recommendation was made to join with
the College of Agriculture.
Following approvals by Pres. Albrecht, the
USU Regents and Board of Trustees, the

change took effect July 1, 2010. The move
marked a return to the historical roots of
LAEP within the College of Agriculture,
which, ironically, Laval Morris had fought so
hard to leave six decades earlier.
In a news release describing the move,
LAEP Department Head Sean Michael
noted that the College of Agriculture was
not initially a top choice, but became the
unanimous favorite after the five-month
study of various options. “No academic
program can be all things to all people nor
can LAEP serve every need of our discipline
or culture,” Michael said. “To answer
President Albrecht’s charge, our faculty first
asked what pressing design and planning
problems our department is uniquely
positioned to solve. Second, we asked what
larger contribution to those problems is
USU equipped to address.” (“LAEP Moving
Back to College of Agriculture”, Kim Burgess,
HJNews.com, May 18, 2010)
The College of Agriculture’s research and
teaching in sustainability was a good fit for
LAEP, which also puts a strong emphasis on
“green” practices, Michael said. “The college
has historically been a close partner in
offering design education and its mission
encompasses many of the disciplines that
are the basis of sustainability: economy,
environment and community,” Michael
explained.
Noelle Cockett, then dean of the College
of Agriculture, observed that the move
would create valuable ties between LAEP
and several organizations that are affiliated
with agriculture - the Center for Water
Efficient Landscaping, the Utah Climate

Center, the Western Rural Development
Center, the Utah Botanical Center and Utah
House. LAEP already had a long-standing
relationship with the Department of Plants,
Soils and Climate, which offers degrees in
horticulture, crop science, environmental
soil/water
science,
and
residential
landscape design and construction.
“The question for us is where are we going
for the next quarter century,” Michael said.
“It’s our responsibility to get the trajectory
right. We’re focusing our future on this
idea of problems for the environment and
society around sustainable development
- it’s really been a focal point for us. We’ve
heard from alumni and industry leaders
that this is where we need to be going.”
The college subsequently renamed itself
the College of Agriculture and Applied
Sciences in 2013, to better reflect its
academic diversity, including the addition
of LAEP to its ranks.

LAEP in the Modern University
Academe is a competitive marketplace,
but one quite distinct from the private
sector. A student of LAEP’s history will
quickly recognize the successes of the
department as a testament to vigilance and
perseverance. From the first migration to
Logan, to the 2010 return to Agriculture,
the past 75 years tell a tale of advancing the
discipline despite the odds against it.
Understanding the post-Recession (2008-

present) era for LAEP is impossible without
such context. Substantial budget cuts faced
all USU departments. Evaporating jobs for
new graduates threatened not only morale
but an entire generation of designers and
planners. The continuing wave of faculty
departures eroded confidence along with
the intellectual capital of the program.
Facilities were in disrepair after three
decades of use, and alumni questioned
what would become of their once proud
alma mater. In short, LAEP was in a state of
decline and needed rapid and widespread
rebuilding.
What distinguishes this era, besides the
extent of the challenge, was an institutional
context that rewarded entrepreneurism,
forward-thinking, creativity and inertia. It
was accommodating of self-starting efforts,
and encouraged campus initiatives that
were sources of pride for the university. In
short, it was an era in which squeaky wheels
were oiled, and complaints offered in the
absence of a plan for improvement were
roundly dismissed (or worse).
Fortunately, the administrative shift across
campus to department heads whose
roles were almost singularly focused on
program leadership provided a means
for LAEP to contend for its future. The
program’s tremendous legacy, coupled
with repeatedly raising the specter of
its loss, was a message that college and
university administration did not ignore.
The strategies that proved to be effective
in gaining support from those leaders were
diverse. But among the most important

were 1) communication to constituents and
decision-makers; 2) building a continual
series of “wins”, however minor, and touting
them through all means; 3) diversifying
revenue streams and growing wherever
possible, and 4) creating a new sense of
pride and branding.
Each era of an organization harbors its own
challenges and opportunities. Each calls
for a situation-specific set of solutions. The
legacy of this department is that successful
leaders in our discipline aggressively apply,
in equal measure, creativity and backbone.
Whether facing ill-informed administrators
or competing professions, tireless resolve
has carried the day for LAEP, and will
continue to do so.

Setting Sights on the Centennial:
Toward a Century of Excellence
LAEP enters a new era in landscape
architecture education. From its humble
beginnings in 1939, to its burgeoning
vitality in 2014, the program has grown
from one professor to fourteen, and from
two graduates to over 1,500. For the last 75
years the LAEP Department has established
a legacy of excellence in landscape
architecture education with graduates
of the program making a difference all
around the world. As the department looks
forward toward its centennial in 2039, it is
well equipped to continue that legacy of
excellence and shape a new generation
of landscape architects to carry the
accomplishments of the program forward.
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the Utah State Agricultural College –
Kenji Shiozawa and Eva Hogan
1942
•

Floriculture dropped from name of department

LAEP CHRONOLOGY
1945
•

CHRONOLOGY
1939
•
•

Department of Landscape Gardening and Floriculture
established within School of Agriculture, as a program in
the Horticulture Department
Laval S. Morris is appointed as professor, department head, and
sole instructor
STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
University enrollment

1940
•
•

3,393

LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)

4

Faculty

1

Student/faculty ratio

4: 1

Annual resident tuition

$80

LAEP annual budget, incl. salary &expenses

$3,000

Name change to Department of Landscape Architecture and
Floriculture
First graduates to receive degrees in Landscape Architecture from
the Utah State Agricultural College –
Kenji Shiozawa and Eva Hogan

1942
•

Floriculture dropped from name of department

1945
•

LAEP moved from Plant Industry Building to Old Main basement

1946/47
•
Beginning of joint administration of program between School of
Agriculture and School of Arts and Sciences
1947/48
•
Title change to Department of Landscape Architecture and
Planning
•
First Landscape Architecture field trip to visit professional work out
of state

LAEP moved from Plant Industry Building to Old Main basement

1946/47
•
Beginning of joint administration of program between School of
Agriculture and School of Arts and Sciences
1947/48
•
Title change to Department of Landscape Architecture and
Planning
•
First Landscape Architecture field trip to visit professional work out
of state
1949
•

First Graduate degree conferred - MS in Agriculture, Landscape
Architecture emphasis - Kenji Shiozawa

1956/57
•
Affiliation with College of Agriculture dissolved; department
administered solely by College of Arts and Sciences, (later College
of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences)
•
USAC becomes USU
1959/60
•
Name becomes Department of Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Planning
1961
•
1962
•

Department moved from center to north wing of Old Main
basement
1OOth graduate of LAEP Department

1963/64
•
Laval Morris, founder of Landscape Architecture Department at
USU, retires after 25 years as professor and department head
STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
University enrollment

6,300

LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)
under-graduate
graduate

69
3

Faculty

2 full time 107

Student/faculty ratio

32: 1

basement
1962
•

Mechanic Arts
1972
•

1OOth graduate of LAEP Department

1963/64
•
Laval Morris, founder of Landscape Architecture Department at
USU, retires after 25 years as professor and department head
STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
University enrollment

6,300
69
3

Faculty

2 full time

Student/faculty ratio

32: 1

Annual resident tuition

$161

LAEP annual budget, incl. salary & expenses

$23,170

1964/65
•
Burton Taylor becomes second department head (1964-73)
•
Total enrollment during Taylor administration increases 153%,
from 73 majors to 185 majors, over a 9-year period
1966
•
•
•
1968
•
•
1970
•
•
1972
•
1081973/74

•

1973/74
•
Richard E. Toth named third department head (1973-82, 1987-98)
1974
•
•

LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)
under-graduate
graduate

First MS in Environmental Planning conferred to Abdulkadar
Koshak
Notification by ASLA Committee on Education that full
accreditation has been granted to the USU LAEP Department

Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA degree program
300th graduate of LAEP Department

1976
•
•

1977
•
1979
•
•

BLA and MLA degree name change approved
MS degree in Environmental Planning approved
Initial provisional accreditation granted, making USU the 19th
accredited program in the country

First MLA conferred to G. Neil Jensen

•

Morris Travelling Fellowship established by Laval S. and Rachel B.
Morris - Todd Claflin, BLA '79, first recipient
Environmental Field Service begun as formalized outreach
program to provide assistance to communities and agencies in
Intermountain West while affording students hands-on
opportunity for direct project involvement.
400th graduate of LAEP Department
Sigma Lambda Alpha national honor society chapter established at
USU with induction of 20 faculty and student members
Department visited by LAAB visiting team; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA degree program
Todd Claflin named first recipient, Morris Travelling Fellowship

1979/80
•
Department enrollment pushes above 200 majors to reach all time
high - 45 degrees awarded at Spring commencement exercises,
also a department record
•
5OOth graduate of LAEP Department
•
LAEP moved to Fine Arts Visual wing, designed by Edward Larrabee
Barnes
•
BSLA degree options added in Landscape
Horticulture/Construction and Parks and Recreation

200th graduate of LAEP Department
Department moves out of Old Main basement to new quarters in
Mechanic Arts

1982
•

First MLA conferred to G. Neil Jensen

1982/83
•
Jerry Fuhriman named department head (1982-84)

Richard E. Toth named third department head (1973-82, 1987-98)

1983
•
•

First BSLA degrees conferred to Jacob Hazlett and Bryan
Kardos,1982

600th graduate of LAEP Department
USU hosts Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture national

Kardos,1982
1982/83
•
Jerry Fuhriman named department head (1982-84)
1983
•
•
1984
•
•
•
•

600th graduate of LAEP Department
USU hosts Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture national
conference
Craig W. Johnson named department head (1984-87)
Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA degree program
Julie Johnson completes LAEP degree with a 4.0 university GPA,
becoming first University valedictorian to graduate from LAEP
Department.
First LAEP Travel Study abroad program tours sites of landscape
architectural significance in Europe

1986
•

700th degree granted by LAEP Department

1987
•

Accreditation granted to MLA first professional degree program

11, 143

LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)
undergrad
graduate
Faculty

1990
•

119
25

1994
•

16: 1

Annual resident tuition

$ 1,380

LAEP annual budget, including salary & expenses

$343,871

Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs

LAEP annual budget, including salary & expenses

$343,871

Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs

900th degree granted by LAEP Department
Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs

1996/97
•
USU switches from quarter to semester calendar
1997
•

1000th degree granted by LAEP Department

1998/99
•
Department receives additional space in the adjacent University
Reserve Building
2000
•
•
•

7 full time, 2 part time

Student/faculty ratio

$ 1,380

1990/91
•
International exchange program begun between LAEP Department
and the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
1992
•
Professor Jerry Fuhriman launches the Native American Land
Design Program, recruiting Native American students to the LAEP
Department

1995
•

1988/89
•
800th degree granted by LAEP Department
•
Department of Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning celebrates 50th Anniversary, having granted 815 degrees
through June, 1989
STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
University enrollment

1990
•

Annual resident tuition

•
•
2003
•

•
•

Karen Hanna named department head (2000-2003)
LAEP graduate students host first annual Sustainable Landscapes
Conference
Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs
LAEP Advisory Board reconstituted; holds initial meeting
1100th degree granted by LAEP Department
Sumner Margetts Swaner, BLA’84, and his mother, Dr. Paula
Swaner, sign gift agreement to USU establishing the Swaner Green
Space Institute in the LAEP Department, and endowing the Sumner
Margetts Swaner Professorship
First department-wide visioning charrette held, establishing what 109
has become an annual event
1200th degree granted by LAEP Department

•
•
2003
•

•
•
2004
•
2005
•
2006
•

reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs
LAEP Advisory Board reconstituted; holds initial meeting
1100th degree granted by LAEP Department
Sumner Margetts Swaner, BLA’84, and his mother, Dr. Paula
Swaner, sign gift agreement to USU establishing the Swaner Green
Space Institute in the LAEP Department, and endowing the Sumner
Margetts Swaner Professorship
First department-wide visioning charrette held, establishing what
has become an annual event
1200th degree granted by LAEP Department
Dr. Elizabeth Brabec named department head (2004-2007)

Graduate studio in Fine Arts Visual remodeled
1400th degree granted by LAEP Department
LAEP hires part-time development assistant
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•

2012

•

2014
•

2009
•
•
•

2011
•

2012
•
•
•

1300th degree granted by LAEP Department

Dr. Sean Michael named department head (2008-present)

•

•

2013
•
•

2008
•

•

2011
•

Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs

2007/08
•
Initiated Alumni Speaker Series

2010
•

•

LAEP Department moves from College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences to College of Agriculture (renamed College of
Agriculture and Applied Sciences in 2013)
Site allocated on 1400 North for future development of an LAEP
Field Studio, an outdoor laboratory for research and teaching
related to construction and site design
LAEP Advisory Board renamed the Advancement Board, reflecting
their increased role in development
Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs
Jury Room remodeled with support from the LAEP Advancement
Board; renamed Alumni Jury Room

•
2014
•
•

Field Studio, an outdoor laboratory for research and teaching
related to construction and site design
LAEP Advisory Board renamed the Advancement Board, reflecting
their increased role in development
Department visited by LAAB visiting teams; granted full
reaccreditation for BLA and MLA degree programs
Jury Room remodeled with support from the LAEP Advancement
Board; renamed Alumni Jury Room
LAEP receives control of the “Mitchell House” from the College of
th
1500
degree
LAEP Department
Agriculture
to granted
serve as by
a residence
for distinguished guests and/or
Minor
in Landscape
Architecture
approved
practitioners
in residence;
students
begin work on design and
construction of an outdoor reception area in the back yard
LAEP selected by CELA to host 2016 Annual Conference
1500th degree granted by LAEP Department
Minor in Landscape Architecture approved
Department of Landscape Architecture and Environmental
Planning celebrates 75th Anniversary, having granted 1546
(approximate) degrees through June, 2014
Fine Arts Center Courtyard is redesigned, with student competition
won by Carson Lindley
STATISTICAL
SNAPSHOTArchitecture and Environmental
Department
of Landscape
Planning celebrates 75th Anniversary, having granted 1546
University enrollment
27,812
(approximate)
degrees through June, 2014
regional
campuses
and distance
Fine (includes
Arts Center
Courtyard
is redesigned,
witheducation)
student competition
won by Carson Lindley
LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)
134
STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT
Faculty
12 full time
1, 2015)
University enrollment (13 as of Aug. 1, 2014; 14 as of Jan.27,812
(includes regional campuses and distance education)
Student/faculty ratio
11: 1
LAEP enrollment (full-time majors)
134
Annual resident tuition
$ 5,796
Faculty
12 full time
LAEP annual budget, including
expenses
$987,576
(13 as of salary
Aug. 1,&2014;
14 as of Jan.
1, 2015)
Student/faculty ratio

11: 1

Annual resident tuition

$ 5,796

LAEP annual budget, including salary & expenses

$987,576

LIST OF LAEP GRADUATES
1940

1949

Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s

Eva H. Blackburn
Kenji Shiozawa

Owen W. Burnham
Douglas H. Campbell
Darrell Hadfield
Murray G. Hoyt
Morris E. Johnson
John Edwin Taylor
Jay F. Turley

1941
Bachelor’s
Bernard C. Christensen
Marian I. Christensen
Grant P. Petersen

Master’s
Kenji Shiozawa

1942

1950

Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s

Dominick M. LoVerme
Elliot E. Russell

Wallace J. Wightman

Gilbert R. Caldwell
Edmund D. Fowler
Bruce Howard
Gerald F. Kessler
Emery M. Larson
Edward W. Lawler
Ralph C. Lundgreen
Vernon D. Smith
Earl C. Thompson

1948

1951

Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s

Elliot E. Russell
Raman Drake
Monroe Jenson
John N. Reader
Burton Leo Taylor

David H. Barwick
Clair Ezra Davenport
Willard G. Erickson
Charles A. Everson
George Joseph Forsyth
Corwin Tucker Labrum
Arlo R. Nelson

1943
Bachelor’s

Sharman R. Stevenson
Elner H. Thompson

1956

1952

Charles C. Baugh

Bachelor’s
Leon Vern Keding
Wesley L. Peterson
Henry Stengel
John D. Tarter
1953
Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s

1957
Bachelor’s
Robert T. Entwistle
Alma Arden Larson
Clayne E. Munk
Arlen Craig Tocher
Theodore D. Walker

Gene D. Hemsley

1958

Master’s

Bachelor’s

Bruce Howard

Glen Lee Baron
Robert Ernest Bradley
George W. Charchalis
E. Jay Christopherson
Margaret Ann Ford
Clyde R. Forsberg
Mohammed K. Malik
John W. Pehrson
Richard A. Strait

1954
Bachelor’s
Jon Reed Boothe
Paul Fritz
Jay David Jensen
Ray O. Jeppsen
Robert L. Venable
1955
Bachelor’s
Frederick R. Stalder Jr.

1959
Bachelor’s
Richard Brillantine
Neil Hunsaker
Arthur A. Mehas
Joseph DeVerl Mills
Robert A. Orchard
Thira Phungsoondara

Delmar Price
Juno Uyematsu
1960
Bachelor’s
Lionel William Brown
Boyd D. Datwyler
Rudolph A. Larcher
Dean Carvel Rust
Earl Reed Wyatt
1961
Bachelor’s
Alan G. Baird
David O. Bigelow
Gary M. Coleman
Richard V. Giamberdine
Walter S. Grubic
John Colby Hall
Gary Olin Hathaway
James Dee Heiner
Sheldon J. Rindlisbacher
Paul Skanchy
Lorin C. Tonks
1962
Bachelor’s
Anthony M. Bauer
Lynn T. Fergus
Dale Brent Hales
Craig B. Hanchett
Jack D. Herklotz
Larry B. Jacobson
Sherwin O. Kirby
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Joe J. Sharp
Bruce L. Shirley
Mongkol Sitachitt
Thomas F. Slater
Chester R. Stander
Norman E. Waagen
John C. Willie
Gene N. Yamasaki
1963
Bachelor’s
Donald H. Ensign
Richard W. Grover
James W. Hanson Jr.
Clair J. Hardman
Larry L. Lee
Carl R. Nelson Jr.
Joe A. Porter
Jack H. Webster
1964

1967

Bachelor’s

Bachelor’s

Howard Arthur
William C. Bates
Michael B. Bergeson
Vern Jensen Budge
Larry Ben Call
Donald W. Campbell
Dell R. Cook
James Ralph Donnelly
David R. Jensen
Gary Herschel Johnson
Stuart L. Loosli
Jeffrey L. Merchant
Ferrin J. Rex
Orrin R. Sessions
Larry T. Whitlock Jr.
Kay Yamashita

Karren R. Barozzi
Garr Campbell
Dennis L. Clark
Donald Montgomery Davis
William E. Fraser
Gail G. Gunter
Michael A. Hamberlin
Raymond L. Hoth
Jay L. Jorgensen
George W. Larson Jr.
Massood Mahmoudi
Michael S. Morby
Wendell R. Morse
David A. Phillips
Michael P. Sweeney
Roderick Allen Wiberg

Master’s
J McRay Johnson

Bachelor’s

1966

Kent F. Biddulph
Leo K. Bishop
Roy D. Kornegay
Mohamad Mansuruzzaman
Clark L. Ostergaard
J. Warren Reynolds
Robert M. Robertson
Pramote Sukhum
Brent L. Thomas
Fred H. Trull

Bachelor’s

Master’s
John K. Morris
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1965

John Golden Baxter
LeRoy Brady
Jay L. Christensen
Jess L. Christensen
Ken C. Eldredge
Jerry W. Fuhriman
Lyle B. Gomm
Frank L. Hunsaker
Kenneth Jones
David H. Kotter
David L. McChesney
Orland L. Mitton
Harold P. Parkinson
Gaylan A. Rasmussen
Russell K. Richards
Leland F. Turner

1968
Bachelor’s
Paul S. Burnette
Bryce D. Card
Armon L. Ehlert
Dean F. Forsgren
Robert B. Hanchett
Allen Leroy Harrison
David A. Kull
David J. Nielsen
Vern Pitcher
Richard Fredrick Rosine
Tom M. Streit
1969
Bachelor’s
Roxanna J. Alexander
Dale R. Berg
Richard L. Emik
John Harold Jensen
Bruce Jorgensen
Fernando Sanchez

James Robert Slater
Rex W. Steele
Joseph H. Waddell

Allen L. Scott
Grant R. Skeen
Keith E. Stevenson

Master’s

1972

Abdulkadar H. Koshak
Robert D. Talbert

Bachelor’s

1970
Bachelor’s
David L. Bell
Larry E. Bondurant
John A. Garfield
Randal W. Jackson
Stewart L. Jacobson
Lorin Cotty Lowry Jr.
Michael H. Malyn
Max Molyneux
Richard H. Morse
Richard P. Nielsen
Don C. Olsen
Paul H. Pegorsch
David Carl Racker
Andrew V. Sears
Robert W. Smith
K. Dale Torgerson
W. Kent Traveller
1971
Bachelor’s
Paul Bombardier
Roger A. Calloway
Barry L. Colovich
William J. Curran
Larry C. Harmer
Howard W. Hasenbein
Doug Hellstern
Warrick G. Hoopes Jr.
Owen J. Mason
R. Don Michaely
Thomas R. Miller
Richard F. Ostergaard

James Henry Arp
Don Bernard Barron
Forrest A. Blaney
Colon G. Bywater
Richard James Cloutier
Ronald Neil Frandsen
N. Craig Fuhriman
Wai Chan Fung
Larry Huie
Wilfred T. Lemon
Michael T. Mark
Van Jay Martin
Michael T. Miyabara
Donald Lee Moberg
Jay L. Nielson
James R. Nye
Merlyn Paulson
Robert George Scott
Richard W. Shaw
Denton Duane Turner
Barry D. Walsh
Douglas H. Walters
Melvin J. Wilhelmsen
Master’s
G. Neil Jensen
William N. Wood
1973
Bachelor’s
James S. Ahrens
Dan E. Baird
J. Bob Behling
Bob Bissland
Mark C. Brenchley
Gerald L. Brown
Allan Bruce Cooksey

Paul C. Glover
Camden Hugie
Chuck L. Killpack
Lynn G. Larsen
Ralph L. Mize
Brent D. Morris
Alan Brent Olsen
Paul Platis
Paul D. Saurey
Rod D. Sylvester
Peter David Thomas
Daniel L. Wilson
Master’s
Myron Arnold Blank
Roger Fickes
Martin Henry Hanson
MawShyong Jean
J. Joseph Lee
Patrick N. Skinner
Hayden L. Street
Michael R. Welborn
1974
Bachelor’s
Michael J. Beno
Michael A. Bornhoeft
J. Scott Carter
Gary R. Clay
Allan J. Cornia
Robert Diramio
Jeffrey C. Drage
Steven G. Erickson
Douglas E. Gabel
Susan D. Grey
Wink Hastings
DeRoy Hurst Jensen
Michael C. Johnson
R. Michael Kelly
Joe Lance
Fredrick S. Liljegren
Robert B. MacFarlane
Joel M. Moses
Paul H. Parker
John A. Sorenson

Kent Lawrence Sundberg
James S. Tallerico
Renee Tietjen
Kirk Wilcox
Master’s
Thomas F. Manns
Brian McNeary
Ron Myers
Sam Pennisi
Robert Douglas Scott Jr.
Richard K. Sutton
Brent Shepherd Windley
1975
Bachelor’s
Bart Andreasen
Roylan C. Croshaw
Arthur G. Cudworth
Kerry E. DeVries
Gary William Dickerson
Richard B. Grover
R. Dale Hadfield
Vicki Leigh Hastings
James A. Jensen
Alan D. Johnson
Mark William Johnson
Darryl W. McConaghie
Michael M. O'Donnell
Charles A. Olsen
Dwight A. Peterson
Robert L. Reese
Larry D. Rodebush
M. Reuel Smith
John T. Swain
William L. VanAusdal
David V. Weaver
Heber C. Williams
William M. Wilson
Master’s
Garlyn N. Bergdale
James S. Culberson
Grant C. Jensen

Stanley P. Johnson
Keith Sorenson

1977

1976

Cordell L. Batt
Roger Burkart
Alan Jay Christensen
Dennis Dalley
Dennis Dudley
Maureen Einert
Jim Hitchman
Roger Horner
James W. Lister
Merlin Brandt Maughan
Dennis C. Nagao
Rodney Rasmussen
Tim K. Soffe
Johnn K. Sterzer
Thomas T. Story
Roger Sunada
Robert P. Watkins
Bryan H. Whitehead

Bachelor’s
James F. Allred
Wade D. Alston
Jim J. Alsup
Ross B. Alvord
Garth Morrell Balls
James Barbieri
Kent L. Brough
Scott Lewis Campbell
Carter P. Childers
John Costello
Emery F. Crook
James L. Despain
James Allan Exby
Glen J. France
Arlene Marie Johnson
Todd Donald Johnson
Michael L. Kolbenschlag
David Lloyd Maguire
Robert M. Nevins
Michael D. Preston
William E. Prindle II
John A. Rehmer
Jay G. Roundy
Rodney Michael Saunders
Dale Richard Smith
Conley Jay Thompson
Gordon Melvin Williams
Mark E. Wolf
Ronald L. Yates
Master’s
John T. Fey
Andrew C. Germanow
Bruce A. Hendrickson
Stan W. Holtschmeider
Peter A. Koenig
Mark D. McKenzie
Larry Albert Sagers

Bachelor’s

Master’s
Walter D. Bremer
Daniel W. Green
James L. Gropper
Stephen H. Hennig
Bruce Davis Hinckley
Marsha Jeanne Lee
Carol MayerReed
Margaret A. Mullins
Raphael Phillips Jr.
1978
Bachelor’s
Dwight Ashdown
John L. Blackburn
Margaret Ann Blackburn
Randall Clair Boudrero
James E. Butterfus
Patrick John Carroll
Todd A. Chambers
Todd F. Claflin

Gregory F. Cudworth
Dale Doerr
Jay L. Findlay
Henrietta Harris
Gary R. Heintz
Craig A. Hinckley
Marty Hogan
James Wursten Huppi
Brad E. Johnson
Bevan Dwight Killpack
Sam W. Maphis IV
Susan H. Martineau
Randall Kent Miller
Greg Mozian
Dean P. Munn
Jerold K. Peterson
Karen L. Smith
Jan Striefel
Thomas A. Van Hise
Laura G. Wiberg
Master’s
Kenneth R. Brooks
Richard L. Carlson
Glen E. Gidley
Blaise G. Grden
Brenda L. Tamasus
Barbara Wyatt
1979
Bachelor’s
Richard D. Barrett
Barry M. Burton
Steven Anthony Canada
Charles S. Carter
Wayne Clermont
David H. Climenson
Dana Encheff
Richard Huish
James M. Hyatt
William Carl Josephson
Donna Jean Keelling
Jeffrey C. Kegerris
Tom J. Knowlton
Ken L. Kunkel
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Kathleen Lewis
Robert D. Lien
Jock R. Little
Jim S. McKnight
Andrew John Moolin
Mary Jean Parkin
Dawn Robin Schau
Dorothy Sharp
John A. Squire
Carl M. Swendsen
Leslie McIntyre Thomas
Burnell Thorley
Kevin J. Tuck
Gerard P. Tully
Scott W. VanDyke
Raymond T. Visser
Steve Wagley
Bradley E. Wellington
Master’s
Bill F. Carman
Michael D. Fotheringham
Michael R. Kania
Stuart H. MacDonald
Martin F. Quigley
1980
Bachelor’s
Michael W. Becker
Frederick S. Clapper
Janet Degan
David G. Garce
Margaret Carr Garrett
Kurt Gumbrecht
Jeff Hammond
Dan M. Hodapp
William S. Hoskins
Elizabeth C. Josephson
Allen Kent
J. Brad Knight
David J. Lindberg
James E. Linton
Walter McMillan Millar
Greg Skeen Montgomery
Steven Edward Moore
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Kent Nelson Mueller
Michael T. Pastori
Joseph B. Peart
Andrew Podhorecki
William L. Rowe
Ron Scott
Alan R. Seamons
Cynthia Joyce Smith
Randy G. Sorensen
David Wallace Spooner
W. Robert Stephenson
Thomas G. Stevens
John Rodney Swim
John L. Taufer
Kevin B. Twitchell
Cheryl M. Underwood
Mark Varvoutis
Kim Susan Wall
Alan Kelly Weaver
Robert R. Welch
Michael J. Whitman
Gregory J. Wolfley
Master’s
Charles W. Borup
Matthew B. Conover
Suzanne J. Docker
Kermit L. Johansson
Susan Lee Marsh
Parry Clifford Thomas
1981
Bachelor’s
Kurt F. Altvater
Rita Anthony
Nicholas T. Blake
Stephen R. Call
Nola Chavez
Dale Davies
Mark O. Dawson
John A. Farina
Keith Hall
Curtis Johnson
Scott D. Johnson
Paul Keeler

Gary M. Kimber
Sandra Lynn Klasema
John F. Mahoney
Mary Beth Malotky
Bruce Larkin Maw
Robert B. Metcalf
John Edward Peters
Gary W. Pool
Ronald B. Salisbury
R. Michael Schneider III
Linda Louise Snyder
Richard Steele
Steven R. Stettler
Brad Taylor
Lisa Ann Tweedt
Brock R. Wells
Garth M. Woolsey
Linda Z. Wright

Lynn Miles Stephens
Curtis R. Tanner
Linda Turnbull
Douglas Norman Waters
Rulon White
Robert L. Wilkinson

Don B. Andberg
Samuel J. Camarata Jr.
John C. Ellsworth
Vicki France
Lawrence C. Headley
John Clayton Maas
Mark Raming
Jean Schaffeld

Master’s

Master’s

1983

Bachelor’s

Robert L. Marshall
Gregory McPherson
Patty Stevens
Joni Vachon
Wade Weston Ward Sr.

Bachelor’s

Steven John Cooper
Charles W. Gilmore
Julia W. Gold
Kathie P. Gravenhorst
Steven M. Griffin
Benjamin N. Hall
Dan Neal Hill
Julie M. Johnson
Kevin Jolley
Edward L. Klopfer Jr.
Elizabeth Eisaman Leland
Robin C. Muckey
Jayne C. Mulford
Robert J. Nicholson Sr.
Polycarp Nwankwo Okore
Brent G. Parkin
Mark E. Patterson
Larry Ernest Reber
Steve Rose
Paul S. Sorey
Sumner M. Swaner
Inez Cho Lyn Tan
David M. Tibbetts
Bev Dawn Tuchsen
Ray Whitchurch

1982
Bachelor’s
Calvin W. Barlow
Perry David Blake
Nathan Brown
Kevin W. Burke
Tracy L. Cudworth
Tracey Marie Douthett
Patricia J. Ehrman
Kevin Erickson
Jacob Hazlett
Bryan M. Kardos
Nancy Jo Krivick
Keith J. Maas
Robert Martin
David Blaine Moore
William Bruce Nickerson
Lisa Ranzenberger
Karen Scarborough

Master’s

Dan Anderton
Debowden A. Bauer
Carey A. Christenson
Walter E. Cole
Bruce Miner Fox
Larry H. Harmsen
David W. Hart
Kenneth O. Hayes
Golden R. Holt
Joanne C. Humphry
Kirk E. Jensen
Nooshin Katebini
Kim Karl Kowallis
Clair M. Lewis
Daniel Loveland
Rebecca Kathleen Lyles
Eric Lyman
Marc D. McCall
Kim McCammon
James Mcintyre
Peymaneh Niaki
Saghi Niaki
David T. Olwin
Eulalia Jean Robinson
Ann E. Rose
Dirk W. Sabin

Robin R. Saeva
Paiman Z. Salimpour
Mike Shafer
David Earl Socwell
Stanton W. Southwick
Michael W. Stengel
Michael S. Varley
William E. White

Joseph J. Donaldson
Scott A. Gutting
Jennifer Wood Harrington
Chris Roberts
1984

Master’s

Mark Richard Brown
Shannon Heath
Charles J. Houghten
Martin Norman Maca
1985
Bachelor’s
John M. Andrasko
Bruce F. Brown
Jim Carter
Stuart R. Challender
Jill Cowley
Michael Todd Deschamps
Greg Doyle
Chris R. Folgmann
Alison Gallagher
Blaine A. Gifford
Robert Graetzel
Gregory H. Graves
Lindi Ann Gregory
Terry Lee Johnson
Keith Roberton Knowles
Kevin L. Krogh
Michael R. Lamb
Richard Dale Marriotti
William E. Mitchell
Robert Moses
David Merrill Price
Chris A. Reino
Dianna Lois Brenne Reish
Jerome E. Sempek
Russell K. Stringham
James D. Talbert
Steven D. Voorhees
Gary K. Woodward
Chompol Yusananda
Master’s
Edward A. Cook
Holly J. Johnson
Douglas R. Ohrn
Elizabeth J. Watts
Scott R. Wolford
Jack Wayne Zunino

1986
Bachelor’s
Darell S. Bagley
Todd Myron Bagley
Stephen Bingham
John W. Corbett
Robert W. Cushman
David B. Davis
Robert L. Desmond
Michael Bret Draper
Jerry S. Evans
Sharon Gail Heider
Hugh R. Holt
Mark Lynn Jarvis
Stephen R. Kelly
Christina Kopf
Craig Allan Lofgreen
Monica Mariaca Pando
David Lee Mearing
Douglas Nash
Clair D. Smith
Bob Stephen
John M. Suarez
Scott A. Todd
David Lawson Trueblood
Kelly R. Walker
Scott T. Webb
Blake C. Wright
Master’s
Stuart R. Challender
Gregory H. Graves
Karen E. Krogh
Robert L. Nagel
Brooks T. Robinson
Jerome E. Sempek
1987
Bachelor’s
Fauzi Bin Abu Bakar
Kent R. Baker
Paul Randall Bee
Jay A. Bollwinkel

Mark S. Crosby
Cari L. Goetcheus
Steve Gregory
Glenn D. Howard
Brian Michael John Huculak
Mark E. Larson
Brad Parkinson
Daniel Rabin
Susan Ricci
Dale Schafer
Kevin L. Schafer
David Glen Simpson
Christine L. Taratsas
Shiman Yee

Debora A. Riddle
John D. Roberts
Shawn J. Seager
Lee R. Skabelund
Janice L. Spencer
Robert Thomason

Master’s

Bachelor’s

Kent R. Baker
Jill Cowley
Gary K. Woodward

Joseph Francis Burkley
David Alan Christensen
Elbert L. Cox
Scott Davies
Chris J. Fauske
Jacob Ben Frost
Benjamin H. Gifford
David S. Hatch
Ronald A. Heiden
Kevin Scott Johnson
Candace N. McWane
Jennifer G. Meyer
Jenny P. Neilson
Kurt W. Nielsen
David Russell Price
Frank Prince
Gwen S. Reddish
Don B. Sargent
Gregory Shymanski
Rolf Rune Sordal
Rodney E. Stanger
Edward Evan Thurston
Larry Dale Weaver

1988
Bachelor’s
Norani Abu Seman
Aini Ahmad
Kent W. Bagnell
William A. Blevins
David Breznick
Lisa M. Campbell
Sandra Melville Davenport
Fred M. Dietrich
Malin B. Francis
L. Vaughn Furness
Christopher C. Gaddis
Jeff Duane Garrett
Deborah Gorman
Narulhuda Hayati Ibrahim
Alec Leron Johnsen
Keiichi Kato
Rich Kester
Jong H. Kim
Douglas L. Kofford II
Dorriah Mat
Nathan N. Maughan
Anne P. Nelson
Susan K. Nordstrom

Master’s
Kuo Kwang Chang
Richard J. Lasko
1989

Master’s
Susan Crook
Susan K. Nordstrom

1990
Bachelor’s
Mike Bassett
Laura A. Bishop
Michael Bothe
Terrall V. Budge
Jeff L. Chase
John J. Costanza
Curt Lynn Gordon
Thomas A. Hale
Todd Richard Hess
Christopher E. Ingalls
William Scott Jackson
Bruce D. Jensen
Kelly Dee Keicher
Jung Kwon Kim
Brent Edward Koster
Karen E. Lankford
Madeline R. Mazurski
Bruce Meeks
Merritt Wayne Paice
Cindy Fuller Pierce
Kevin R. Shields
James Perry Thorne
David N. Wagstaff
Brian A. Young
Master’s
Michael V. Ferrara
L. Vaughn Furness
Jon R. Garner
Madeline R. Mazurski
Daniel Rabin
Kirsten A. Whetstone
Linda P. Wright
1991
Bachelor’s
Lynley E. Barbano
Telford Collins Chapman
Matthew G. Colvin
Kent A. Earle
Wayne Gardner
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David Allen Harris
Steven C. Heaton
Duwayne Lee Jacobsen
Brent Clayton Jeffery
Noriah Mat
Scott R. Milovich
Lance J. Park
Hsueh Terng Phang
Cheekun Tiong
Master’s
Paul Randall Bee
Kathlyn Jo Collins
John Dale Gaeddert
Gary R. Weiner

1992
Bachelor’s
Prashanta Noojibail Bhat
Rand K. Center
Kristi Lynn Clarke
Jeffrey D. Datwyler
Chad Ellis
Rick V. Grover
Jeffrey A. Hansen
Patricia E. Hugenard
DeAnne Sargent
Gregory Alan Schow
Mark H. Shepard
Elizabeta Stacishin Moura
Curt B. Taylor
Craig A. Widmier
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1993
Bachelor’s
Jared R. Barton
Jason W. Bench
Jereck R. Boss
Alan J. Buckingham
Izak Hail
Bryan M. Hansen
Troy R. Herold
Brock W. Hill
Judith L. Ingham
Jinho Jo
David E. Kurtz
Douglas Edward MacPherson
Blair Murray
Steve E. Siddoway
Keith B. Smith
Andrea Sorensen
Robert Craig Stevenson
Tsuneo Tsurusaki
Jeffrey M. Varley
Greg Vitley
Christopher R. Warner
Denna Lynn Woodbury
Alvin Roland Yariwon
Burton K. Yuen

Hugh Scott Morton
Tyler B. Parrish
Jennifer E. Patrick
Darrin L. Perkes
Leisa Phillips
Nancy Ann Read
Travis J. Ruybal
Jaysen Selley
Kristie Lynn Sikorski
Rob L. Sweeten
Paul Cary Valcarce
Shane H. Viehweg
Kimberly Meyers Warren
Justin K. Williams
Darren G. Wilson
Richard D. Wixom
David B. Wright
David Sterling Wright
Master’s
David T. Anderson
Julianne Marie Duncan
Paul H. Larsen
Christopher Wade Sands
Anne M. Spranger
Elizabeta Q. Stacishin

Master’s

1995

Kevin Gene Draper
Terry E. Keane
John D. Krebs
Chris C. Saunders
Kurt Alyn Watzek

Bachelor’s

Master’s

1994

Robert Alan King
Michael Lloyd Warner
Monica Mariaca Pando
Jeffrey D. Datwyler

Bachelor’s
Erik James Aulestia
Cynthia Bee
Heather E. Daines
Jinger M. Diaz
Namita Jayaram
Stefan Vincent Johansson
Greg S. Kloberdanz

Michael R. Child
John L. Conde
Jose Diaz Jr.
Ja Eggett
Berry Stanley Ellison III
Darin Val Farnworth
Jackie C. Hallett
Justin J. Hamula
Jennifer Hawkes
Shawn L. Hlavaty
Kim Robert Hunter
Dale Edward James
Paul Roger Krommenhoek
Mark W. Malmstrom
Hiroyuki Matsubayashi
Scott C. Peters

Wade Curtis Peterson
Benjamin Dooly Phillips
Debora R. Shepard
Robert Dee Stevenson
Angie Valcarce
Master’s
Kate L. Bartz
Sarah Creachbaum
Beth G. Franklin
Richard Michael Johnson
Beth Ludvigsen
Scott Anthony Mendenhall
1996
Bachelor’s
Eric Kit Auyeung
Wesley David Baumgartner
Christy Calvin
Ashley J. Cluff
Michael L. Dennis
Chandevy D. Eng
Quinn Galbraith
Richard Lehmann Gilbert
Steven L. Gilbert
Lawrence C. Greene Jr.
Eric S. Hull
Craig Calvin Kunz
Jeffery Dean Lang
David G. Mecham
Becky L. Mitchell
Edward Berger Murdock
Sid F. Ostergaard
Amy Gray Rawlinson
Master’s
Nancy A. Brunswick
Phyllis Ann Bustamante
Joseph B. Campo
Geoffrey E. Ellis
Cynthia B. Moffett
Jeffrey Jon Scarborough

1997
Bachelor’s
Mouein Mahmoud Awada
Robert Allen Beckstrand
Shannon M. Byrne
Daniel Robert Cable
Kristin E. Corning
Kimball D. Erdman
Jeremy Stephen Fillmore
John Carlos Francis
Barry G. Gonnelly
Tai Taylor Gordon
Gregory G. Graham
David B. Green
Randall Rolfson Greene
Danette R. Leatherman
Don E. Leslie
Micheal D. Metcalf
Kirk Anthony Miller
Brenda A. Milligan
Joshua Nash
Chad D. Nielson
Kris B. Parker
Jeffrey K. Peay
Christy C. Robinson
Chantz Justin Smith
Darin E. Thacker
Wendy Vaughan
Cory M. Walton
Master’s
Lars Donald Anderson
Byron Hukee
Ruth W. Montero
Stella Andree Palmier
Todd A. Sherman
Steven R. Stettler
Benjawan Ubonsri
Sarah W. Uram
Gary Lee Worthley

1998
Bachelor’s
Kristen Marie Aoki
Troy T. Christopulos
Larry E. Collinwood
Jacqueline Maldeney Davis
Robert B. Donigan
Brady G. Fredrickson
Ryan Matthew Halverson
James Rene Kros
Vincent R. Olcott
Mason J. Palmer
Joe Peterson
Novan Chrisnelius Purba
Wilmington Joaquin Ramirez
Melissa ReeseThacker
Debi E. Reynolds
Gisela M. Sassen
Cory Amos Shupe
Janae D. Stephenson
Henry K. Sudweeks
Kenneth R. Thomson
Mark David Tullis
Benjamin Lewis Willits
James D. Zaugg
Master’s
Barton David Dean
Jacquelynn Dawn Hoffer
Joyce N. Knoblett
Jamie Maslyn Larson
Mark W. van der Zalm
1999
Bachelor’s
Jessica Barlow
Cindy A. Boen
James Shumway Boyden
Kelly Tim Burrows
Brook Dee Cole
Rebecca W. Cowley
Michael P. Cunningham
Brett William Denight

Natalie R. DeNormandie
Rodney L. Elwood
J. Kelly Gillman
Jeremy R. Harris
Jeffrey L. Haws
Julie Day Hendricksen
Yonggi Kim
Yong Jae Lee
Scott L. Lindsay
Bardell Mangum
Trent C. McKay
Darren Jay Pearson
Jacob L. Pearson
Eric J. Powell
Brooke J. Smith
Karla M. Smith
Jeffrey Carter Stokes
Steven Dale Torgerson
Joe D. Vickers
Cory B. Whiting
Master’s
Allysia C. Angus
Gary Dean Bentrup
Cimarron Elizabeth Chacon
Jill Schroeder Grams
Dick Allen Rol
Kort R. Utley
Ronald E. Vance
Greg J. Wright
2000
Bachelor’s
Andrew J. Aagard
Matthew T. Adams
Jennie R. Ault
Tory D. Banford
Glenn E. Bayfield
Elizabeth A. Boseman
Matthew R. Callister
Jer Camarata
Alonzo A. Coby
Troy D. Cook
Matthew S. Earle
Jeffrey P. Ebright

Karl L. Hayes
David M. Hewett
Jody R. Knapp
Bryan D. Kniep
Andrea Louise Mabey
Michael W. Mills
Justin L. Miner
Reid B. Mitchell
Andrea J. Moser
Emily B. Peterson
John Stephen Pope
Jason Edward Reynolds
Christopher G. Rigby
Jenny J. Schow
Matthew J. Scilley
Gary M. Sievers
Byron P. Stringham
Jamie Tsandes
Darrell Tso
Brandon D. Weston
Robert J. White
Mathew K. Winward
Master’s
James G. Carlson
Jeffrey Scott Davis
Stephanie M. Grigsby
Sharen D. Hauri
Timothy S. Johnson
Susan C. Kenzle
Ross Swanson
Todd E. Tibbetts
Daniel E. Vaughn
2001
Bachelor’s
Troy J. Anderson
Roberto Becerril Jr.
Troy K. Behunin
Corbett M. Belcher
Lisa M. Benson
Ryan T. Blau
Darren F. Burnett
Kelly F. Carone
W. Brian Carver

Jake M. Chase
Jennifer D. Chipman
James F. Dotson
Jonathon D. Fredericks
Tina M. Gillman
Richard S. Hite
Graham F. Hopkins
Jason R. Lee
Brett M. Nielsen
Brandon A. Reed
Melissa L. Richardson
Brian J. Stevens
Janel W. Stewart
Ashley Stillman
Paul J. Stokes
Brad E. Theurer
David L. Thomas
Phillip Washburn
Jed L. Wyatt

Allison Hopkin
Benjamin N. Huebner
Chang K. Kim
Jayson R. King
Karl K. Koeppen
Kristofor L. Kvarfordt
Shalae A. Larsen
Ryan Patrick Lawson
Thomas G. Mckenna
Joshua L. Perks
Amy J. Reiter
Douglas G. Robbins
Joshua A. Runhaar
Justin H. Sagers
Rosine L. Simpson
Kevin J. Ten Eyck
Lisa M. White

Master’s

Keith M. Christensen
Jianxin Dai
Giselle M. Groshart
Cathy J. Grossl
Wendy J. Mee
Nancy S. Monteith
Carrie B. Morgan
Lance Christian Purser
Peter A. Wall
Tim B. Watkins

Jared F. Barnes
Jeffrey D. Gilbert
Eric D. Howard
Tim H. Newell
Maria I. Santacruz
Ryan J. Weston
2002

Master’s

Bachelor’s

2003

Laura E. Ault
Shane T. Bandy
Lynette Baum
Cynthia N. Booth
Ryan L. Budge
Adam K. Castor
Rita M. Christiansen
Megan Clayton
Jamey D. Drysdale
Brian D. Frankle
Douglas R. Gibbons
Carl L. Gillies
Deandra A. Harps
Ian R. Heiselmeyer
Joshua T. Hellewell

Bachelor’s
Maria Adams
Natalie Bennett
Ryan Bentley
Jeremy D. Blad
Justin M. Card
Michael L. Girard
Scott Goldman
Rod Hess
Jeremy C. Jensen
Aaron D. John
Nathan D. Lewis
D. Rourke McDermott Jr.
Benjamin M. Montrella
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Nicholas G. Nelson
Abram J. Nielsen
Arianne E. Nielsen
Michael A. Petry
Vern L. Shumway
Sharlotte M. Sonntag
Tamara V. Sorensen
Jeffrey D. Taylor
Master’s
David J. Brown
Diana Hurlbert
H. Adam Lankford
Nathan Peterson
Simriti Kappus Schwobe
Craig D. Thomas
Jiayi Wan
2004
Bachelor’s
Sean Ackroyd
Jesse D. Allen
Jesse D. Bell
Scott L. Bird
Cody E. Brazell
Michael D. Budge
Bryce W. Bushman
Anabell Cardenas
Daniel R. Child
Benjamin R. Davis
Brent A. Earley
Lars T. Erickson
John J. Griffin
Craig J. Harvey
Russell D. Holley
Dorothy W. Kim
Neil D. Miner
Mark R. Morris
Benjamin R. Nielson
Masaki Onogi
Penn A. Owens
Teresa Robbins
Melanie Schmidt
Jon W. Scott
Dan H. Sonntag
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Yoshinori Watanabe
Gavin M. Wyman
Master’s
Jennifer A. Bear
Jeremy P. Call
Virginia A. Hooper
Abraham N. Medina
Ann D. Williams
2005
Bachelor’s
Matthew G. Bartlett
Jason V. Betts
Gregory B. Boudrero
Kathie Brinkerhoff
Benjamin H. Davis
Maria F. Demiguel
Paul B. Drake
Saori Endo
Nathaniel C. Ferguson
Casey R. Finlinson
Mark A. Goble
Mandie Zollinger Gochnour
Lindsey B. Gregory
Trevor W. Hansen
Jason W. Harr
Cable Ryan Jones
Shane L. Kershaw
Kaylen N. Nichols
Atsuko Ochi
Shawn J. Ori
Jeff C. Oudyk
Ladd B. Schiess
Joshua J. Sundloff
Rachel L. Turk
Amanda Wiberg
Kimberly M. Williams
Master’s
Gregory E. Haws
Laura B. McCoy
Sara Sevy Tremayne

2006
Bachelor’s
Anna M. Bankhead
Robert J. Barnhill
Brian T. Boudrero
Donald A. Burger
Adam A. Campora
Zachary D. Covington
Trevor D. Davis
Matthew K. Durkovich
Anthony R. Ekins
Melissa K. Fryer
Jennifer A. Hutton
Jamie L. Hyatt
Michael D. Jones
Rachelle Jones
Nick E. Kenczka
Justin C. Kmetzsch
Suzanne L. Kohlmeyer
Jared R. Manscill
Emily S. Mills
Scott M. Morton
David Niederhauser
Larinda Joy Peterson
Jordan W. Smith
Ryan M. Talbot
Bart Wolthuis
Jennifer Woodward
Master’s
Susan Buffler
Ryan Joseph Pitts
Lori Porreca
David Rondina
2007
Bachelor’s
Donna Ackerson Hawkins
James Louis Alfandre
Michael W. Barton
Gus Bateman
Kristina Bingham
Bradley Ray Bond

David A. Bradley
Dale J. Bunderson
Aaron F. Crookston
Bradd Jerome Epping
Eric R. Fielden
Bret B. Fonnesbeck
Krista L. Harrison
Christopher J. Hart
Zac Koceja
Bryan Keith Kopp
Brooklyn Oswald
Marcus H. Pulsipher
Jonathan P. Ruedas
Marty Leroy Sillito
Taylor Swenson III
Kyle Roger Wozniak
Master’s
Saadia Eram Ahmed
Shawn A. Conner
David Wesley Frey
Chad A. Kennedy
Leslie W. Lowe
Julie Ann Mcgrew
Gregory G. Wolfgang
2008
Bachelor’s
Karly K. Adams
Curtis Jay Allen
Misty W. Anderson
Christopher Kent Astle
Katie J. Bateman
Elizabeth Ann Bowman
Charles D. Brock
Shawn T. Bunnell
Brad W. Burns
Destin Scott Christiansen
Kirk Wayne Dimond
Thomas C. Dunford
Steven Ledosquet Ford
Devin P. Gardiner
Nolan G. Harper
Sean Joseph Hunt
Shawn C. Hurst

Kevin S. Jensen
Billy Lee Kaufman
Roberto G. Leo Jr.
Tod David Murray
Jane Overdiek
Jake F. Powell
Boyd M. Reschke
Hayden Amy Sampson
Chaz C. Schlange
Trent Sakai Stroud
Colter Valcarce
Bryce Ward
Master’s
W. Eric Gustafson
Jennifer Faye Hale
Yi Luo
Alissa K. Salmore
2009
Bachelor’s
Michael B. Alley
Brandon Chase Bell
Seth J. Bockholt
Jamie L. Bromley
Austin Gary Corry
Brett Camron Erickson
James Davidson Gedge
Pamela Lee George
Devan S. Glazier
Eric R. Godfrey
Katie Marie Gomm
JoEllen Grandy
Michael R. Hancock
Jordan Kaili Hastings
Mark W. Hirschi
Benjamin Stanley Levenger
Mark H. Loscher
Michael John McClellan
Nicholas K. Meldrum
Elizabeth A. Pedersen
Christopher James Tatton
Scott A. Urie
Zachary S. Vane
Shannon Eugene Webb

Luke Wester
Danny C. White Jr.
Jennifer Wilcox
Benjamin M. Wilson
Master’s
Bryan P. Harding
Bronson Ron Tatton
Kenneth D. Theis
Dustin S. Wiberg
2010
Bachelor’s
Blake R. Burton
Justin M. Charlton
Deanne Shupe Corrales
Silvia Daniela Davalos
Chad Alan DeVries
Nathan David Felton
Tad L. Hansen
Adam Howard
Kory Dean Jones
Trevor R. Kimball
Josh Michael Kunzler
Jacob L. Lott
Tyson McMurdie
Logan Winsor Moore
Whitney J. Morris
Jeremy W. Nelson
Colin G. Olson
Matthew Todd Payne
Anthony J. Pozzuoli
Rachel C. Quarnberg
Zachary J. Roberts
Taylor Luke Robinson
Ryan D. Smith
Andrew K. Stringfellow
Lance Scott Tyrrell
Benjamin Cluff Warren
Jeremy Blake Webb

Carmen R. Castillo
Megan Dunford
Benjamin H. George
Christopher Craig Houston
Melanie Ann Nichols
Sarah Ann Sandherr
Skyler C. Westergard
2011
Bachelor’s
Jeffrey Robert Benson
Cameron Bodine
Devin D. Christensen
Jason M. Cooper
Adam Alexander Dambrink
Morgan Scott Handley
Adam Heaton
Dustin Kirk Hislop
Preston Ross Hopkin
Adam Rich Humpherys
Chase Jensen
Kevin Paul Linsley
Abel E. Lish
Trissta Bobbee Lyman
Corbin Rasmussen
David T. Runkel
Tyson E. Stoddard
Benjamin C. Swaner
Christopher Andrew Worthington
Master’s
Colleen Corballis
Lindsay A. Ex
Kristofor L. Kvarfordt
Audrey B. Lancaster
Sarah R. Nelson
Emily Anne Wheeler
2012

Master’s

Bachelor’s

Osmer Beck
Daniel C. Bolin

Andrew Tyler Croft
Kaleb I. Evans

David E. Harrison
Nathan Kilchrist
Rachel Maresia Lingard
Matthew M. Lundquist
Taylor McNamee
JD McWhinney
Cameron Scott Munford
Alexander L. Murphy
Allan J. Perry
Hayley Dawn Pratt
Laura Patricia Reyes Romero
Travis Jackson Tanner
Rob Waner
Natalie Watkins
Master’s
Brock J. Anderson
Jeffrey Curtis Hamarstrom
Sherri M. Jones
2013
Bachelor’s
Nicholas Kristjan Bennett
Pamela Blackmore
Glenden Bytheway
Aubrey Christensen
Ivan Xavier Conterras
Elizabeth Cosper
Shannon Ellsworth
Devon Gibbey
Russ Grover
Corey Alexander Harlos
Jacob A. Hendrickson
Chris Jensen
Kara Knighton
Scott William Krumm
James Leo
Whitney May
Andrew J. Noorlander
Kari Lynette Olar
Shannon T. Rudd
Dallin Slater
Zachary Scott Taylor
Tyler R. Thiessen
Jessica Michelle Van Natter

Joseph K. Wing
Gordon Brockbank Wood
Michael Gottfredson
Master’s
Ana Alfonsina Baez Sarita
Rebecca Buckley
Joseph Dayton Crites
Jeffrey Edward Dzikowski
Amanda Ann Goodwin
Laurie Bleazard Hurst
Kenneth Carl Richley
Daniel W. Schults
Justin F. Wilson
Yue Zhang

Keath Flint
Niccole Hanks
Kimberly Harris
Michael Knight
Miranda Kraus
Jared Lundquist
Jennifer Maughan
Bret Nielsen
Meredith Nigh
Robert Owens
Bo Pang
Brooklin Riley
Zachary Scott
Carlin Spink
Brandon Swanson
Rebecca Thorpe
Di Wang

2014

Master’s

Bachelor’s

Eric Anderson
Betsy Byrne
Kim Cloward Drown
Amanda Dunlap
Chris Harrild
Kathryn Knight
Michael Pace
Marleny Santana
Aaron Smith
Joel Warren
John Gottfredson

Scott Allred
Robert Arbon
Timothy Bowler
Jessica Christensen
Joanelise Christiansen
Nathan Christiansen
Luigi Dragonetti
Michael Duersch
Sam England
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